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s Foreword

The "post-new math framework" might be an appropriate title for
this document to signal its timing. With the demise of "new math,",
this framework presents improved mathematics to fill' the void. The
contents 'reflect the concerns of teachers rather than those of
mathematicians..

The new framework identifies the child as the ventral figure. in the
--e-dtkational scent, and that is as it should be. "The teacher assumes

the role of a guide," say the writers of this document, a guide "who
directs learners to explore, investigate, estimate, and solmeseryday,
realistic, pupil-oriented problems."

. The "iinetric framework" might be another title ascribe,d to this
d,:i'cdmerit, because it establishes the Ibternational System of Units
(SI) as the standard for measurement. With my endorsement and
encourageMent, the writers submitted and won this concession from
the State Board:of 4-ducation.

However, my preference for a title is the "basics framework,"
because he major concern of the writers is clearly the increased use
of sound teaching techniques to enable California schoolchildren to

,learh basic mathematics. I whOleheartedly suppOrt this approach, and
I hope fof every teacher. and student the excitement that comes with
this way of reaching and learnirig-.

I

.

Superintendent oTilubu.c Instruction,

c.
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t Preface

In 1963 the first framework for mathematics, was published by the
California State Department of Education. It was commonly referred
to as "The Strands Report" because Part Oneof the framework
outlined eight fundamental concepts or, strands which "tied" the
'mathematics curriculum together in kindergarten through grade
eight. Also considered in the framework was the dynamic character
of good Mathematics instruction; that is, pupils should be encour-
aged to guess,' to, experiment, to hypothesize, and to understancte
through active' participation in the teaching-learning process.

The Second Strands Report, (Mathematics Frameivork for gill-
fornia Public Schools. Kindergarten Through -Grade Eight) /was
accepted by the State Board of Education in 1968. In this second
repOrt, the network of strands was designed as an integrated whole,
and a satisfactory ,instructional program was described as e that
would provide a balanced emphasis upon 'each of the strands

The Statewide Mathematics Advisory Cornitittee SMAC),
1967-1970, which prepared the . The Second Strands R port, was
charged by the Curriculum Development and Supplement 1 Materials
Commission and the State Board of Education to consid r a suitable
extension of the strands concept through grade twelve. Under the
direction of its chairman, John L. Kelley, the advisory, committee
sponsored a conference of 45 participants, including mathematicians,
scientists, secondary teachers of mathematics and! science, and
persons using mathematics in industry and computer technology.
The Rsesent Ad Hoc Mathematics Framework Committee, whose

.memWs were appointed by the Curriculuni Dgvelopment and
Supplemental Materials Commission in October, 1973, is indebted to
SMAC for the work it accomplished. The framework committee
gathered information from agencies; teachers, profesSional organiza-
tions, and concerned individuals; and it conaticted meetings through-
out the state in an attempt to ensure that a variety of opinions would'
be heard.

Because the mathematics program for individual high school
students varies according to their interests, skills, and career
objectives, the strands for the high school level were designed to
respond to the flexibility of school programs. In this framework is

Vii
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contained what a total mathematics prograni can and should provide
for high school students. Although the Department of Education
plays rD5 'direct role in the selection of materials for mathematics
programs in grades-nine through twelve, the Department believes that
this framework provides information useful to those responsible for
matheniatics programs at every level.

Those responsible for the. selection of materials for mathematics
programs in kindergarten through grade eight should find that the
screening criteria contained in the flarnewOrk are quite useful.
the updated criteria reflect a number of Concerns about the
acquisition of basic .rnathe'matics skills that prevailed at the time the
framework was revise61. It is anticipated that the forthcoming
statewide adoption of\ materials in mathematics will reflect the
impact of this publication. 1

In the development of a school mathematics program for
California, it seems pointless to refer to contemporary mathematics
programs as `the "new math." Our concern should be to make the
very best in mathematics curriculum and instructional practices
available to our students and teachers. We are also interested in
informing the public that high-quality preservice and inservice
teacher education programs are needed' to prepare people to teach
mathematics with the knowledge, skill, and enthusiasm necessary to
serve our pupils with excellence. s

The Ad Hoc. Mathematics Framework Committee is hopeful that
this pUblication willpprovide -a set of -creative guidelines for teachers,
authofs, and publishers to employ in the development of instructional,
nlaterials..Ftnother, we expect that the report will be useful to admin-
itrators and teachers -in the deveiopthent of instructional materials
and comprehenive__raghematics_ a:grams which have objectives
Consonant with the needs of pupils and socie y.

This publication represents the combined efforts of Many inter-
ested and concerned indA,iduals, and we express our thanks to them.
especially to the members of the Ad Hoc Mathemiltics Framework
Committee; who are listed on page vi, and to the members of the
Addendum Committetr, who are listed on page 55.

DONALD R. ML,KINLLY
Onel Deputy Superintendent
of Public Mst awn

VIII
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(

DAVIS W. CAMPBELL
Deputy SupJrintendant

for Programs



Introduction
.

The State 'Board of Education, recognizing the need for
meappraisal of The Second Strands Report: Mathematics Prattle!
work for Californi& Public,Schools ppblished in 1972, mandated the
development of a. new and more extensive framework. This 1975
framework will encompass the mathematics program from the
kindergarten level thropgh grade twelve.

This is the third mathematics curriculum framework developed for

use by Californiapublic schools. The- Second Strands cReport
provided an excellent basis for-mallernatics curriculum development
in the state,. but a continuous ,assessment_of a mathematics
framework is needed becahse of expanding information

shifting emphasis in subject areas, and changing organizational
patterns for instruction.

The principal assumption which underlies the thinking of thiylad
hoc framework writing committee is that the school mathematics.
program should be designed to educate each child to the child's
optimpm potential in mathematics.

The recommendations of the revised framework for kindergarten
tlirovsh grade eight reflect the following changesrin emphasis:

1. An increased emphasis on the *application _of mathematical .
concepts to physical objects familiar to children

2. An L'creased emphasis on,-computational skills along with the
1-of-the structural aspects of mathematics

3. improve children's attitudes

o

e

3. An increased emp
tow4rd_rna the ri'la ti cs I

4. An increasedeinphasis,pn metric units
national SysStem of Units, the axis for s

measurement instruction
5. An increased emphasis on the total concept of decimal
6. An increased emphasis on application and problem-solving skills

7. A decreased emphasis on numeration systems other than the
familiar decimal-based system

8. A decreased emphasis on the computation of fractional num-
bers in kindergarten through grade six

9. A decreased ethphasis'on set theory

10
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The purpose of a franiev;ork is to provide a base from whici
schools, school districts, and offices of county superintendents o`f
schools can develop adequate goals and objectives for their programs.
In addition, the mathematics framework provides the. basis for the
development of criteria for the evaluation of instructional materials
to be considered fOr adoption by the state of California. This
mathematics framework' contains a description of the major com-
ponents of tlfe school mathematics program, kihdergarten through
g rade: twelve.. These components are :

Broa4goals and ablectii:es
General goals for learners
Contgat and topic goals
Program objectives
General content guidelines
The element*/ strands
The secondary strands
Methods and materials ,

Classrow climate
Suggestions toriprOgrani evaluation
Criteria for:screening instructional materials

The, Climate and EtiVironment"
fqr Learning Mallieinatie

The most effective and efficient climate and environment for
learning providers for the following:

Experience with objects from which the learner candevelop
concepts
Apeans of communication that the learners can understand
Opportunities for learners to become involved in activities
Opportunities for the teacher to study the learner's habits of
work and thought
VotiVationl for learners to improve continually their profh:len-
cies,in mathematical skills and concepts

TIA kindergarten through grade twelve mathematics program
provides for the following: 471 0

A rich variety of opportunities for the learning of mathematical
concepts
The application of these. mathematical coneeps° to Socially
useful mathematical problems ' _

The accumulation of mathematical maturity and Proficiency for
use in othef disciplines
A climate for learning 4

-
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Learning is a group experience in that group behavior affects the
learning process, as pupils do learn from one another."Matherrtaties
becomes a vibrant, vital subject whekpoints of view are argued, and
for this reason interaction among
pupils build mathematics togethei, they develop special' pride in
learning activities, and their work gains. momentum. Manipulative
materials 'provide effective means for facilitating learning..These
materials are often simple and can be ,pupil-niade pi cbllected. Ma:
nipulating may mean handling an 'object, comparing objects, viewing
objects represented, in a pictorial mode,.or engaging in paper-and-
pencil activities. The mattrials should provide a srhooth transition
from tonsiete Ieening experiences to the abstract.

A significant future of a mathematics learning environm ent is the
spirifoe fre and open investigation. The fdarning of mathematics is
many-faceted. Pupils and their teacher must feel free to express and
explore those facets that have particular' meaning for them. The
classroom environment is an important bUt often overlooked facet. It
should be organized and equipped to appear as a laboratory for
lehrning and sh9uld relate learning to past everiences while
providing new experiences as needed. Well-equippfd and organized
classrooms allow pupils to accept the responsibility for their own
learning and progress.

The/Warning Climate in the classroom should provide an atmo-
sphere of open communication between pupil and teacher. The
tedclid sliould encourage qiiestiptis and accept problems from the
spupils.ftThe m'athematics' instructional 'materials should bd relevant
to the pupil's interest and 'needs and should provide for pupil

perimen tatictai.
The establishment of a classro om climate, under the direction of

the teacher, should be pupil oriented, self- directed, and non-
threatening. Using delinahle, instructional objectives, the teacher
assumes the role' of a guide who directs learners to explore,
investigate, estimate, and Solve everyday, realiitic, pupil-oriented
problems.

The ideal classroom climate fosters 'the spirit of "disco very.': It
provides a variety of ways foi pupils to direct their own learning
under mature, patient guldance of an experienced, curiosity encour-
aging teacher. Self-directed learning requires pupil involvement in
creative learning experiences that are both pupil motivated and
teacher motivated:The classroom climate should encourage pupils to
solve problems in a. variety of .different ways and accept solutions in
many different 'forms: All pupils should express creative thinking.
even when it differs from theltttern anticipated by"the teacher or
when it produces a different conclusion or result. .

4
V
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Instructional materials adopted by the state to implement the
mathematics program should be sufficiently flexible to be able to be-
used with a variety of teaching methods and organizational plans.
Whether or nbt ability grouping takes place, it is clear that in any
classroom the rates of learning will vary, and the pacing of
instruction should be planned. accordingly. Perhaps of more signifi-
cance, the pupils' modes'of thinking will differ: 'some think best in
concrete terms, others, in abstract formulations. The introduction of
a new mathematical concept should be done in such' a way as to
appeal to each of these ways of thinking.

Mathematics Program Evaluation
Program evaluatiOn is a sequence of activities that culminates in a

judgment about the success or failure of a program. In evaluating a
progr1m at any level, one must prbvide a response to the question,
"Did the program achieve its objective(s)r The evaluation discussion
which ollows is designed to provide information useful at the
cla,Ssroerrklevelt

,*e''achers conduct their classes so that pupils learn mathematics. In
order to evalliate their own efforts, teachers use a variety of tools
and techniques to assess the progress of each pupil. If pupils do not
progress as expected, then the programs should be modified or
expanded to accommodate, the talents and the needs of those pupils.
If the objectives, of a mathematics program are reasonable and
comprehensive, the quality of the program can 'be measured
according to the accomplishment of those objectives.

Evaluation is a multipart process. Program objectives should, be
stated and based on an assessment of the needs of pupils. The target
population then can be surveyed to ensure an accurate appraisal of
its needs,, and the program can be adjusted to reflect current
conditions in the pupil population. When the instructional program is
complete, the population can be assessed to determine the degree to
which the program objectives were accomplished.

Matrix sampling is used irr California. The procedure requires the
development of a pool of test items that provide comprehensive
coverage of the mathematics content. Aft4 a valid pool of items has
been developed, the items are distributed rpdomlyito a number of
subtests so that subtests are of similar difficulty. The subtests are
randomly assigned and administered to pupils in the examinee
population. The underlying theoretical model permits the resultant
data to be used to estimate, the achievement characteristics of the
examinee population as if every examinee in the population had
responded to every test item on every subtest. At the school level,

13
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4 the examinee population might be ,all the sixth-gralle pupils in the
school. At the classrciom level, the examinee population would
include all the pupils in the class. This testing procedure has potential
for use at the district level, at the school level, and'even at the class
level.

When' the examinee, pgpulation is small, it is necessary to
administer a greater number of items to each e-xaminee. to preserve,
at least partially, the 'integrity of the results. Models for the
development of a .matrix sampling plan are presently ayaillble.
However, the procedure estimates group characteristics only and
cannot be used to measure the achievement of individuals.

The progress of individual pupils in a claSs is vitally important at
the class, and possibly the school, decision-making level. II one
wishes to learn of the needs of a particular pupil, it is necessary to
consult pupil personnel files, to conduct diagnostic testing and
interviews, to observe the learning behavior of the puprto utilize
alhievement test results anti teacher-made test results, and to consult'
parents regarting the status of their clildren. It is essential that
teachers learn as much about their pupils as they can to better serve
pupil needs. A needs assessment process' sets up the pupil-level

objectives which direct the teacher's betiavior.'llA, teaching
behavior can be directed both by total class achievement and by the
achievement of individual pupils.

A cyclical evaltiation process that teachers. 6t"U.Id employ is
presented in Figure I. The cycle is entered by making a preliminary
review of the accomplishments and talents of the pupils in the class.

ent gives rise to a tentative set of objectives and a
corresponding mathematics program. While the program operates,
the teacher uses various tdols and techniques to gather data on the
condition of pupils in the class. The teacher also seeks parental input
regarding the status of the children with respect t6 school activities.
This interim information-gathering activity provides feedback about
the progress of pupils and provides a quasi-scientific basis for, making
program adjustments to better accommodate pupil strengths and
weaknesses. That continual needs assessment activity is the -link
between program development and'program relevance.

As the time allotted to the prograilf runs out, the teaclier should
complete the development of the final evaluation system. The testing,
instruments for assessing tli,e achievement of individual pupils should
be selected or developed with both the stated program objectives and
the pupil -level objectives well in mind. In developing an item pool for
matrix sampling applications (usually accomplished 'with-the cooper-
ation of othe'r teachers), the program objectives should be used to

a

A
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Needs assessment

Make tentative assess-
ment-6f pupil strengths
apd weaknesses using
Data that presently exp.

Ongoing needs
assessment

Revise heeds assessment
to reflecrthe nlost up.
to-date ation
about the tear status
of pupils in thee

o

Program development

Design or revise program
to reflect the objectives.,
bused on the most cur.
rent Reeds assessment.

1

Conduct program

Carry out program as
planned, teach, moti-
vate, and reward pupil
achievement.

' fttrent input'
Seek information 4rom
parents about their
chlldren's kanung
difficulties:

_alDiagnostic testing

Diagnose learning prob.
terns of each`pupil in
class.

pbservanons and
interviews

Observe and interview
pypds in learning
situations.

Achievementtesting

Utilste both standard
and nonstandard
achievement tests to
estimate class and pupil
progress..

Criterion:reerenced
testing

Utilize instruments
designed to measure -

objectives peculiar to
the program.

FINAL. h VALUATION
Decide whether or not
the program succeeded
in meeting its objectives.

Metmx samphng

Use matnyampling to
assess group achieve-
ment

Traditional achievement
truth:

Use tether standardized
Of locally developed or
publisher -made achieve-
ment tests to assess
individual pupil
progress

bvaluation by pupils

Allow for pupil evalu
atutn of the program
and of their own
progress.

13
Fig. 1. The schemptic of a plan for evaluating a mathematics program at the classroom level.
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ensure comprehensive coverage of the content dothain, both topi-
cally and by level of development or cognition. When the final
evaluation activities are carried out and the data on the total program
impact are in, then sit is necessary to judge how successful the
progratl has been. Did it accomplish its objectives? Should it
continue or should it be changed or dropped? ..)

The procedures outlined in this section should help to remind the
reader of the things that might be done in evaluating a program.
However, the philosophy which governs evaluation is eminently more
important than the tools alluded to earlier. At the class level, 'the
teacher must deliver a program to pupils which tits the needs of
those pupils, a program that is designed to help pupils learn the
mathematics they must know to enrich their JiKes. The teacher must

.keep the program abreast of pupil needs. And, finally, the teacher
must -realize thit the program is successful only if it serves to
diminiih the learning difficulties of the pupils in the class.
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.
The Mathematics Program in

Kindergarten Through Grade Eight
. .

Mathematics programs should respond to the needs of children
and the needs of a career-oriented 'society in presenting the 'content
and structure of mathematics. While the study of mathematics for its
own sake is possible in such a response, it is'not likely to be the
Availing reason for*mathematics study by children. When children
become aware of the fact that the study' of mathematics tends to
open up certain career options, their inclination or enthusiasm for
mathematics increases. Some children acquire such awareness slowly.
It is recommended that pfograrns be designed to permit pupils to
study and learn mathematics as long as they attend school, regardless
of their level of attainment in the subject matter or the lateness of
.their decision to engage in _further study.

Goals of Mathematics Instniction
As a result of.mathimatics study, pupils should learn to function

smoothly in their everyday encounters with mathematical situations.
Their studies shovld, allow them to advance to further study
commensurate with their ability and desire to so do. The study of
mathematics should also acquaint pupils with the richness of the
design of mathematics to allow that element of beauty to.become a
Rart of their knowledge. It is expected that most pupils.will not
become mathematicians; however, no program should prevent such a
Career outcome.

. ,

A number of otl goals for programs have had a pervasive
influence on the preparation of the framework. They are listed
below:

Mathematics programs should progress from concrete experi-
ences to abstract experiences for all learners:with substantial
emphasis on those elements of the environment which are
familiar and likely to kindle interest.

*Mathematics programs, to be /maximally effective, must be
implemented by the qfilorfs ora sensitive, knowledgeable, and
skilled teacher. .

8
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The .program shall strive to have pupils learn to reason logically
and independently and to develop a fondfiess and inclination
for inquiry.
The' experiences of pupils in the mathematics program should
equip theln with the skill to think and communicate in
mathematical terms
The program should result. in continuous individual pupil
growth in -the skills of computation and measurement to ensure
'functional competency of pupils as citizens in a complex
society. ,

The experience of learners in a mathematics program should
result in an.understanding and appreciation for the fundamental
concepts,' structure, and usefulness of mathematics.
Mathematics programs should be more activity oriented than
.theoreaar, and mathematics programs should require pupils to
engage in useful activities. designed to generate enthusiastic
learning and positive attitudes toward mathematics as a useful
tool in their lives.
The program design should be fisible and prpvide for a variety
of teaching and learning styles. More specifically, the programs
conducted should lead pupils to acquire the following:

1. A sound background in the concepts and skills of the real
number system, including experiences with:
a. Sets of numbers and basic operations defined on those sets
b. Coniputational algorithms for thehasic operations
c. Properties of the basic operations defined on the sets of

numbers
.d. Equalit31, inequality, and other relations
e. Funotions and other relations
f. Mathematical sentences
g. Decirnar systems of numeration and place, value

2. A. background in the concepts of ge6inetry, including
experiences with:
a. Simple geometric constructions
b. Basic plane and solid geometric, oatifigurations
c. Congruence and similarity
d. Perpendicularity and parallelism
e. Symmetry
f: Circles and polygons
g. Transformations
h. Nleasurentent of angles, perimeters, areas, and volumes
i. ,Maps and scale drawings '

.
,,. ,ytk -L,
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*i: iiPhil*Md coordinate geometry in one and two

3. An *aaaprePiliti4n of or an ability to \apply mathematics,
inclUdirig experiences with:
a.. Meastreine-uP, with standard 'units, including the use of

decimals
bEstirgatiim; comparison, and scientific notation
C. Probability and,statistics
d. Discovery of mathematical relationships
e. Simple deductixe systems
f. Telling time
g. Strategies:and tactics for problem solving
h. Analysis oi rstoblems using mathematiCal models
i. Methods dflogical reasoning

The relative suctess
itof

a program can be estimated, in terms of how
well it seems to meet The above goals.1-lowever,a fdrrnal evaluation
will require assessment against a set of specific program objectives
based on these goals and on The specific needs of-the upils and the
community served. A program .should have .a form 1 evaluation
component 'for judging strengths and weaknesses. With .such 4.°
comOonent,:educators can make meaningful adjustments f r program
improvement and continuing Student growth.

The -Early Education Program
The interrelated ideas of niathemItics,become part of our human

experiences at a preschool age. These early experiences provide
intuitive background essential to the development of later mathe-:
matical content. Therefore, it is important' that the instructional
program in .mathematics begin in th early education of the child.

In the beginning, the development of ntathematical concepts for
all children should be of an .informal and exploritory natur; the
goals and objectives set up in 'this framework provide for the
establishment of a program ouch a nature. For early mathematical
experiences to be effective, guid,elines- need to be established which
will provide a frame of reference for guiding adults involved in
developing learning experiences for children. Incidental learning is a
useful tool for developing mathematical concepts.

Activities_sbould provide for 'the involvement of children with
physical objects that are usually found in thetnvironment. Activities
'may' also be centered on material§ designed to develop certain
mathematical ideas. Children should be encouraged' to compare,
classitly, and arrange objects according tinhape, color, and size; to

4.
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experinient withsymrnetry and balance; and to discover and create
patterns. They,shOuld discover the comparative relations of "more,"
"fe'wer," and "as many as" through the activity of matching groups
of objects.' In these activities, the child develops understanding of 07,
matheMatical concepts while learning to name and understand the
number of a set, to dountand" to develop positional relationships
Such as inside, outside, on, first, next, last, before, after, between,
left, right, above, and below.

,throughout their activities, children should be encouraged, to ask
questions and talk about what they are doing, both with the teacher
and among thdmselves. Children at this level are imitative and are
interested in words. They are increasing their vocabulary rapidly. If
the teacher introduces word and language patterns easily and
naturally, children will begin to assimilate the words and patterns
into their own speech and thoughts. The key words here are easily
and natural! ), Children's own ways of conveying their ideas must be
accepted at the time; but, concurrently, they should have the
opportunity to learn to express ideas with clarity and precision. .

Strands for Kindergarten Through Grade Eight
The content of the mathematics programs for elementary levels,

kindergarten through grade eight, is organized into seven major
content areas (strands), while the secondary program has nine, major
content areas. For each strand in kindergarten through grade eight,
the program objectives are listed by levels in Appendix D,u as
illustrated in Figtitre 2.

Strand
Majorconten t areas

Overview

!Major topics)

Program objectives

Kindergarten through
grade three

Program objectives

Readiness

.

Program objectives

Grades foul: through six

Program objectives

Grades seven through eight

Fig. 2. Organization of mathmatics program strands in kindergarten through
grade eight
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The program objectives identify skills and concepts to be.
presented by leachers in the following order of conceptualization:,

1. Explafation
-2. Identification
3. Recognition
4. Development,
5.'Acquisition/demonstration
6. Application/utilization
7. Maintenance

emetic, Nuntbers,and,t0gerations Strand
develoPmeht of the aridurielie, numbers, and, opera ions

strand constitutes the most important portion of a mathematics
program in all levels in kindergarten timiugh grade eight. This-strand
reflects ihe growing concerns of educators throughout California
with re6-ftd- to the urgent need for a re8mphasis on children's learning .
and maintenance of computational skills. The study of the real
number system ,begins with the counting numbers to be followed by
the whole numbers, jntegers, rational numbers, and,real,numbers. 2

At the early _childhood level, children are -provided with explor-
atory counting and comparison experiences using concrete sets of
objects. The basic addition and multiplication fact§ should be
presented and mastered early in'sthe mathematics_program. Intuitive
experiences with manipulative materials should be used to inotivake- e
the development of computational algotithinS. At appropriate levels,
these teohnigt should be tied-to the ideas from which they derive
their validity; amely, the properties of closure, commutativity,
associativity, distributivity, identity elements, and inverse elements

e ' * for each of the ,number systems studied. Place value is the.
fundamental principle for naming numbers. In this respect, decimal
iiotation, as well as computational skills with decimal numbers;
should receive early priority at the primary level, as described in the

neasurement strand.
Informal mathematical experiences are important at all levels gEf

learning:, Most learners need to relate the symbols of mathematics to
object:OH to image of ,events from their own experiences in Nkr,
fdr the symbols to become meaningful. In developing the ability fo
work with abstract symbols, ,pupils should first work with physical
models: (1) build with blocks and other' materials; (2) handle objects 111
of .different shapes and sizes, noting characteristic features; (3) sort
and classify objeets; (4) fit objects inside others; (5) arrange objects
in order of size; (6) experiment wish a balance; (7) recognize
positional relationships and sympietry; and (8) search for patterns.

.
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Pupils may then progress through pictorial representations to the
more abstrapt and synibolic representations of the same concepts.

'A mathematics program should provide for the introduction 'of
new .terms.pd language patterns.in close association with other
learning, activities. Assimilation of vocabulary And language patterns
into a learner's own speech and thought is expected to develop
gradually. When learners show evidence of familiarity with an i41,
they should ,be provided with opportunities for many relevant
activities. Gradually, attention can be given to new terms in reading
vocabulary. Most learners should acquire an understanding of, nd'an
ability to read, tlie standard terminology and language patterns. Neyi
terms and language patterns can take pace through many opportuni-
ties in using the terminology rather than through memoBiation and''
parrotlike repetition. 0

The program-level objectives for the -arithmetic, numbers, rind
67)-(Vaii(Tifs strand, are grouped under the following major topics: tts

1. Counting ,- 6
2. Operatiohs 4i3. Place value
4. Patterns
5. Nature of numbers
6. Properties
Activities that guide a learner to recognize and generalize ihe"-

central unifying ideas in the real number system aid the learner in
'cievelopmint of a methodology for systematic thinking. 'Continual
diagnosis of a learner's growth, a planned program of maintenance,
reinforcement of skills, and remedial instruction are essential
ingredients of the arithmetic, numbers, and operations strand.-

,

Counting. Activities in which learners can compare the number of
objects in different sets, without resorting 'to counting,- lead to
counting clohcepfs. In these activities, pupils compare the number of

'objects in two given sets by pairing the members and then 4..
discovering the ,sizt relationship. Counting requires matching the
members of a set of objects on a onatl-one basis with the members
of the set -of counting numbers. More sophisticated experience in
counting can be obtained by. grouping ets into ones, tens, hundridS,
and so on: Learners should have exp riences with many types of
counting activities, which incldae e periences with equal. sets,
equivalent sets, finite sets, and infinite s ts.

Operations. The leainers,should be provided with experienpes'that
will enable them to acquire proficiency in computational- skills. The

21'
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poAsession of such skill's should help the pupil to develop self-
colifidence in the ability to deal with numbers, the basic opefations
of numbers, and the applications, of numbers. The developmental
stages h,for these concepts range from an intuitive development of th
definitions of the basic-operations by joining and separating sets to
the higher-level ability of developing and using the algorithms fore
operations on the systems of whole numbers, integers, and rational
liumbers in decimal and fractional form.

PIA(' 'able. The study of place value develops an understanding of
the decimal plac& -Value notation. The two major principles of a place
value of numeration'are base and position. The learner's concept of
'tile decimal place-value numeration system has its beginning in
prekindergarten and kindergarten experience, when learner first
nwnes nurrilars. hese concepts should be refined and extended
throughout the mat matics currqulum. Some of these concepts
developed as the lea . er gains understanding of decimal place-value
notation are the followl m- _

1. A decimal.system requires ten symborg:------
2. The order of numbers.
3. Positional notation to indicate value.

Consideration of systems pf numeration that utilize the principle
of non place -value system can lead to an appreciation of the
advantages of a place-value system and an awareness of the historical
developmentf of numeration systems. However, numeration systems
other than the ;decimal should be a minor part of any mathematics,
program,

Patterns. The study of patterns is valuable to the pupil in the
study of number systems (theirAoperations and properties). The
study of patterns assists the learner in the discovery and development,

aof generglizations, providing not only practice in using the basic facts__
.but- experience in workingswith large numbers. Mathematics has been
described as the study of patterns. Important applications of

alhematia are a result of'the search for trends or patterns among
ata derived from experiments or from the solutions of problems.

The discovery of new ideas through the study of numericalt
relationships that diSPlay unusual patterns Should be a regular part of

0 the school mathematics program.

Nature of numbers. The study of the nature of numbers leads to
an understanding of the real number system. The nature ot numbers
encompasses the following:



Is

1. The chief characteristics of numbers, such as whether they are
prime ov composite, whether they are even or odd, what. their
factors and multiples are, and what their, relation is to other

eater than, less than, relatively prime to)
2. How numbers .1 = ed in daily living, such as in counting,

measuring, and comput0g; numbers appear in nature,
such as in plants, flowerg,,and shells

Properties. The learner should de,,,4elop an intuitive understanding
and appreciation of the properties of the basic operations and of
their applicatiopeto everyday problems.The-stud.y of properties of
the basic operations shOuld include some level of conceptual
understanding of commutativity, associativity, identity elements,
inverse 'elements, distributivity, and closure The-transitive property
for equality and order relations sliould be presented. Number
sentences are particularly useful in guiding learners tp discover
patterns for the properties of operations. The same properties are

. later Orpplied to the solutions of mathematical equaticins and

..,inequalitjes.

10

Geometry Strand
The :mathematics program for kindergarten through the various

levels of the curriculum should provide for the development of a
strong, intuitive grasp of basic geometric concepts such as point, Lille,

plane, and three-dimensional.space. Experiences in geometry should,.
relate to familiar objets, since so much- of the world is of a
geometric nature. Opportunities should be provided at all levels to
use manipulative materials for investigation, exploration, and dis-
covery; the opportunities should consist .of a wide assortment of
informal geometric 'experiences, including the use of instrAments,
models, and simple arguments. Thus, a geometryprogram should a
provide the foundation for later, formal study:-

Teacher awareness of geometry in the environment will enhance
the total curriculum and lead to opportunities to incorporate
geometry iith other disciplines. Examples can be drawn from art

. forms of all cultures, from industry, and from nature.
.,-From the outset, deliberate effort should be made by the teacher

to use appropriate and correct terminology- She develo o
the geometric doncekts. Yet, language should Dtb me a barrier or
deterrent to the expliiration_of and--expenmentation -with geometric

. ideas. Vocabulary build?tiriCOuld include the language of sets in a ,
.natural way.

The program-level objectives for the geometry strand are grouped
under the following major topics:

2 4 1
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. I Geometric figures
2. Reasoninglogical thinking
3. Coordinate geometry
4. Measuring geometric figures

1

Geometric Igures The identification of geometric figures should
begin by ha ling physical models, such as triangular, rectangular,
and circular objects. Sorting or grouping objects according to shape
and size in the early learning level makes pupils aware of similarities
and differences Later,. classification -of geometric figtires..should be
refinedsby specify ing additional properties. Pupils should be familiar
with figures, such ,..as triangles, ritangleS, cubes, spheres, and
pyramids.

Two basic concepts of geometry are similarity and congruence.
Similarity can be thought of as a transformation.which preserves
shaWbiTirn-ot- necessaril size. Congruence is a transformation that
preserves size as well as shape. Whileearly experiences with similarity
and 'Congruence can be accomplished through sorting and matching,
later experiences can include tracing and paper-folding activities and
the use of measuring instruments. Many learning activities lead to
identifying specific"Conditions that will ensure these relationships.

Pupil experiences should include experiences with the four
-transformations of refle.ctio.n, rotation, translation, and dilation (i.e.,
scale, drawing).

ti

Reasoning-logical thinking. The elementary geometry program
in kindergarten through ,.grade eight is a program of "informal"
geometry. The word informal refers not to casual mail-Fier of

prSsentation or emphasis but to the absenc.lof a formally developed
subject using an axiomatic approach. A goal of the ,geometry
program from kindergarten thrOugh grade eight should be to provide
the foundation for later formal study. When appropriate, the teacher
may present short fleductive and indti,Ctive arguments.

Cbordate geometry, First experiences with concepts of toordi--
nate geometry should be informal and preferably of a physical
nature. Arrangements in rows and columns and movement in
specified directions are appropriate activitiesChildren then can plot
points in the first quadrant and can graph data 'recorded in
experimental situations. Successive experiences should involve all
four quadrants, leading to the ability to graph simple linear and
quadratic equations.

Measuring geometric figures. Through realistic situations, the
concepts of lengthy, perimeter, area, volume, and angle measurement

o
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should be developed. Experie.pces such as pacing the perimeter of a
rectangle (e.g., classroom, hallway, or school yard), tiling plane
surfaces with regular shapes, and constructing rectangular solids with
building blocks assist`pupils toy discover patterns leading to general
statements or formulas.

"Measuring geometric figures" is an obvious intersection of the
two strands nitu.std-ement and arithmetic,,tfunthurs, and operations
with tile: strand geometo. The application of the concepts of

ine9surement provides a wealth of problem sititations that frequently,
demonstrate the practical value of geometry.

Measurement Strand
I

Often one unaware of the extensive se made of.Che process of
measurement in dily.living because meas meat so pejjneates one's
experience. In fact, measuring 4 a key ocess in many of the
applications of mat4etnutics and serves as a connecting link between
mathematics and the evironment. Nonetheless,' measurement skill.is
an acquired skill that is best learned through the ae t ofmeasuring. '

In most recent textbook series, only a single chapter or unit at
each grade level has dealt specifically: with measurement concepts.
Additionally, incidental teaching of measurement rred in
problem-solving and application activities in other section s of the
instructional materials. Such presentations of measurement often had
little to contribute to the overall mathematical development of the
learner, except for some possible computaton practice and menatri-
zation of facts needed to convert within a measurement system. -

With the introduction of a metric system, a, stronger feeling fur
measurement can be developed easily because of the way metrics ties
directly into our decimal system of numeration. A metric standard
will foster a better understanding of measurement concepts because
the decimal (tens) nature of metrics is relVd to the base ten
place-Value system.

The measurement strand is not merely.an outline for transition to
a different measurement standard but rather an outline for improving
the presentation of measurement. Pupils must be given extensive
opportunities to use measurement tools and to acquire skills useful in
adult life. The transition to metrics provides a convenient oppor-
tunity to improve measurement instruction along With the adoption
of a universal and less complex standard for measurement.

Earliest experiences should center on physical activities requiring
arbitrary units width of a hand, capacity of bottles, and
clapping of hands) to develop concepts of measuring distance,
capacity, or the passage of time. In learning to measure, pupils
should -begin to use simple measurement tools to measure quantita-

2 04
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the attributeS of familiar. objects. As learning progr_esses,---pt
should be provided experience in carrying oL)t..._--mor.suLcomplex
measurements.

The measurement strand intersects with the strands of geometry
and arithmetic, numbert ãnä 'operations. The use of rulers and
protractors to measure geometric figures will lend added insight to
the concepts in geometry. When the units used for measuring are
metric units, this activity promotes an understanding of decimal
notation. Computation involving measurements will provide practice
in the Operations of arithmetic. The measurement strand also
provides opportulities for numerous interdisciplinary learning situa-
tions that relate mathematics to subjects such as social studies,
geography, science, industrial arts, and home economics. Measure-
ment alsdincludes the topics of time and temperature. s

The rzfgram -level objectives for measurement are grouped under
the following topic headings:

1. Arbitrary units of measure
2. Standard units of measure
3. The approximate nature of ineasurem)a t
4. Estimation in measurement

Arllitrary um ts orTheasure. In the introductory stage of learning
measuremenisidlls, pupils first become familiar with the properties
of theobjects to be measured. Next, they learn to make discrimina-

.--
bons among those propertiei. They then learn to compare objects
according ts?, the quantitative properties the objects possess in such
terms as "is equal to," "is legs than," or "is greater than." At this
point, arbitrarylunits of measure are selected or devised to allow the
comparison of com on properties of objects. Pupils should under-
stand that the arlEtrary units selected by others may differ._
Experience with arbitrary units should lead pupils to discover the
merits of selecting, more widely accepted units of measure anti to
establish the need for standard units.,.

Standdrd units of measure. Measurements expressed in standa
units result in measurement statements that can be universally
understood. The International System of Units (SI) should be the
system of standard units taught In the 4Schools of California.
Conversion, involving 'computation from metric to U.S. Customary
units and from U.S. CustoniarY units to metric units, must be
avoided. However, informal comparisons of metric units with

pars e U.S. Customary units may be profitably used during the
transitional period and for historical discussions.

The techniques of measurement learned while using arbitrary units
are the same as those used with standard units. The metric system,

2-7/
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long in use by most of the countries of the World, is a-decimal system
of standard units. Thus, early instruction with numbers and
operations using decimal notation should precede instruction in the
use of rrefric units. The Precision required and the complexity of the
ideas represented dictate the level at which different units and
associated measurement terminology are introduced into the instruc-
tional program.

The approximate nature of measurement. The exact measure of a
line segment is called its length, just as the exact measure of a surface
is called its area. The physical act of`measttring a segment with a ruler
or a tape measure produces, at best, an approximate measure, due to
the !irritations of the ability to, read a measuring instrument and of
the precision of the measuring instrument. The process of "rounding
off," familiar to students as a part of operations with numbers,
becomes meaningful when applied to the measuring procedure.

In general, pupils should learn to understan that in making and
recording measurements, they are dealing in pproximatiorks. Ordi-
narily, one tries to obtain as accurate'an pproximatiotio-fth
-measurement as pOssible, although frequentl a god es.ttnate may
serve the purpose.

Estimation in measurement, The ability to sti ate effectilrel?is
skill that has great practical value_Frequen y, a offhand estimate
will provide a ready check for the result of a calc lation and will act
as a deterrent td continued calculatiQz witl incorrect measure-
ments. Because a good estimate is an 'edu ted guess," skill at
estimating develops through many measuring e periences.

In early grade levels, estimates with measurements should be
encouraged through comparisons with already accepted measures,
whether arbitrary or standard. Later, pupils should develop an
intuitive grasp of and familiarity with the standard units so as to be
able to make reasonable estimates through direct observation, using
visual or other appropriate senses.

Problem Solving/ cations Strand'
One goal of a mathematics program is for pupils to develop

the ity, to formulate and solve problems and the ability,to apply I
ese progem-solving skills in practical situations. In applying

mathematics, we are concerned with situations that arise inside as
well as outside the domain of mathematics. Application of mathe-
matics requires one to (1) formulate problems that are suggested b

'See pages 59 through 74 for the changes in this strand made by....,the Mathemati s
Framework Addendum Committee. .
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givien ,situations; (Q) Construct, if possible, adequate matheniatical
rnodeg,of these formulated problems; (3) find the solution of these
modelsk and (4) °interpret these solutions back in the original
situations. Problem solving requires one to select strategies for the
analysis of a given problem and to use certain mathematical skills and
techniques identified id the analysis to solve the problem. Clearly,:the
ideas of problem solving and mathematical applications are inter-
related.

Concrete mathematical applications selected from a wide range of
sources should be systematically included in a mathematics program,
along with the development of problem-solving strategies and skills.
Constaht exposure to concrete mathematical appliatiort enables
pupils to use concepts, techniques, and skills they have already
developed to attack and solve useful problems. This exposure to
interesting and useful problems can motivate students to develop
new and more significant mathprnatical skills and techniques.

The strand problem solving /applications should be consistently
interwoven throughout the 'mathematics program. Each of the other
six strands provides tools the .development of problem-solving
strategies and skills. The her strands also" contribute toward the
development of techniqu s expressing and relating mathematical
concepts that arise b 4 th inside and "outside the domain of
mathematics,

The ideas.of probl= solving /applications are so important that a
mathematics pro ii . shatild include periodic study of formulation
techniques, proble -analysis strategies, and problem-solving tech-

_piques. However, he strategic principles of problem solving should
not be-presented as specific format that must be followed nor as a
step-by-step procedure to which all solutions must conform. The
creative solution of a problem is More valuable than a..14Ardensome
routine. Creative thought or insight should not be stifled by having
to conform to unnecessary formalism,

The program-level objectives for the problem
strand are gtouped under the following major ics:

1. Problem form- ulation
2. Prpblem-analysis strategies and tactics
3. Constructing mathematical models of problems
4. Finding the solution
5.tnterpreting the solution ",

Problem formulation. Problem formulation/ should be an out-
.

gromfth of pupil experiences that arise in the context of some
interesting eventoften a phenomenon arising in everyday life, in the
social sciences, in the life. sciences, in the physical sciences, in' the

t.
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humanities, or in mathematical recreations. The situations selected
for study should be so meaningful that the pupil:will honestly expett
to experience the situation or will have some assurance that other
people' actually do experience the situation. As pupils work with
concrete situations, they consciously or uncoritccously pose, problems
that seem to need solution, or they ask questions, such as. "Why
does this work?" The ability to formulate meaningful problems has
as much value in the Marketplace as does the ability to solve
problems.

Each attempt on the part of a pqpil to formulate a problem should
n4tured and encouraged. To this end, it is recommended that

mathematics programs include a significant riuniber of concrete
situations that require pupils to explore, analyze, and investigate.
Some of these situations should lead to problems that are open-
ended in the sense that they invite conjectures.

Problem-analysis strategies and tactics. A .mathematics program
should systematically assist pupils in devising strategie'S for analyzing
problems that lead to sonte success in solving the problems. the:first
step in any strategy is to make sure the problem is understood.
Regardless of the origin of the problem, the solvers must understand
the, problem so well that they can testate it in their own words. The
solver should be able to pinpoint the purpose -of the problem, to

1, indicate the unkowns, and to identify the given :data. Several tactics
are available to help the pupil at this point:.

1. Guess some answers, try them out, and observe the results of
the different guesses.

2. Construct a diagram, a graph, a table, a t ire, or a geometric
representation of the situation, and observe the relationship

',between the various parts of the problem.
3. Construct a physical model of the situation, or use physical

materials to simulate the features of the _problem.
4. S9rch for and identify underlying functional relationships in,

the problern.
5. Compare the problem or parts of 'the problem with similar or

simpler problems that are more easily understood.

The development of problem-analysis strategie$ and Sactics should
start with the pupil's first mathematical exiteriences and accompany
the development of basic mathematical concepts-and skills. The use
of a variety of analysis tactics should become the habitually accepted
thing,to do.

Constructing n....2V1.4einatical models of problems, Mathematics does
not literally deal directly with the raw physical' situation but only
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with a 'refined model of the situation. Mathematics does not
divide ten apples by five children. Rather, mathematics provides an
operation Which ,divides the number ten by the number five; the
answer, two, is interpreted as meaning that each child will have two
apples. The distinction between the model and its origin is crucial,
especially in more complex situations in which the model does not
fit the situation so exactly. To illustrate this, one assumes`in the
preceding example that the ten apples are all at least edible.

The form of the mathematical model is .usually one or more
written sentences using mathematical symbols. Other models may, at
times, be more appropriate; e.g., a picture of sets and a geometric
figure. Basically, a mathematical model of a problem is any
representation which permits manipulation .1/51 mathematical prin-
ciples. A mathematical model tries to copy some of The character-
istics of a given situation. To be successful, a model should
accomplish the following:

1. Include as,many of the main characteristics of the given
situation as practical.
Be designed so that the included characteristics of thelgiven
situation are related in the model as they are inreal life.

3. Be simple enough so that the mathematical problems that are
. suggested by the model can be solved readily.

A mathematics program should provide pupils with experience in
discussing and constructing mathematical models of given situations.
The reverse process is equally impdrtant: Given ,a mathematical
Model, the pupil will construct a real situation for it.

Finding the solution. The solution of a problem requires a wide
variety of 'technical skills. Basic computational skills and an
understanding of number properties are essential to finding solutions.
Pupils also need the skills related to solving equations and inequali-
ties, to graphing, to constructing geometrica figures, and to analyzing
tabular data. A mathematics program should include a substantial
number of ready-to-solve problems that are designed specifically to

. develop.And reinforce these technical skills.and concepts.
In most problem situations, the reSults should be anticipated by

estimating in advance. Estimating should be introduCed early, to all
pupils as a standard operating procedure. Sometimes a solution when
compared with an estimate may reflect a significant oversight, and
then thd major'concerns should be: How did you go about it? Is the
model adequate or valid? Was the solution process completed
correctly? or Were the assumptions made too broad or restrictive? ),
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Interpreting the solution. A mathematics program should system-
atically include experiences in the interpretation of the solutions
obtained. The problem and its solution should be reviewed to judge
the validity of the model and the accuracy of the mathematical
manipulations. Discussion of a 'solution should resolve the folloWing
questions:

1. Was the problem solved?
2WoulcfiNitilfrer model work?
3. Can the model be improved?
4. Can the model be extended to solve related problems?

Probability and Statistics Strand -

People today are overwhelmed with data from the mass media.
They need to understand, interpret, and analyze these data in order
to make decisions that affect everyday life. Therefore, experiences in
collecting, organizing, and interpthing data should be included in a
school mathematics program. These experiences should begin in ,

kindergarten and should be a part of the instructional programlat
each succeeding leyel through the eighth grade andteyond.

Statistics is the art and science of collecting data, organizing data,
interpreting data, and making inferences froin data. One deals with
some degree of uncertainty when trying to make these inferences. It
is at the stage of decisin making that one applies the concepts of
probability so as to select alternative courses of action which are

.likely' to produce desired- results.
The. program-level objectives for the probability and statistics

strand are grouped under the following major topics: .

1. Collection, organization, and representation of data
2. Interpretation of data
3. Counting techniques
4. Probability

Collectiori, organization, and representation of data. Collecting
data should be the outgrowth of experiences involving observations
by the pupil. The classroom, as well as the world, provides the pupil
with an abundant source of data.

Organizing data is an art that the pupil must learn. The
information in a table, graph; or chart must be presented in such a r
way that it fits the purpose for which the data were ofginally

tto gathered. In this topical area, the emphasis is on the construction and
interpretation of the various graphs and tables needed to organize
data.
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Pupils working in the probability and statistics strand should have
opportunities to-see the relationship of mathefriatics applied to other
areas of the curriculum. ,. .

Interpretation of data. Graphic devices are useful for offering
.
a

quick visual summary of d large collection of measurements or facts.
If further interpretation or comparison of data is tevired, then
measure' of central tendency or scatter is needed (e.g.,, range,
percentiles, mean, median, mode, and standard deviation).

Counting techniques. Before the more formal aspects of prob-
ability theory are presented, the pupils should develop a feeling for-,
techniques of counting events. Counting procedures include tree
diagrams, combinations, permutations, and sample space.

Probability. It is possible to introduce some of the beginning
concepts of probability at the elementary level; however, most of the i
concepts in piobability should be presented at the high school level.

Mathematical models of many scientific and economic problems
exist within probability theory. The ability to assign numerical values
to ideas (hat involve uncertainty is bne of the concerns of
probability. Probability theory is necessary to carry the interpreta-
tion of data to the point of making statistical inferences or "wise
decisions" In the face of uncertainty.

The following ideas are Considered appropriate for pupils in the
elementary .schools: sample space, definition of probabilitY,prob-
ability of an event, independent events, probability of certainty
probability of nonoccurrence, P (AnB), P (AUB), and complemen-
tary events.'

S.

a

Relations and Functions Strand
Mathematics offers away of -organizing and understanding most

observations of the world about us, both in and out of school. One
justification for including mathematics in the school cupiculum
seems to reside in the exploration of the notion of patterns and
relationships. This approach athematics enables 'a child to
discover and describe somethi e hape and pattern of the
universe. From the day child school, teachers should
organize experiences that will dim e dren to think, seek,
and discover ideas for themselves, o look for patterns and
relationships,' and to fqrm generalizations. As ,thete relationships are
seen and discussed, concepts become clearer, and fundamental
principlos emerge that have value ih unifying the study of mathe-
matics to follow. Mathematics is the story of relationships.,,, .,

.
.' 2 P(AnB) sepresents the probability of A and B occurring. P(AuB) represents

.
the

probability of A or B occurring. r
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The program-level objectives for the relatiop and functions strand
are grouped under the following major topics:

1. Patterns
2: Relations
3. Functions
4. Graphs

Patterns. In,. preschool activities, the term "patterns'; refers to
painting, draWing, woodworking, making collages, and constructing
models. The language used while engaged on a particular piece of

4 work and the child's and the teacher's observations on various
aspects of the work will help to heighten the awareness of size,
shape, pattern, and relative position of objects.,

At the primary level, patterns activities provide visual representa-
tions for discussing symmetry, repetition, counting, ordering, and

-pattern discovery. The child should develop an appreciation for the
use of patterns to predict and make conjectures about future events.
From experiences with patterns of two elements, the child should
also become familiar with the notion of ordered pair'' In another
application of patterns,c,the child can, learn to recognize physical or
pictorial representations of fractions.

Relations. Most of mathematics is concerned with relations. The
young child learns early to relate ceitain objects or sounds with other ,

objects. For example, a child basibciates other children with their
/ 'parents. Intuitively, a -child recognizes without formal articulation

certain associations between pairs of objects or names of objects.
Thus, the child learns to form ordered pairs, such as name and
object, in the development of hisItOleer language:_

Sets of related pairs dfoObjects` are studied throughout the,
mathematics program. The 'process of forming pairs should bf
introduced early in the mathematics program. -In beginning arith-
metic, iipils learn to associate a set of objects with a number. Firk;r
they learn to count by pointing to the objects in sequence and
pairing the Objects with the set of ordinals. Then the pupils find that
counting is a way of determining what number is to be associated
with a certain collection of objects. Thus, counting determines,
certain related pairs; namely, (set, number).

Another example of related:..pairs can be observed in the
relationship "greater than," which may be thought of in the form
(number, greater number). This is.an example of a relation in which a
single riumber is related to manyother numbers.

As pupils develop skill in collecting empirical data, they should
begin to search for meaningful relations in the data. For example, a

2-75421
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pupil could, discover the relation between the number of diagonals
that can be drawn and the number of sides of a polygon.

)

ii Functiohs. One type of relation is of particular importance to
science and mathematics: Each member of a set is related to one and
only one member of g second set. For example, for each child there
is just one natural mother. Such a relation is called a functional
relation Or, simply, a function. Thus, the pairs of related objects that
form a functional relation have the property that just one related
Pair eXists with a given, first member. Some:functional notation
should be used systematically by the end of the-dighth grade: Several
national- schemes may be suggested, as showntin'Tigure `..3, and
differeht notational schemes should be used on occasion since
different notations are suggestive of different aspects of the function
concept. , e ...The function concept includes mathematical operations. Ele-
mentary pupils' encounter functions' when learning-the number facts.
MAltiplication y five, for example, identifies a function Oefiried on
ther,set of nu hers.

Intuitive xpericnces will enable pupils to develop the concept of a
function a set of ordered pairs in which no two pairs have the

,same,f- element: Puftilssbould further realize that functions can be
. id ified by statenren s, ibrniulas or equations, tabulited data, and

pli. The pupils will then be on the way toward understanding a
mathematical idea that has many ,applications. The matheinatics
proglam: should offer the pupil familiarity with the functional
notations given here and thould enable the pupil to plot lineal' and
quadrati ctions, as well as functions with jumps, such as the
greatest i teger function. .

1.

4

One member of
the first set

I,

One member of
the second set

/

c

INPUT OUTPUT
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3 6 It 4)

i 2 12,3)
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0 1)
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Fig. 3. Examples of notationarschermis for functions i
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Graphs. Learning to present information in a graphical mode is
essential. Gjaphs provide ,pupils ^witli 'ant* organized method Of
recording and communicating their observations. Observations can be
recorded as soon as, a chtI has reached the c llecting stage; it is while
collecting and sorting data tlia the be s to make comparisons
and to form relations.

Use of a pictorial description of pairs of objects s oul4 begin early
in the mathematics program. Plotting could be initiated. with games
such as tic-tag-toe; a class could graph the height of a plant on
successive days'of a month; or the class could record,tem'phatures,
for each day in a month. The pupil's.exgerienCe with such graphing,
reinforces the concept of the numbdillane, piesents a picture for
linear relations, and provides an excellent way of intuitively
developing an understanding of the concept of grasping relations.

Graph* is also invaluable in the applications of mathematics. A
class may record the length of a spring or rubber band as weights of
successive sizes are suspended; or, at a more advanced stage,, the
period of a simple pendulum could be recorded while the length of ;-

the string is varied.In the study of measurement, a class may record
the number of grams (or any standard unit) of water required to fill
cylindrical jars of various diameters to a fixed depth. In the study of
,geometry, a class may plot circumference asjelated to diameter for

.0different circles. ,

The mathematics program in kindergarten throtgh grade eight
should include the study of the *coordinale' plane. The association
between each point in the plane with ,an ordered pair of nuAers is
asic to the mathematics that cOnnestsgeometty and algebra. This

association is also 'basic to the understanding of maps, and, more
generally, of scale drawings.

Logical Thinking Strand

The begifining approach to logical thinking is informal in grades '
one through three; beyond grade .three, the requisites are more
pre_Cise. Experiences with different kinds of sentences (using and, or,
not, if then, all, and some) and with some fundamental patterns
of, reasoning should be provided. hese sentences should be verbal
sentences, as well as mathematical, so that the experiences with the
sentences will aid the pupils in seeing the, importance of logic in
relation to patterns of thought in otrinary life as well as in
mathematics.

The elementary mathematics program should help pupils learn to
organize ideas and to understand what they learn. Though mtigh of
informal logical thinking; and deductive reasoning is a matter of
common sense, the use of standard logical techniques can help pupils



. .
1t.0 organize the thought processes involved. Children should be able

to decide whether a particular mathematical construct fits a
recognizedefinition and to recognize a specific application of a general

principle.
In fact, logical thinking is both a desired outcome of mathematics

programs and a capability essential for learning mathematics. If
pupils are to progress steadily in mathematics, they must learn to
recognize patterns. To recognize patterns, they must think logically
enough to make discriminations and to find order in those
discriminations. Hence, logical thinking can be considered to
embrace two topical divisions: (1) patterns in. mathematics; and (2)
formal and informal reasoning. '

Patterns in mathematics. The.close connection between the ability
to recognize patterns and the ability to think logically should be
utilized at all levels; it will prove invaluable to the pupil in the'study
of number systems,. and Operations. Patterfis exist in most life
situations, in nature, in history, in music, and so forth. In
mathematics the pupil can be taught to utilize not only these
patterns but also those existing in numbers and geometric figures in
order to gain an understandingAnd appreciation of the beauty, logic,
and order of. the world.

Formal and informal reasoning. Any program for kindergarten and
the early grades should provide many opportunities for children to
explore and manipulate conclete objects, to identify likenesses and
differences, to classify and categorize etofects by their characteristic
features, and to state generalilations.

At the lower dpmentary level, the use of many definitions" of
mathematical terffis should be nontechnical in nature. The pupils
should become acquainted with terms such as all, some, and, or,
if .. . then, and :tot in such way that they will be able to
understand the meaning of these terms in a Mathematical context.

Venn diagra(ms and a variety of mathematical sentences should be
used consistently throughout the program and in every strand where
appropriate. Starting with kindergarten, the language of sets should
be used as needed to gain clarity, precision, and conciseness in
mathematical communication and to,aid in the reasoning pxocess.

1v
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The Mathew
trGrades IN. e Through Twelve

--Program

Orie important in}.4 client for a successful mathematics p am in
grades nine Ihrou.. twelve is the establishment of confi pce on the
part of learne A program with `built-isuccess 9, 1 improve the
student's se -image and can assist the stuaent in gaining confidence
in inathe r atical capabilities. A positive and open classroom slimate
is essent tin the attainment of his goal.

If s dents are involved in thelearning process through activities
that emphasize discovery, inquiry, or experimentation, then the
students can be provided with meaningful success experienr;
Successful learning experiences encourage the student's further
involvement and can also set the stage for ingeased mofivation 'to

I learn mathematics. Such an approach in grades nine through twelve
can start a positive learning cycle f. any students in mathematics.

Diagnostic techniques should be u ed with students who have
learning difficUlties to identify the eas of difficulty, and then
pKescriptive teaching can be designed o meet the 'needs of those
studeri& One danger in this strategy is t at this technique may not
be motivating to many students. Pointing out to students their past
failures and asking them to eliminate their ortcomings often result
in'an immediate "turnoff." Instead, the introduction of new
techniques and materials that emphasize a m e positive appioachz
can capture the interest of students and promo a better leami
environment.

Continuous 'and .flexible in-service training prog ms m be
organized and funded on state, regional, and local level to evelop
and maintain the mathematics program described i this mework.
Up-to-date and responsive preservice, programs mu t also be under
constant development and' evaluation. The success Hof the mathe-
matics program in grade's nine through' twelve depends in large part -
on the mathematical, competence of the teacher-S.

The improved preparation of teachers is certainly an important
prerequisite of any improved -mathematics program. -While, many
teachers may need updating in content' areas, such probability,
statistics, transformational geometry, linear algebra, etric system,
or computer mathematies, if appears equally importan that teachers
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be prepared to teach average and below-average students who have
career or school goals that require mathematics. Teachers need to be
able to guide students in learning activities that emphasize discovery
and inquiry. Relevant and systematically organized in-service training
programs and realistic preservice programs in mathematics can
provide the background and support that teachers need to implement
a strong mathematics program for all students.

The magnitude of the role that mathematics teachers play in' the
counseling of students into mathematics clves must increase
substantially. Additionally, to_communicate cleMy and correctly the
many changes in the needs and requirements in job training and
college programs, mathematics teachers must accept and be given
greater responsibility in the placement of students in mathematics
courses in grades nine threfugh twelve. Mathematics teachers univer-
sally regard the plaCeme
students are emotionally, m
of the major causes of deteri
only for the misplaced stu
Mathematics teachers should
support neces4iy_to_act as info
to the students' progress and
Mathematics departments in gr
develop systematic couseling pr
students enrolled in mathematics.

Finally, it is recognized that the d velopment of new mathematics
technical equipment dud multimedia terials will continue to have_
an impact on tilt mathematics prou in grades nine through
twelve. Secondary schools should prep e for (1) a substa
increase in the use of computers and icalculators ipmany
mathematics classes; (2) the establishment o athematips'resource
centers, laboratories, and media centers; and (3) he incased use of
aides or paraprofessionals in their mathematics pro

of students'in classes for which the
ntally, or technically unprepdred as one

ation of the learning evironment, not
nts but also for their classmates.

given the time, information, and
ed advisers to students in relation
lections of mathknatics courses.
es nine through twelve should
grams and procedures for all

Goals of Maqiematics Instruction
. The goals of the mathemkics program in grades nine through

twelve are the following:

iDeN7elop, comInensurate With each sfuclPnt's ability, the mathe-
matical competence that is necessary to function ii society.
This includes the ability to (1) recall or recognizemathematical
facts, definitions, and symbols; (2) count, measure, end handle
money;and (3) conceptualize spatial properties.
Develop, commensurate with each student's ability, the skill
of performing mathematical manipulations. This goal includes

39
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(1) the ability to do straightforward -pmputation; and (2) the
ability to manipulate relations or to perform the computations
required in a variety of mathematical models.
DeC,elop, commensurate with each student's ability, the under-
standing of mathematical concepts and processes. This goal
includes the ability to transform or translate from one form of
symbolism to another, such as from words to symbols, symbols
to words, equation to graph, phYlsical situation to formula.
Develop, commensurate with each student's ability, the skill to
select knowledge, information, and techniques that are needed
to solve a particular problemsocial, technical, or academic
and to apply these selections in the actual solution Of a problem.
Develop, commensurate with each student's ability, the capa-
bility of using mathematics and mathematical reasoning to
analyze given situatiAns, to define or formulate hypotheses, to
make optimum decisions, and to vefify,the validity of results.

IDevelop an appreciation of the importance and relevance of
mathematics as a substantial part of,the cultural heritage of the
human race that permits people 'to invent and dis'cover
relationships that influence and order their environment.

General Objectives of the Mathematics Program
The mathematics program in grades ine through tweNT should

provide foj the following;

1. Aquisition of the skills and concepts presented in the frafhe-
work for kindergarten through grade eight

2. Development of courses and curriculum organizations to pro-
vide the opportunity and encouragement fOr all .students to
continue their study of mathematics to meet their specific
career and educational goals

Illevelopment_of_a_series of topical minicourses as,an alternative
for the traditional yearlong general mathematics course for the
noncollege-bound stu dent

4. Development of alternatives for the traditional one-year blocks
of algebra and gegmetry (to serve oneof the needs of the large
middle majority of nontechnically oriented secondary school
students) .

5 Development of a remedial clinic program for mathematics
students who are achieving below their expected level of
achieve ment

6. Developn t of mathematics resource centers or matheniatics
laborataff to be used as an integral parrot' the instructional
program of each mathematic.sclass

.e 40
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7. Acquisn by all students of knowledge about the nature of a
computer and the roles computers play in our society; and fol
some students the opportunity to acquire skills and concepts in
computer science, including career training

8. Development of programs for talented students leading to the
completion of one year of calculus or another advanced elective
course by the end of the twelfth year .

Concepts of the Framework at the Elementary Level

Through the mathematics program in grades nine through twelve,
students should have adequate opportunities to acquire, as necessary,
the skills and concepts presented in the framework for kindergarten
through grade eight. The increased need for mathematical learning on
the part of citizens in a modern society is recognized in the
framework for kindtrgarten ,through trade tight, which is devoted to
the development of mathematical skills and concepts that all citizens
should know to function satisfactorily in our rapidly eicpanding
technological society. Some students in grades nine through twelve,
in spite of their,b,V effdrts, will need additional study in the content
of the kindergarten through grade eight mathematics program.

The_program in grades nine through twelve must give ample
opportunity fdr learning basic computational skills and applications
of mathematics at file. level of the students.' needs. However, new
materials and strategies are required fof the students in grades nine'
through twelve who need study in the content of the kindergarten
through grade eight program; high school teachers should not
continue teaching these students, using the same methods which have
prolied unsuccessful in the'earlier grddes. New mathematical concepts

.should be included in each instructional unit, - incorporating new
-approaches and techniques 'and thus recapturing the interests Df
students and indirectly improving,,,their performance. A reorganiza-
tion of staff (such as differeptiate-dstaaing; use of specialist teachers,
teacher assistants, or individualization of instruction, use of non:
graded classrood organization; or different grouping patterns) may
be necessary to achieve this objective.

Encouragement to Study gathematies
)The,grade nine through twelve mathematics program should

proiide for the development of courses and curriculum prganizations
that would provide the opportunity and encouragement for all

,students to continue their- study of mathematics to meet their
specific career and educational goals. The program in grades nine
through twelve.,ifiust meet the 'needs of students aiming for various/*
careers in technical' fields, as well as the needs of college-bound

o
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students interested in social sciences, humanities, economics, or
biological and physical sciences. For example,_ a school could offer
courses specially designed to assist students to prepare for examina-
tions for apprentice programs, for industrial positions, or for civil
service by utilizing modern technology, equipment, and media
appropriate to the particular fields of employment.

The result of implementing this objective would be in sharp
contrast to present practice in which students who have arithmetic
difficulties are often permanently shut okitfrom all other mathe-
matics courses. Courses could be .designed and offered to cover the
usual content at different rates, or new approaches tottld be offered,
depending on the background, motivation, and ability of'the student.
Statewide in the 1960s and 1970s, a minority of students success-
fully completed first-year algebra. In fact, state reports indicate that
a majority of California students are permitted to take only a general

. mathematics course. In some areas, students are required to take
mathematics in grades nine through twelve and may spend two or
more years in general mathematics comes that are essentially
grade-six or grade-seven arithmetic', with no possibility of studying
concepts of algebra, geometry, statistics, computers, and -so 'forth.
These limitations cannot remain if the needs of the students and
society are to be met.

Minicourses in Lieu of General Mathematics

The grade, nine through twelve mathematics program should
provide for the development of a series ortopical minicourses as an
alternative for the,tiaditithialYarloiig geyieraf mathematics course
for the noncollege-bound student in grades nine through twelve. The
topical minicourse approach to general mathematics provides a way
to accommodate the large numbers of above-average, average, or
ejow-average students' with diverse goals an abilities who elect to
ake general mathematics in grades nine through twelve.

Topical minicourses could lie packaged into nine-week quarter
blocks, allowing students to select up to four different minicourses
in place of the usual yearlong course in general mathematics.
Schools, for example, that now offer two identical yearlong general
mathematics classes could offer u4) to eight different minicourses.
Additional minicourses could increase the length, adaptability, and
flexibility of this recommended program. -

.,,,Sqme of the minicourses would have prerequisites, but prereq-
uisites should be kept to a minimum so that these elective

minicourses can be taken in a variety of sequences. Diagnostid tests
could be used to measure student need for the minicourses. For
example, students who demonstrate a need to improve their ,basic
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computational skis could be required to enroll in minicourses, such
as the following:

Mathematic linic
Whole num ers, integers, and rational numbers
Ratios, properties, and percent
Geometry and measurement

Some other topical minicourses that could be offered are the
.following:

Calculating devices and minicalculators,
Mathematics sand living things
Measurement, measuring devices, and the metric sy'stem
Practical geometric constructions
Reading acid using tables and graphs
Quality-control statistics
Flowcharts, computers, and programming
Credit and installment buying
Consumer economics
The mathematics laboratory
Mathematics and games

9

9

Alternatives to Algebra and Geoinetry

The mathematics program in grades nine through twelve should
provide for the development Of alternatives for the traditional
one-year blocks of Algebra and geometry to serve one of the needs of
the large middle majority of nontechnically oriented secondary
school students. Alternative courses should be true alternatives with
equivalent ; college preparatory standing, not the conventional
sequence of algebraic or geometric topics prtsented at a slower pace
in `.`watered-down" courses. The usual grade placeinient of topics
should be replaced by offering topics chosen from arithmetic,
algebra, an geometry; the topics should be arranged in a logical
sequence o that they provide mutual support. Topics such as ,

functions, coordinate geometry, transformations, computer program-
ming and flowcharts, and probability and statistics should be ,
interwove throughout. A strong effort should be made to make
clear to e students the applications and relevance of mathematics
to the re. 1 world.
. For t ose students in the alternative mathematics courses who
want a, hird or fpul-th year of mathematics, a third-year transition
course hould 6e offend that could prepare them to take such
fourth- ear courses as probability and statistics, cornputer progam-
ming, linear algebra, elementary functions, or a course to prepare for
the AB Advanced Placement Examination in calculus. To provide '1'7

t it
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another degree of flexibility, alternative.courses could be organized
into nine -week, semi-independent minicourses, thus allowing students I
a greater choice in the depth and direction that they could choose to
follow. .
Remedial Clinic Program -

The mathematics program in grades nine through twelve should
proVide for the development of a remedial clinic progrim for
mathematics students Who are achieving below their expected level
of achievement; A clinic program should be designed to provide

_ individualize4 instruction aimed at -meeting tae needs of selected
student§ whose mathematics achievement is'significantly below their
expected level of achievement. The program should be organized and
planned to meet the identified needs of students at each school. A
procedure for identification of 'students should include teacher/
counselor recommendations and testing data. The program for each
student should lie planned individually and include diagnostic
testing, pretesting, individualized instruction, %rl, post-testing.

The clinic may operate as a "pullout" protram or as 'a quarter or
semester course. Aides should be provided to assist the teacher of the
mathematics clinic. This aide(s);could be a paraprofessional, a parent,
or a student assistant. A clinic Should operate at a low pupil-teacher
ratio (maximum 16:1) and .should 'be adequately funded by state
and local funds so as to provide for special materials and equipment
and for Optimum conditions for remediation and learning.

Mathematics Resource Centers k

The mathematics program in grades nine through twelve should
provide for the development of mathematics; resource centers or
mathematics laboratories that are used as an- integral part of the
instructional program or each mathematics class.' Mathematics
laboratories create the opportunity for and the encouragement of
student research activities in applied mathematics. They also provide
the environment for learning mathematical skills and concepts

- through the use of manipulative ,maferials or the use of equipment
and techniques that are a part of the daily procedures of business,
industry, or science.

Sufficient funds should beikprovided to ensure that appropriate .

manipulative materials and up-to-date equipment dare available and
that adequate staffing is proVided. In particular, teacher aides should
be provided to maintain,, organize, process, and control the usj of
materials and equipment. A professtonal staff member should also be
designated as a director to train teachers in the use of the laboratpry
and to spearhead the development of and innovative materials.
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'Computational aids, such as desk calculators, slide rules, tables,
electronic programmable calculators, and computer terminals, should
be an integral part of the laboratory learning system.

Knowledge of Computers

The mathematics program in grades nine through twelve should
provide for acquisition by students of knowledge about the nature of
a computer and the roles computers play in our society; and for
some students, the opportunity to acquire skills and concepts in
computer science, including career training. The average U.S. citizen
has little idea of how computers work and how pervasive their
influence actually, is. The average citizen is, in short, culturally
disadvantaged. It is essential that our educational systenk, be
expanded in such a way that every student becomes acquainted with
the nature of computers because of the current and potential roles
that computers play, in our society. At a minimum, courses that
include instruction in "computer literacy" should accomplish the
following:

1. Give the' student understanding about' the way the computer
works so that,the student can understand what computers can
and cannot do. ,'

2. Include a broad sampling of the ways in which computers are
used in our society, including nonriumenc as well'as numeric
applications. The impact of.these various use+errthe individual
citizen should be made clear.
Introduce algorithms (and their representation by flowcharts).
If time and equipment are available, computer programs
representing: the algorithms should be written and run on a
computer, with printouts made available to the students.

Additional computer instruction should be designed to develop
proficienqy in the use of computers, particularly in the maf4-
maticaL physical', biological, and social sciences. Also, opportunities
in vocational computer training should, be more generally available.
Currently, ,more than a million workers find emplOyment in' the
computer industry, and this number will likely continue to increase.

Programs for Talented Students
!

The Mathematics program in grades nine thraigh twelve should
prCivide for the development of programs for talented students
leading, to the completion of one year of calculus or another
advanced elective course .by the end of the twelfth year. The
matliemaiics program in gades nine through twelve should include
programs for talented students whose ducation or career plans
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require a strong mathematical background. It is estimated that at
least 10 percent of the high school population, if interested? could
complete a calculus course and receive college credit. However, it
should be recognized that some capable students are not technically
oriented and may not elect to' take calculus. Alternative topics for -
these students could include linear programming, linear algebra,
probability and statistical inference, introduction tdelogic,2introduc-
tion to computers and computer programming, analytic geometry, or
game theory. ...:. . 4)

Strands for Grades Nine Through Twelve )
. As in the program for kindergarten through. grade eight, the

"mathematical.., mathematfal-content of the program for grades nine through twelve
is classified by strands, seven strands for'kindergarten through grade ap
eight and nine strands for grades nine through twelve. The: wo.
additional strands in grades nine through twelve are alge'bra nd
computers. The name of one strand has been changed for trades me
through tWelve to reflect a more sophisticated level or cpntent;
arithmetic, numbers, and operations becomes the arithmetic of real
numbers. . -,

Teachers*iri the program in grades nine through' twelve are
responsible to the students for instructional activities which reinforce
and maintain all the soncepts and skills identified in the kindergarten
through grade eight progiam. 'Except for the two additional strands,
each of the strands in the program in grades .nine through twelve
builds on the corresponding strands in the kindergarien Ahrough
grade eight program. To comprehend fully the scope f each strand
the reader of this framework should fist reread th correspondi g.
strand and program-level objectives in the kindergarten through gra e:i
eight program.

The preparation of the grade nine through twelve program in-thi
framework did not include the identification of tile major topics i
each strand nor the development of program-level pbjectives as was
done in the kindergarten through grade eight progiam. Those tasics,
as well as .the development of specific instructional ctivitieq, await

. the reaction. of the educational community to this framework. (See
the addendum for an updating of the framewdrk.).* . . t.
The Arithmetic of Real Numbers StrSnd

The number concept in the program in kindergarten through grade
eight is extended to the entire set of real numbers, rational all
irrational. ThroUgh the discussion of roots, particulary of the
irrationality of the square root of two, pupil intilitively understand
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that there are in any unit interval infinitely many points that
correspond to irrational numbers. Such treatment of the number
concept should not exclude practical applications of numbers at any
ability level. It is important in this 'regard to continue the use of
concrete applications, manipulative materials, multimedia materials,
minicalcula tors, and exploratory laboratory activities.

Algebra Strand

Algebra is simultaneously tool and producta prerequisite skill to
studying mathematics and an end in itself. In both cases, algebraic
concepts are an essential part of vocationally oriented mathematics
courses. Learning the basic algebraic'manipulations, as well as the
logical system of algebra, is essential to all the strands in the program
at the high school level.

The standard algebra course has undergone 'many changes that
should be included in the program in grades nine through twelve. The
concept of function has become the central theme throughout 'the

414algebra program. Inequalities and graphing now receive increased
emphasis'. New topics include linear algebra, linear transformations,
matrices, and lihear programming. Trigonometric functions are part
of the current algebra program. The use of logical proof based on
definitions, axioms, and postulates is now as essential to algebra as it
o ce was to geometry (although care must be exercised by teachers
tc avoid overemphasis in the algebra program).

e algebra program should be allowed to continue to evolve,
taking into account new ideas as they emerge.

Geometry Strand

The main functions of teaching geometry at the high school level
are: organizing geometric facts into a more formal rriathorriatical
structure, extending and broadening the student's knowledge of ,
mathematics, and applying geometric concepts in problem-solving
situations.

Geometry has its roots deep in the historical development of
mathematics. The evolvement of ir, of irrational numb)rs, and of a'
postulational system as a model for lqgical reasoning are examples of
mathematical ideas derived from the study of geometry. Op the
practical side, geometric /ideas find wide application in such diverse
career fields as clothing design, industrial design, architecture,
construction skills, engineering, art, scientific research, adyertising,
and packaging. Geometry holds great potptial for helping students
gain understanding of and insight into arithmetic and algebra through
a visual approach to learning number an algebra relationships. Not

4 7
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to be underestimated is the fact that for a large number of high
school students, geometry provides a gateway to mathematics,
creating an awareness of mathematics' breadth and depth and,
initiating many into logical reasoning.

The teaching of geometry in the high school can range from brief
topical units to .a full course along the lines of a traditional
curriculum. Contemporary thinking about the nature of approaches
to teaching formal geometry recognizes that there is no one best
scheme. Pedagogically speaking, the degree of intuitive understanding
desired 'relative to the amount of formal learning through logical
reasoning depends on the ability and interest levels of students and
teachers. Mathematically speaking, different approaches center on
the choice of postulates thatcharactdrizes the system.

A majority of ,present-day geometry courses follow the postu-
lational design of two- and three-dimensional Euclidean geometry
modified to accommodate the natural relationship with the real
numbers. Still other course designs emphasie coordinates, leading to
appliCations in analytic geometry, calculus, and transformations and

., appealing both to manipulative experiences with concrete objects
and to techniques of modern algebra. It.ls,recomrnended tlfat formal
geometry courses be desigried to maximize the mutual benefits in the

- understandingOf both algebra and geometry; courses departing from
this norm should be considered only where highly qualified teachers
are available and where the total mathematics curriculum is able to
accoinmodate different- approaches.

AlthoUgh no general Agreement exists about what a geometry
course should tie; there is general recognition of some features-that-
should characterize every geometry course. First o all, the course

-.. should be based otzP a set of postplates that adequ e, at a high
school level of sophisticatiOn,to support proo of the theorems to be
studied. The course should blend geome y of two and three

, dimensions and should contain substantial c verage of the topics of
perpendicularity: parallelism, congruence, an similarity. The ability
to jise deductive methods to establish' pros of theorems is a
desirab outcome. Mensuration theory, as applied to developing the
usual .fo mulas for measuring lengths; areas, and volumes, should- be
taught, a ,d coqiderable practice in the use of these formulas should
be, given. Even in a course not emphasizing coordinate methods, an

. , introduction to coordinates should provide ,the basis for an extended
treatment in More advanced study.

lett .

Measurennt Strand
Measurement skills and concepts are well-covered in the program

in kindergarten through grade eight, but as pupils near the age of

'



vocational Pfeparation and consumer responsibility, measurement
activities take on a more sophisticated nature. 'Some 'aspects of ,
mealtirement (such as the approximate nature of measurement,

recision, accuracy, and relative accuracy) then become worthy of
rOderation, because these aspects exhibit the strengths and

limitations of measurement. Every learner should emergg from the
study of measurement with an understanding of its approximate
nature, as well as with an ability to select and use basic measuring
instruments correctly and efficiently.

The SI system of measurement (the International System of Units)
is gradually and steadily gaining acceptance as the standard units of
measurement in the United States. A shift to such a system became
inevitable for the United States when irbecame the only ixldustrial
power that was not utilizing a metric system as its measurement.
standard. To prepare learners for this transition, the mathematics
program should use SI units as the basis for instrucatillkd practice
in measurement. Initially, references to the U.S. Customary system
may be useful in making the transition, to metrics. In most cases,
conversions between systems should be avoided and discouraged.
Conversions within the SI system may be profitable in establishing
familiarity with the unifs andnomenclature of the SI system.

Instruction 5hotild be activity oriented. However, the activities
should relate as much as possible to the experience of students and
should serve to improve their consumer skills and their ability to
obtain gainful, employment.

Some of the activities 'that promote rneasure_nient,skilLcan_ancl
shduld improve buying skills. The school experien,ce can be enlarged
to elude experiences in unit pricing and in comparisons between
ite to determine best buys. Weather-forecasting activities can be
used hance skill in Meastring temperature, barometric pressure,
quantit f precipitation, and wind velocity.

Problem Solving/Applications Strand'
The strand problenr solvinglapplications .is developed thoroughly

in the program in kindergarten through grade eight and utilizes a
five-tlep prodeduie which is appropriate also for the program in
grade's. nine through twelve. At each of the five steps, important skills
are identified, and activities are suggested that provide a systematic
apinpach for solving all _types of problems which arise in ?applied
mathematics.

Problem-solving situations should be an outgrowth of student
experiences involving phenomena that arise in\the context of some

i See pages 59, through 74 the changes in this, strand made by the;Mathemattes
Framework Addendum Committ
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natural event. A search for an "understanding of phe no
(na" has

donated human intellectual activity from the beginning f time.
This pursuit of know/ledge, of structure, and of causation is sually
motivated by the desire for comfort, by fear of the unknpwn, or by
curiosity. The search for understanding is usually accompanied by a
strong desire for predictabilitY; that is, within seasonable bounds the
theoretical predictions will agree with known results of the actual
situation. The consistent development in all students of creative
problem- formulation skills is essential if the search for understanding
is to be motivated and improved.

A grade nine through ,twelve mathematics program should system-
atically assist students in devising strategies or tactics for analyzing
problems that lead to some success in solving them. 'Problems arise in

many situations that seem complicated and difficult to understand.
By increasing the. number of ways that a student can organize
information presented in a given problem, the chances of under-
standing the essential featureg of the problem are increased. Some
problem- solving strategies for the program in grades nine through

4welve are the following: , .
1

1. Using diagrams of drawings ttiltfganize and analyze inforMation
2. Using tables or graphs to organize and find new information
3. IISing established fOrms of logical reasoning to discover charac-.

teristYcs lot' problems ..

4. Assigning, airrierigak estimates to unknown uantities'° in a
pr,,kibleinfld Using simple arithmegc to deriVe n information

f,- .
about tife `1;t8iDim '-',1.,=, ''' -c' -"' " ;

5. Using simpler a sirallat"4probleins to 'discovor plationfhips' in a
:ti re

given' problem . %. ....A., ,,,°;;.% ,

6. Employing translation technique '- . ' V
a

;42

Atteinpts to teach specific .. applications Of Aathematics -lead ''...

quickly to the identification otthe followingiWo Major Offfi'cultik:

1. So many applications of mathematics exist .that it islinpossible
to select any definite subset to represent all frdssibleptibtroni

2. Nontrivial applications of mathematics usualleqqiie`consider-
.

. able teaching of noerkathpmatical topics. : 4
kl: 4? .* :

To counteract, these difficulties,:the high.sclfool prptrarn 'should, . '
in general, be concentrated on teaching the skills ffnd ,teclinitjues,
associated with the process, of applying mathematics rattle? ihan o .,r;. ,

teaching specific applications of mathematics.
.

To provide students'systematic, in-depth Tperiences in 'which ,ito

apply mathematics realistically, it is recommended tkat'Rroblein-
solvineg blocks be designed that last from a few days to.two w.e.,eks

during which the student has the opportunity to immerse himself or

.50
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herself in a piotlern-solving situation, Isxercise investigative and
experimental skills, and apply mathema sltnowledge. Such e'Xperi-

n

ences- ould enable, students to develop enough of an understanding
of the given situation that they could thin answer more substantive_ ak ,questi s about it and could see their m thematical skills used in A
realistic manner. , .

A

Probablity and Statistia Strand
Societ needs demand that, students` at .the secondary level

become kn wledgbable about fundamental Concepts of probability
and statistics as metlidda of analyzing data. Statistical findings and

-graphic presentations are used in all -facets of daily life. Significant
decisions and predictions are systenftically made at various levels of
business,. industry, and government on the basis of 'statistical
interprEtations and inferences. Similprly, students throughout their
lives will be confronted with statistical presentations of data and,
hence, will be forced to make decisions' based 'on the analySis and
interpretation of those data.

Interest and enthusiasm for the study 'of probability and statistics
should be esfrsy to foster among students, because the applications of
statistics have widqpread significance in almost every discipline., A
resourceful teacher can introduce problems and experiments that will
be relevant to the speCtrum of experienn' possessed by any given

' group of students. When possible, experiments should be planned
and conducted by students to enhance the opportunities forstudent
understanding and motivation for-learning statistical concepts.

Tlirougli actual experimentation, the prctram can enableptudents
to develop the ,nature of probability from an empirical viewpoint,
leading to the deVelopment of theoretical probabilities based on
methods of counting outcomes. %

.s.Students shoulka:cquire concepts and methodology foicalculating
measures of central tendency, dispersion, and skewness: The bino-
mial distribution, based on repeated independent trials of-events, is a
probability function that should provide insight about discrete
variables. The central role played by the normal distribution in the
study of observed data needs to be carefully developed. Students
should develop facility in using tables of the normal distribution for
the solution of inferghtial probler9s. : ,

' - Learning experiences in the methodology ofanalyzing data should
provide students With opportunities fol collecting, organizing,

presenting, graphically representing, interpreting, and making ,infer-
elites_abbAt data. If statistical experiences are to be meaningful to
studenti,"tlw data.,colleaion should be the outgrowth of measuring
and observing experiences pertinent to the students' environment:
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Students who are interested in continuing theit. studies of
probability and statistics should . have oppOrtunities for further
exploration of more complex probability distributions, simple
correlations between paired variab14,, and curve fitting for distribu-
tions of data.

Relatioris and Functions Strand
The notions of relations and functions are among themost

significant and useful ideas in mathematics. Functions and relations
should be identified in many fields, such as economics, science, and
education and in nature. The early introduction of the concepts of
relations and functions makes it possible for students to unify parts
of mathematics in a natural way' and to apply mathematical
techniques to many fieldt of study.

If students can learn to identify, represent, and use functions and
relations, the' gain the understanding and power to predict results
from causes known Or supposed. Furthermore,' using the mathe-
matical representations of functions and relations, they can literally
reproduce a situation millions of times withou having to perform
experirpents or use expensive equipment each time they want to
acquire additional information.

The mathematics grades nine through 'twelve should,ii.

provide for eachstu ent who studies fiathematics the opportunity
for a gentle but sustained development and use tlr se simple yet
pOwerful unifying concepts.

- Asa minimum, the program in grades nine through tfwelve should
provide the opf3ortunity for each student to develop the following:

A beginning understanding of relations and fun-ctions
Some skill in .representing relations and functions in word
descriptions, in tabular 'form, in the use Of formulas, in a
diagram, in, a graph, as a map, or as a set of ordered pairs

- Some skill in draWing graphs of simpl nctions and relations
Some understanding of how function relationships can be
used to discover new information about that may
not have originally been apparent

As students progress in their study of mathe atic , processes for
constructing and manipulating functions should .e :identified, and
the opportunity to study and use elementary func otis (polynomial,
rational, algebraic, exponential, logarithmic, an Jtrigondmetric)
Should be available. The notion' of the inverse r a 'fu
should be emphasized, using the relationshipbetwe e graph of a
function and the graph of its inverse. Functions and el tions in the
form of qualities and inequalities should be solved' grab *cally as
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well as algebraically, and some introduction to the application of
'-k15,se..__re.lationg should be given in the study of simple linear

programming problems. ,

Logical Thinking Strand

The process of reasoning is basic to all mathematics, particularly
to deductive reasoning. In fact, if anything ty fies mathematics, it is
the free spirit of making hypotheses and efinitions, rather than a
mere recognition of facts.

If logical thinking is to be divided into categories, the most natural
are &eductive reasoning and inductive 'reasoning. In instruction at the
secondary level, there should be conscious experience with both
types of reasoning in order that students can understand,and make
applications.1In solving problems, -the students should be helped to
realize, whether they are startipg from general premises apd seeking
consequences or whether they are aiming at universal conclusions by
examining particular instances. programs in athemalics must help
students (1) to understand the relation et een assumptions and
conclusions aria tam, to test the implication of ideas;-(2) to develop
the ability to judge the validity of reasoning ...hat claims to establish
proof; (3) to generalize both of the°preceding skills; and, finally (4)
to apply all of the preceding skills to situations arising in many fields
of thought.

Inductive reasoning. liductive reasoning characterizes an early
stage in the process of growth and maturation that culminates in a
mature underistanding of both induction and deduction. Inductive
reasoning is usually informal and intuitive, but it, includes several
different modes of thought. ,

1. Simple enumeration. If enough cases are collecte
some assurance that the conclusion drawn from tie evidence is
reasonably certain. Simple enumeration is extremely worthwhile
in that it gives the sTudenYleasonible assurance o correctness.

danger pfesent is that studehts will tend to tin k that mere
num

2. Method of analogy. Some of t theses
have their origins in a person's ability to us= ana ogp
reasoning. One must be certain, h ever, that the 4nalogy fits
before conclusions Ire drawn.

3. Extension of a pattern of thought. Many ideas are th result IVA_
merely of enumeration and analogy but .of extr Rolation
extendingideas beyond tke obse7ed instances. The rocess of
extension- approaches the formalit of deducfive infe ence, but

a
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does not carry the authority nor the necessity of tAe
implication.

4. Hypothesis. Guessing has a 'place IiiTh-riy-areacof mathematics,
from the earliest elementary school experiences to courses in
the high school curriculum. When students have many experi-
ences in making reasonable acernjectures, they soon come to see
the value of hypothesizing extending their perception beyond
what is immediately evident.

Deductive reasoning.' The process of deduction involves` Tibving
from assumptions or reasons to conclusions, such a process being
called n inference,. Students are exposed to simple inference's in
elementary school, and ,thar experiences in daily living provide them
with a valth of this type cg reasonij

Any. mathematics program should incorporate general procedures
for presenting students with the basic rules for forming valid
inferences. At times this may be done within the context of courses
already in the curriculum, such as in a course in algebra or one in
geometry. Other programs may include a course in logicaLthinking,
that will encoatpass the basic principles of deduction.

uters Strand'

The advent of t e us n hi ir schools has raised
questions which, demand attention: How muc s ou
about computers? To whom? By whom? What are the vocational
responsibilities of the school? How can schools keep abreast of the,
rapid technological advances? Should the use .Of computers be
applied to -all areas of the curriculum?* What are the effects of
computer-assisted instruction on attitudes toward learning? Does the
use of computers "dehumanize" sq,ciety?

Regardless of the problems, the really of computers in the
educational environment has prompted the establishment of tht
following guidelines for the mathematics program in grades nine

elve. When feasible, computers should be used in
educatio al programs e_following three ways: (1) instruction
about computers; (;) learning with the aid of computers; and (3)
management of instruction.,

Instruction\ ,shout computers. Different* student capabilities and
interests will presribe the scope of instruction- about computers. A
minimal level of computer literacy for all students includes:

1. Flowcharting
2See pages 75 Hui:nigh. 83. for the changes in this strand made by the Mathematics

Iramewook Addendum Committee.
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2. The fbilictions (storage, computation,. and control) of- the
processing component of computers

,. 3. The electronic method of coding, 6ingy system)
4. Input-output devices'Ibr comniunicating with computers

kbandsim_experiences) -'
5. The history and evolution N' computers

For students with vocational interests in computers, instruction .

should be expanded to include the following: .

1. Learning a compiler language (e.g.,-,BASIC and FORTRAN)
2. Computer programming (e.g., alphabetizing and` calculating) ,

3. Data processing (e.g., keypunching and sorting)
4. Business applications (e.g., inventory control and payroll)..
5. On-site visits to computer installations

. Finally, students who elect to pursue a career in computer science
should be, offered-the fq,11dwing topics:

r. Advanced programming techniques.
fAgitional skills in machinelariataies

, 3. Writing cOmputefAssisVd instruction programs
4. Writing simulation programs .

5: Formulating and solving real problems in science, mathematics,
social studies, economics, ecology,:tand so forth.

Learning with the aidlof computers.. The diverse applications of
computers to learning concepts and skills in mathematics preclude
the establishment of a separate- "computer department." Computei
should be used in every mathematics class in the following ways:

lr Drill and practice with immediate correction ,74

2. Remedial instruction with branching
3. Self-contained presentations of new material
4. Exploring interesting problems with repetitious calculations
5. Solving problems which arise in science social studies, ecic-

, nomics, ecology', and so forth
6. Simulation models (e.g., predictions aid g mes)

.

0 dr

Management of instruction. Computers s ould be used extensively .
to aid the teacher in the classroom. So possible services that can

___he_promided are the following: -:-

1. Scheduling and evaluating resou e Materials. ._
2. Cataloging topics bylcross-tefe nce
3. Recording individual student pr gess ---r-s
4. Prescribing individual.instruction
5. Selecting test iteips from a bank of.questions

.6. Scoring and analyzing test results

NJ



Su. estions for-Mathematics Pr s grams'
In t objectives of4he framework for grades me through twelve,

sev different mathematics programs were s ggested. This section
1 attempt to clarify some of those suggestions. The suggestions are

not intehded to be definitive but should be considered only as a
point of departure for local program development.

College-Prepara'tory Program for Nontechnically Oriented Students

An alternative two-year college-preparatory program may be
offered for nontechnically oriented college capable _students. The
objectives of the curriculum are as follows:

1. The curriculum should bei'devoted ahnost entirely to those
mathematic,'al concepts thht cf//.oltliens,should know in order to

47

function satisfactorily in our
:2. The traditional grade placement of topics should be ignored.

Instead, topics from arithmetic, algebra, and geometry should
be interwoven in such a way ,that. they illuminate and support
each other,

3. The baSic ideas ab-Out certain new, topics, such as computer
mathematics, functions, coordinate geometry, tiinsformations,

/probability, and statistics, should be made available to all
students.

4. It is important to makes clear to all students that mathematicsis/ indeed useful; that it can help us in understanding the world we
-live in and in solving some of.the pidblems that face us.

The content of an alternative college-preparatory program could
be as follows:

a Grade ?title
1. Structuring space
2. Functions
3. Informal algorithms and flow.tharts
4. Problem formulation
5. Nuniber theory
6. The integers:
7. The rational numbers
8. Congruence
9. Equationsand inequalities

10. Decimal represoirtation for rational numbers
11. Probability
12. Measurement
13. Perpendiculars and parallels (I).14.

Similarity

Oa\
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t . 15 The real number system
Xreiyvolurfa, and computation,

17. Perpendiculars and parallels (II)
18. Coordinate geornetry
19. Problem solving

.20. Solution sets of mathematical se-Menus.
21. Rigid motions and vectors
22. Computers and programs
23. Quadratic, functions
24. Statistics

'25. Systems of sentences in two variables ,

26. Exponents and.logarithms I ?ft

27. Logic 7

28. Applications of probability and statistics*

A third-year program could include the following:

1. Organizing geometric knowledge
2. Concepts and skills in algebra
3. Formal geometry
4. Equations, inequalities; and radicals_
5. Circles and spheres - .
6. The complex number system
7. Equations of the first and se'cond-clegree in two variables
8. Systems of equations.'
9. Logarithths and exponents

10. jnttoduCtion to trigonometry
11. The system of, vectors,....
12. Polar form of complex niimberS
13.equendes and series
14. Permutations, combinations, and the birmial theorem3

.

- Flexible MinicourscProgram, . r".4,
A flexple minicourse program can be offered for noncollege-

preparatory students. The following is a brief outline of topics that
could be made available in a nine-week minicdurse format[Some
topics` in the outline have prerequisites, w tle others do not. (No
attempt has been madejo afrangethe topics in any fixed sequence.)
The instructionajAmaterials for the ininicourses should be written for
average or below- average achievers in grades nine through twelve. A
school with four general mathematics clasSes could offer a one- to

N

.
3Newsletter No. 36. Final Report on a New Curriculum Project. Prepared by the School

Croup. Pasadena, Cplif,: A. C. Vroman, Inc., 1972, pp. 7-8.
s 41%

-
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four-year program With minicourses, such as the following. Students_
could select four co arses per year, depending on their needsand
interests:

1. Numerical Trigonometry and Introduction to Surveying
2. Geometric Constructions and Designs
3. Ratio, Proportion, and Variation
4. Problem Solving and Our Society
5. Practical Measurement and Measuring Devices
6. Mathematics and Nature
7. Mathematics and Games -

8. Consumer Economics and Home ,Management Mathematics
9. Business Mathematics and Business Statistics

10. Flowcharts and Introduction to Programming
11. Credit and Installment Buying
12. Solutions of Equations and Inequalities and Applications
13. Desk Top and Minicalculators and Probability
14. Reading, Consducting, and Using Tables and. Graphs

,15. Practical Statistics- e-
16. Coordinate Systems, Decision Making, and Solutions of

Systems of Mathematics Sentences

Mathematics'Clinic

A mathematics clinic program could be designed to provide
individualized instruction aimed at meeting the needs of selected
students whose math achievement is significantly below their
expected level of achievement. The program could be organized and
planned to meet the identified needs of students. A procedure for
identification of studentsshould include teacher-counsekK recotn-
mendatiOns and testing data. The prograni for each student, is
planned individually and includes diagnostic testing, pretesting,
individualized instruction, and post-testing.

A clinic z could operate in a pullout program (students are
temporarily released from their regular elassesY or as a quarter or
semester course. It.is desirable to provide aides to assist the teacher
of thv mathematics clinic...An aide might bd a paraprofessional, a
parent, or dstudent

Some examples of different students whose needs are met in clinic
programs are as foljoows:

1. Students with an ability level within the average range who are
achieving below their expected level in mathematics

? Able students.(including gifted) who are b,elow their expectancy -

lev,e1 of achievement in computational skills
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3. Target students in mathematics; as identified for the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act,Title-I. program

One example of a mathematid clinic program is .a program
designed for students with an average range of ability who are
achieving below their expected level (see number .; above). Th#
program is designed to provide individualiied instruction in basic
concepts and computational skills suited to the. needs of selected
students. Offered as a nine -week quarter course, the glinic serves
students whose test scores indicate deficiencies of approximately two
years below expected grade level. The clinic. is organized for a
maximum number of 16 students per class period.

Some factors to be considered in recomme,nding students to the
clinic are the following:

California Tests of Basic Skills domputational scores or some
other appropriate test scores to determine a list of students
from whom the clinic teacher will make recommendations to
the counselors

T. Ability level of starling three or above
3. Previous grades in math
4. Teacher recommendations

Recommended equipment for the clinic is as follows:

1. Four calculators that have floating,decimal-point capability.; the
Operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication; and division;
and a percent key

2. Computational skills kit
m

3. Cassette players with tapes
4. Film -loop projector (Super-8) with tapes
5. Programmable calculators with atard reader and accomp(nying

drill and praptice instructional materials'
6. Arithmetic facts kit with fact pacer

Recommended materials for the clinic are the following:
1. Programmed practice materials
2. Basic textbooks (or appropriate textbook foi 13ossible ungraded

quarter courses) with accompanying wprkbooks

Another desirable equipment item for the math clinic is a
videocassette player.

Math clinic activities,are as follows:

1. Upon entering the mathematics clinic, a student is:.
a4Interviewed by the clinic teacher for interest in improving

computational skills
b. Given an orientation to the clinic procedures

59
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c. Given standardized diagnostic tests to verify speCific areas of
difficulty

d. Involved'' in determining individualized work based on the
deficiencies indicated by the diagnostic test

e. Involved in developing the student's individual program
p^ student zotnpletes_tlie individual prograLri he or she:

a. Is given a post -test
b. Discusses the results of the test with the teacher
c. js programmed into the workbook accompanying the basiC

textbooklhat is used in the regular classroom (This interface
assignment is given to bridge the gap between the clinic effort
and current levels of classroom assignments.)

d. Can cover in detail some of the main topics studied in the
student's regular classroom

Since each student is involved in developing an individual plan'of
progress, the reacher must observe the student's motivation and
efficiency pursuant to correcting the student's problems.

College-Preparatory Program for Technically Oriented Studentsi

Alternative college-preparatdry programs can be:, offered for
technically oriented college capable (students. Two alternatives_ for
including calculus.in college-preparatory mathematics programs are
suggested below. The first alternative program is designed to provide
an articulated program beginning in grade seven and leading Jo
advanced college placement for mathematically talented studeAts.
The pattern of doOrses is as follow's: 4

Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade 2;8 Grade
7 8 9 10 11 12

Prealgebra Algebra I Algebra 2 Geometry Algebra and
'Trigonometry

Calculus and
Analytics

110

The course, in -grade twelve could be offered by- a community
college on the high school campus. While comnItrcial textbooks are
used at each level, other materials on topics not found in the book;
such as mathematical systems:. noll);uclidean" geometry, source
books of challenging problems, projeCTs; and library references, need
to be prepared.

GO
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Another alternative program is a highly sequential, integrated
six-year program beginning in grade seven. Students may leave the
program' at any grade level. This program removes the traditional
barriers between separate courses, such aS between algebra and
geometry, and it provides students with the equivalent of two full

ears of college-preparatory mathematics. / 1

,
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,-ntroduetion-443-the Addendum-.

This 19 0 addendum to the Matherh atics Framework for Califor-
niartia Pubh Schools is designed to provide assistance to teachers,
administrators, mathematics curriculum planners, and others who
find themselves facing problems not addressed in the 1975 edition of
the framework. Uritj1 a completely new Mathematics Framework is
prepared by the Curriculum Development and Supplemental Mate-.
rials' Commission for the California State Board of E,ducation, the
reader should continue to use certain $ectibns of the 1975 edition but
modify or replace other sections with this addendum. For example,
the problem solving/applications stran'rwhich is described on pages
19-23 and 40-42, has been extensively rewritten and is present4d in
the ad endum on pages 59-74 as the "umbrella" over all other skills
and c ncepts in mathematics. The descriptions of the rimaining
straps in the framework are still valid; however, ,the term "strand': is
replaced by "skill and concept area" in the addendum to emphasize
the subordinate role these topics have under problerfi solving. Also,
the copputter stand, which is described on pages 45-46, has been
expanded In the addendum on pages 75-83 to address the rapidly
burgeoning role of calculators and computers in mathematics.

The three appendices of the 1975 Mathematics Framework are
omitted in-this edit*. "Mathematics Program Strands and Objec-
tives for Kindergarten Through Grade Eight," formerly Appendix A,
has been extensively revised and is replaced by Appendix D of this
edition. The "Time Line for Metrics," formerly Appendix B, set
important goals for.metric education that are generally fulfilled and
no longer needed. The "Criteria for Evaluating Instructional Mate-
rials in Mathematics," designated as Appefidix C in both 'the Tormer
,and present editions, was ,revised by action of the Stale Board of
Education on March 13, 1980. ,

The four topics addressed in this 1980 addendum were selected
because of,the critical need for statewide consensfrs and attention 4n
school mathematics programs. Problem solving/applications dentand-
ed the highest priority, because this strand greatly influences the treat-
ment given to all other topics in ,mathematics education. Closely
related to this was the need for an up-to-date position on calculators
and computersa topic barely conceived at the time the lg'75 frame-

'Work wa,s written (1973-1974). The thirdtopic, proficienicV standards

Jr'
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and remediation in mathematics, arose in 1976 ith-new legislation
and began creating confusion° that demanded thb ttention of mathe71
matics education specialists. ,

The final topic that the Mathematics Frarnewoik Addendum-Com.,
mittee addressed was one the committee felt would prOvide the key to
imprAkement in school mathematics programs: how to plan, orga-
nize, and carry out a st4ff development p;ograrn in mathematics.

Other topics were identified as critical and deserving of more than a
mere mention here, but for the present they will have to be 'dealt with
through other forums. One valuable source of assistance is available
through the California Mathematics Council and its many regional
affiliate organizations for teachers of mathem,atics, kindergarten
through grade twelve and college/university. The many conferences
and newsletters sponsored by those organizations will keep the con-
cerned mathematics educator abreast of current issues and the latest
strategies being tried by colleagues,

Some other critical problems which the Mathematics Framework
Addendum Committee felt mathematics education is facing at go-

-enla_re these:

Female ayersion 'to the study of mathematics in high school
Learning ditliculties in mathematics resulting from low reading
abilities

The shortage of ual 6 ed ,mathematics teachers at all level
The lack of public support for comprehensive school mathe-
matics programs

Inadequacy of testing programs to measure achievement in
mathematics at higher cognitive level
The need for a learning theory that will explain how mathemat-
ics is learned and how it should be taught

s



Problm Solying/Applieations
;

The, recent growth of the problem- solving Emphaois in mathematics
is the resut of a number of converging influences.and concerns. At-
the same time, many new concerns have arjen: clear definitions,
measurable. objectives, and learning strategies,, as well as practical
considerations of-public acceptance of an emphasis on problem solv-
ing, in-service traihjng of teachers, and devqlopment of instructional
materials. Such concerns must be resolved as soon as possible. How-
ever, mathematics educators do nor have the luxury of waiting for a
smooth, unhindered transition to a curriculum that will meet the need
to solve problems,in an-uncertain future as well as meet the needs that
exist right now. Recognizing this, the Members of the Mathematics
Frani- ework Addendum Committee developed this section of the
addendum to serve as a framework that could be used by mathemat-
ics educatorlor exploring new ground while meeting the responsibili-
ties of day-to-day classroom instruction.

Restructuring the-Mathematics Framework

m removes the former strand, problem solving/appli-
cations (pages 19-23, the-fraineworDIron-ills role as one

-of several equal parts of an instructional program in Mathematics
pbsitions it as an "umbrella" over all of the other strands.
- The organization of the 1975 frameworltC identified prIblem solv-

ing/applications as a sepafate strand, with the intent th, it would .
receive equal emphasis in the curriculum of California public snools..
However, in practice, this strand has received little or no additional
attention in the instructional materials or in the organization of
school mathematics programs. Since the, primary reason to study
mathematics should be imbedded in problem-solving/application
skills, which now define the basic skill for mathematics progranis in
kindergarten through grade twelve in California public schools, the
restructuring of the framework to implement this view was undertaken.

This restructuring means that throughout the instructional pro-
grams in mathematics, there' stiCild be a highly visible, consistent,,
organized set of components of problem-solving/applications skills\
The program-level objectives for the strand, problem solving/ applick

-lions, which were formerly separated from the program-level objec-
.
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Lives of the remaining strands, have been redesigned and are now
included in the appropriate program objectives for the remaining skill
and concept areas. Program-level objectives for kindergarten through ,

grade eight are listed in Appendix D.
The remaining strands in the 1975 Mathematics Frainework are

not to be &emphasized. The skills and concepts in arithmetic, geome-
try, measureMent, probability and statistics, relations and functions,
logical thinking, and, for grades nine through twelve, algebra and
computers are still to be fully developed in the most learner-efficient
manner and at 'tho Appropriate grade level. As Figure A-I illustrates,
all seven program objective categories should be developed through
problem- solving techniques.

This restructuring of the problem solving / applications strand will
-give greater emphasis to the needs of the learner in the instructional
programs in mathematics and will help students become functionally
competent at whatever levels will meet their needs and expectations.
They should not only be able to compute and demonstrate npwledge
of mathematical skills' and concepts but also be able to apply their
skills and knowledge in an organized and effective way; and thus,

-.they should be able'to investigate, interpret, and solve problems

E co.c
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related to a wide variety of practical situations at several levels of
difficulty. The direct outcome of this new emphasis stall be for stu-
dents at all levels to:

Develop the skills necessary'to apply their mathematical under-
standings to recognize, identify, and formulate problems from
give practical situations outside and within the domain of
mathematics.

beelop skills in analyzing problem situations and selecting
appropriate strategies and modeling techniques for solving the
problems.

Develop skills necessary to solve equations and simplify mathe-
matical expressions.
Develop skik necessary to interpret and evaluate the solution in
the original situation or in a new situation or to generalize for a
class of situations.

Rationale for Restructuring the Framework

Mathematics exists, both now and historically, because the human
intellect poses problems. In many cases, mathematics aids in the solu-
tion of these problems by providing an-abstract model capable,of
simpler analysis. The study of these abstract models is mathematics,
and in many instances, models created within the "abstract world's
mate significant contributiqns to the "real world." Some problems,
from both the real and abstract worlds, have profound,implications
on our lives, while others are merely riddles. SOme problems have
solutions, 'while others only leadto more problems.

Students have a natural curiosity about phenomena founditithe
phYsidal world. They often unconsciously pose problems orask ques-

-tions, such as "Why does this work?" or "Wow much is that?" in
dealing with these physical situations. Students need many experi-.
ences in applying mathematics to 'situations that arise outside the
dqmain of mathematics and in the construction, analysis, and solu-
tion of the:mathematical-models that represent those situations. They

.
also need 'to be exposed to contrived ptoblem siittations in order to
build !proficiencies in mathematics itself and to4 deelop specific
problem-solvinglapplicatidii skills. .

The study of mathematics is an exploration of the loftiest endeav-
ors of the human mind and entices those witlit epeculiar interest in
logic and precision .of thinking. Over the years that study has been
structured in strands so that theleamer will develop an appreciation
for the beauty of ,,mathematics. :

.63 c,
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The strands in mathematics are fragmented substructures. which
eventually unite, for the persistent learner, to form the total structure.
"New math" represented an attempt to interweave those strands and
reveal the structure as early in the learner's experience as possible.
Though the fifus'on matherriatical Structure is no longer emphasized,
the strands,emain and benefit only those persistent learners who
eventually may have an opportunity to see the total structure.

Moving from this strand -based mathematics curriculum to one
.which focuses on the needs of the learner requires-a' simple look at
educational goals. If our goal is to transfer skills, knowledge, and
values to each succeeding generation, then emphasis on the structure
and beauty tcf mathematics is valid. But if our goal is to equip the
leafners to function with personal satisfaction in a rapidly changing
society, then we want the educated person to learn the skills of explor-
ing, studying, testing, reading, asking, and especially thinking criti-
cally in the face of challenging situations. Therefore, one must
conclude that the value cirmathematics lies in the way mathematics
can be used in real situations to analyze, estimate, predict, save time,'
make decisions, and so on. These are the very reasons why mat hemat-.
ics came into being in the first place.

Many people find personal satisfaction in the beauty a,nd structure*
of mathematics; these are the persistent learners who go beycind learn-
ing mathematical strategies to solve problems in the "real world" and
begin to create and study mocVls in the "abstract world." The eminent
mathematician and author, George Polya, has eloquently, demon-
strated how the structure' of mathematics can be derived from

,problem - solving skills. And helping students develop such skills is an
important responsibility for teachers of-mathematics at all levels, and
itcalls-on thrill to icLugiltZe-aid give attCntiun to those studETTts Who.
look' for underlying mattmatical principles and are eager to see hmy
those principles interweave to form the total structure of mathemat-
ics. These 'explorations "Into the abstract world should be conducted
in the problem-solving ,mode with Professor Polya's approach.

eom,ponents of Problem-Solving/Applications Skills

The four specific components of problem-solying; applications
skills that should form the basis of an instructional program in mathe-
matics, kindergarten through grade twelve, are:

I._ Formulating the problem 3. Finding,th, solution
2. Analyzing die problem , 4. Interpreting. the soliition

The componefits described should not be followed blindly in a
*step-by-step fashion. At any stage, a creative solutiotho a problem is
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more valuable than a burdensome routine. On the other hand, it is
intended that sufficient instructional time be spent on each of these
components so that the student is not confused or inhibited in
problem-solving activities by failing to have available at least some
explicit steps that can be taken to solye a problem. Itis also intended
that the mathematical skills and concepts brought to bear upon a
situation be drawn from as broad a range as possible to reduce or
eliminate-the artificial effect of the partitioning of mathematics info
fragmented skills and concepts. The emphasis upon problem solv-
ing,'applications should be to provide a vehicle that allows all of the
matheniatical skill and .concept areas to interact in a normal way.
Descriptions-of each of the four components_of problem-solving skills,
and procedures are presented in the paragraphs that follow.

Formulating the Problem e

The ability toiformulate meaningful problems is more useful in the
marketplace than the ability to find a solution to a textbook "word"
problem. Real problems do not always exist in neat, written,textbook
form. They often appear in very poorly defined, complex physical or`
abstract situations. The ability to ask questions or pose problems-

. which clarify the relationships among .the variables in a' situation is
indeed a valuable skill. It is proposed here that students be given
considerable experience in formUlating mathematical questions. To
this end, it is expected that instructional programs in Mathematics
shall include a significant number of concrete, meaningful but per-
plexing situations whIt'h students can explore and discuss.

' Instructional materials should provide detailed and varied sugges-
tions to teachers for stimulating classroom discussions, and a variety
bf situations should be included to provide for differing interests and
differing classroom ,situations.

This does qdt fneatl thatItudents should spend all their time dis-
cussing perplexing ituations'fand fortpultting problems. Sometimes
people face problems that aitalreariNfrifirtulatr4,*andllheseTroblems
can provide students with pracTice inolkhd prOblem-solving skills.
Hawever, the emphasis on problem-formulation skills is important
because students often complete their schooling without ever formu-
lating a problem. Problem formulatiqn.is to mathematics what writ-
ing skill is tb language arts: both are closely related to. rganizational

'skills and divergent thinking, are subjective in nature, and depend
extensively,on the learner's eneriences.

Analyzing the Prol=
A thematics program should systematically help students develop

strategies and tactics' for analyzing problems and devise apPropeiate
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mathematical models to represent the problems. A strategy here
means a geneFal plan of attack; while a tactic Means a single tech-
nique which will help a part dl the problem. The first step in develop-
ing a strategy is to identify those features which are significant to the
central problem. This part may be referred to as analyzing the prob-
lem or "planning" and mays involve selecting one or more of the
following tactics:

,
I Guess some answers, try them' out,. and obs,e1Ve the results of the

different guesses If a guess "works," the problem is solved!
2 Construct a diagram, a graph, a table, a picture, or a geoinetric.repre-

sentation of the situation, and observe the relationship bettven,the
various parts of the problem.

3 Construct a physical model of the situation, or use phygisdl materials
to simulate the features of the problem.

.4 Identify extraneous oL missing information in the problem.
' , 5. Search for and identify underlying functional relationships in the

problem.
Soo out similar elements in the problem and list the inform ation.

7. Simplify the "problem by breaking it into manageable parts or steps.
B. Transl'ate the information into mathematical symbols and notations.

It is import'ant to understand that the listing of these tactics floes
not suggest a formal step -by -step procedure or a specific order to
which analyses of all problems inust conform. The last tactic listed
above, translating information into mathematical notations, is a cru-
cial one, fts.r in it the conditions of thd problem must be made explicit
and correct. This tactic should be the conclusion of careful analysis of
the problem, not the first step in the arialysis, Jumping ogrectly from
the statement of the problem to a formula or equation suggests that
problem, soling has been reduced to an algorithmic skill. Sttidents
should have many importunities for deciding which tactics might be
used and then use the one they feel_is most appropriate for the
situation.

The form of the mathematical model may be one or more written/
sentences or statements using mathematical symbols, a graph, a foc<
mula, a table, a Chart, a diagram, or a geometric figure. Bas.callylia
mathematical .model of a problem is any representaitio wh ch per-
mits manipulation by mathematical principles. A math matical
model should represent some of the characteristics of he sit atiOn as
it exists in the real wort . To be successful, a model sho d accom-
plish the -following:

Include as many 'of" he main characteristics of the given situation
as practical.
Be. designed so that the included' characteristics of the given
situation are related in the model as they are in real life,

79
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Be simple enough so that the mathematics can be performed
within the scope of the student's knowledge and skill.

It is important to note that the reverse processgiven a mathemat-
ical model, construct a real situation for itis pedagogically' impor-
tant. Such an experience giesit-he student significant insiAht into and
understanding of problem analysis And of constructing a dlitliemati-.
cal model.

The development of problem analysis strategies and mathematic al
models hould start with the student's first mathematical experiences
and accAmpany the development of basfc mathematical concepts and
skills. Some simple tactics appropriate to primary level mathematics
are these:

1. Act out thd problem with real people.
2. Represent the problem .with real objects
3. Act out the problem wnh puppets or dolls.
4. DrMv a picture of the situation.
5. MAosture objects described in The problem.
6. Restate the problem in the student's own Words.
7. Use manipulaties or paper folding to represent parts of the problem.
g., Make a pictorial representation of the problema e g., sketches, arrays,

tallies, graphs, Venn diagrams, number lines, coordinate grids.
9 Use a calculator to check a guess.

10. Look for key words..

. Finding the Solution
The solution of probleny requires a wide ariety.of technical skills.

computatignal skills, and an understanding .of operations and
number properties are essential 1.3 solutions-to many problems. Stu-
dents' need, a wholesome attitude toward "ristc.thlting" if they are to'
attack, problems *hat are new to Ihem. They should not become
embarrassed if their first attempt does not lead to an answer. Stu-
dents should be aware that 'some problems have more than one
answer and that some have none. In addition to skills, related to
solving equations and inequalities, students need skills of graphing,
constructing geometric figures, and analyzing tabular data. An
instructional program in mathematics should include a substanlial
number of ready-to-solve problems that are designed specifically to
develop and reinforce these technical skills and concepts:. '

Also, in most problems, the results should be ankicipated by esti-
mating in advance. estimating should be infroduced early to all stu-
dents as a standard operating procedure:Sometimes a solution, when
compared with an -gstirnate, may Deflect a signific'ant °oversight.

6
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Interpreting the Solution
An instructietnai Program .in m4thematics should systematically

include experiences in the interpretation of thz solution obtained.
These experiences should be an explicit pa of the instructional pro-
gram and occur at all levels of instruction. Too often students accept
answers that are found without regard to the original situation. The
problem and its solution should be reNiewed to judge both the validity
of the model and the accuracy of the mathematical manipulations
used to find the solution. The major concerns, should be:

1. Did the answer match. the estimate?
2. How was the analysis done?
3. Was, the model adequate at valid?
4. Was7mme feature of the situation forgotten or ignored?
5. Was ifie solution process completed correctly?
6. Were the assumptions made. too broad or restrictive?
7. Was the lkoble'm solved?
8. Can the model be improved?
9. Would another model work?

10. Was the mathematics performed correctly?
11. Were extraneous solutions introduced?
12. If you change some of the numbers in the problem, how does

change the answer?
13. Can the model be extended to solve related problems?

'Skill in interpreting the solution may be developed by providing
students with problems, tentative answers, and the discussion ques-
tions listed above.

that

A Definition of "Problem"

hraighout 'this discussio'n, the definition of "problem's bas
remained vague. Ordinarily, one thinks of a problem as a situation
involving some lecnowns and untnowns which is. not simple to resolve;
that is, a situation that cannot be solved by a familiar rule or algo-
rithm. For example, "adding with trading" might be p problem to a
student meeting that situation for th-effrst-ti ine- but-after learnirrgthe
algorithm it be'conles a simple exercise. Textbooks may present a
series of word problems which are solved in exactly the same way.
Only the first exercise is a problem, and the rest4an be solved by the
same procedure once the learner notes that they meet the conditions
for using that procedure. ,

It is useful to list some of the purposes for teaching problem solving
and deverbp an operational definition by consideration of these
paposer-

1. To develop an understanding of a broad. range of 'strategies
2. To translate words into mathematical syriThols
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3. To form mathematical models` from real-world situations
4. 'To develop deductive or convergent thinking skills
5. To improve and enhanesdecision-making skills
6. To motiate students to earn and appreciate certain mathematical

skills
7. To develop mental and logical skills related to creatixe or dikergent

thinking

The following dation is broad enough for these purposes while
excluding perfunctory drill that demeans the student as well as the
mathematics:

A mathematical problem is an undersaindable.situation which proxides
some information and which asks fOr additional information not explicit
in the situation. That is, the required information can only be derixed by.

1. Understanding the elements in the situation and relatipnships among
those elements;

2. Selecting a strategy for representing the elements and relationships
symbolically; and

3. Manipulating the symbolic representation according to mathematical
principles so as to 'reveal the reqilired information.

Examples of Problems
.. .

Some examples of how problem solving can, be taught, are given
here for Various matheniatical skills and concepts at the primary,

/ intermediate, junior high, and senior high school levels. Although
th C s xamples are brief, suggestions for possible explorations and
im

re
tigations will be hinted at by the questions suggested. See Appdt-
:

dix A for alist of most elementary level mathematical skills and
concepts, with suggestions of the types of problems for which they
may be used.

EXAMPLE AT PRIMARY I EVE1. (KINDERGARTEN IHROUGli GRAISE. 11LREE)

How should we decide whether to buy lunch at school or bring a -lunch
I. from hOme? (Number and operation)

Formulating the prqblem. Questions concerning the price of food could
arise as an outgrowth of a nutrition unit or as part)of a discussion fdllowing
a. graphing experience`about which childWn buy their lunch at school and
which children bring a lunch from home. Many primary-aged children may

, think that bringing a lunch from home is cheaper, because it is "free." They
may not see the money that their pafents spend for the food, nor do they
realize that the vathe of the time somone spent making a lunch is worth
money.

The problem formulation is more useful when children realiz that the
type of food "buyers" eat is different from what "bringers" eat. T students
will need to decide what constitutes a "typical" sack lunch. Is it sandwich
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(meat or peanut butter), fruit, or what? Should we look at nutritional value
of what we say is typical, should we go by What tastes goal, or should we
consider only cost, picking the cheapest? , 1, -

.
.

'
Analyzing the problem. After a "typical" lunch is agreed upon, students

may guess at the cost of a lunch from hoine and record their results to ,

compare them with what will be determined later. What suggestions,,,can the,
staFits give for determining the price of a luncl brought from home? We
may go tb the store on a field trip and buy the ingredients for the lunch.
Children at this age may not he theicomputational skills needed to find a
solution, nor understand the prices of food. The children should see and use
the real 'objects. They need to make a lunch with real food and figure out the
price using real money.

, .,
Finding the solution. Students at this age-may want to break the problem

down into parts to solve. For example, they may want to figure how many
sandwiches can be made per loaf of brhd. What is the price for nbread for .

one sandwich? (This can be one by first grade children counting out the
price of the loaf in pennies, physically separating the bread into two-slice
piles, ani then dividing the pennies among the piles.)

They could go through the same procedure with tther sandwich fillings,
with the fruit, and so forth. Aft;r -the prices of theparts,of the lunch are
figured, they could then be added together to obt he total cost.

Interpreting the soluIIQn. After the price of the typical" lunch has been
determined": the students need to discuss the result and interpret the solu-
tion. Discussion may include the following questions:

;-
I. How did the solution compare with the guesses originally made from the cost of

the lunch brought from home?
2. Which was the cheapest. the lunch bought at fhe school or the lunch brought
,from home?

.3. How would the outcome be different if other decisiobs had been made about
the components of a "typical" sack lunCh?

4. What factors, other than cost, might influence whether a person buys or biings
a lunqh?

EXAMPLE AT INTERMEDIATE LEVEL (GRADES FOUR THROUGH SIX)

How typiak are the heights of the students in the sixth grade ldss?
(Measurpment)

Formulating the problem. What information would you haye to know?
What unit of measure do you, use to measure the students?,When you have
measured all of the students, what do you dO with the information? Should
students be measured with iioesas Without? What do we, 'want to know?
_Where cantwe get inforination 31boui normal ranges of heights?

Analyzing the problem. -Would chants or graphs help to solve the.prob-
lem? How can weOrganize thedata?
' Finding the solution. Depending on the strategy chosen,computations

should be made and an ers laReled
t/

. ,
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Interpreting the solution. What Are the mean and median heights of the
sixth graders in the class? Do the charts, add new information? Does the
mean or the median give a better solution?

EXAMPLEAT INTERMEDIATE I EVEL <

Is the distribution of birthdays of membersof the class typical or
unusual? (Probability)

"orrnulating the problem. What o we want out? Do we need to
get information from other classes. How man classes hal,e at least two
people with the same birthday?

Analt:ing the problem How dol we organize, the data? What probability
formulas apply? Can we devise a simpler problem (such'as the sizes of
families) and use the results to help us solve this roblem? Are there patterns
in the data?

Finding the solution. What Are the answers to each o
in solving this problem?

Interpreting the Solution. Are some of the answers
Why? Are the results useful? Would the results change
people were removed frock the class?

f strategies used

tter than others?
ery much if several

EXAMPLE AT THE JUNIOR HIGH SCRQOL LEVEL (GRADES SEVEN AND EIGHT)

The student-gOvernment at Cisco Junior High School wants to place a
"Suggestion Box" in the main ,office for use by students and faculty.
Your Job is to prepare this box by covering a cardboard carton with

fancy paper./(Geometry! Measurement)
.;

Formulating the problem. What is the size of the box? Of the sheets of
wrapping /per?. Issost a factor? Will the paper be chosen by you? By a
group? How will the paper be attached? Is the bottom to be covered? IS it to
be covered with one piece of paper or may it be pieced together?

Analyzing the problem. Measure the box. Make a plan (such as a detailed
sketch or scale drawing). Cut a pattern according to the plan to fit the box
and see if it fits the box. How well dqes it titld up?

Finding-the solution. Use the pattern to cut the fancy paper and attact(t
to the box.

Interpreting the solution. Does it cover the box? How much paper aid you
use? ff, you were to do it over again, ,what would you do differently?

OTHER EXAMPLE AT JHE JUNIOR HIGH LEVEL

The principal announces that if a sident has a certain number of
larches. they will be worked off by spending so many days picking up
paper. Is it a good .ruk? (Relations and Yunction,$)

Formulating the problem. Get a complete statement of the principal's
tardy rule. What will determine if the rule is helpful? Will it cause more
problems?

,



Analyzing the problem. Try to develop a formula or chart for the rule. Get
data on the present rate of tardies, number of studenfr involved, and so
forth. .

Finding 'the solution. Poll the students and the faculty. Make a table.
Chart the tardies on a daily basis.

kiterpreting,the solution. Are the results useful? Are aU significant factors
included? Is your conclusion convincing? .

EXAMPLE FOR SE \IOR HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL (GRADES NINE iHROlicH TWELVE)

Flir this sectio, a series Of problem situations presented and dis-
cussed, in turn, for each component of problem king /applications.

Formulating the problem. Often the/first contact with an actual problem
situation outside a tqxtb'ook reveals a very "fuzzy" picture of that situation.
To sharpen the focty on such situations, it is helpful to ask questions, screen
out extraneous information, and collect information that appears necessary
to understand the situation. Many times this process of "sharpening the
focus" inNoles a more or less precise formulation of mathematical problems
that are amenable to solution. It is important that high school students be
systematically innolved in this type of activity as they progress through !Heir
mathematics program. Here are some examples of situations that can be

.....used to illustrate the process:
I. "Yoil are given a job of determining if the elevators -tti-atrilffra" bulb/ling are

overloaded." State some questions that will help sharpen the focus'on this
situation. What information do you need to answer these questions? h gather-
ing thqinformation, are any simplifications made that might lead to an error in
the solution?

The following are some questions that could arise in a class discussion of this 4
sit uauon and which could lead to the more precise formulation-of mathematical
problems related to th4situation.The solutions of these problems, to be useful,
should shed some light on the situation.
Via. "How many passengers can the elevator hold?"
b "How many passengers can the elevator safely carry?"

( I) "How powerful is the motor9"
(2) "How much weight can the cable hold?'
(3) "What is the weight of each passenger?" ("What is an average adult

weighty')
("4/9 "What is the weight of the passenger car ?'
(5) "What modifications must be made in the calculations to ensure -the

safety'of the Passengers? (A safety factor)"

.4e An owner of .a supermarket needs to iedesign the parking lot
a. .Questions, or comments could lead students to identify simple questions that

place the given situation in a mathematical context involving linear and area
measurements, ratio and proportion, and time and money.

b. Other comments could lead students to identify questions that leadto geo-
Metric concepts, such as parallel and perpendicular relationships between
lines, similarity and congruence, and other properties of geometric figures.

3. A new basketball coach organizes a ,group. of notiplaying students lese?lielp

Improve the performance of the team. Class discussions could load to these
questidns:
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a. "How will we decide if the plan helps the team?"
b. "What data do we want to collect?"
c. "Hot, do we erganize and display the .data?"
d. "What information can we find using the collected data? range? mean?

median?" .

`4. A supermarket owner wants to open an "express lane" for customers with no
more than a certain number of items: Class discussions could lead to these
questions:
a. "What have you observed about the number of items required in super-

s markets that feature this kind of express lane?" 4.
b. "How(many packages should be allowed?"
c. "How do c stomers feel about express lines"
d. "On what asis is the waiting time of the customer 4o be averaged and

minimized?"
e. "lf a customer has purchases that must Ix weighed and priced (such as

produce), is he or she to be allowed to use the express lane?"
f. "What data should be gathered on the number of packages that a customer

has when he or she gets to the check-out counter?"

5 Your parents tell you that you can paint your bedroom. Class discussions could
questions 9lead to these questio

a. "How much paint is needed?"
b. "What kind of paints to be dse'd?"
c. "What is the size of the room?"
d. ;What is the shape of the room"
e. "How 'much wood trim is in "gthe room
f. "How manywindows and doors are there?"
g. "How much area dots 'one, can of paint cover?"
h. "Is it more economical to buy large cans of paint, with some not used, or to

buy just enough paint in large cans and small cans?"
i. "How much does paint cost?"
j. "What, is the cost of paint for the bedroom?"

6. In an experiment to determine the effectiveness of a germicide, it is placed in the
center of a colony of bacteria growing in a circulafklish Clasi discussions could
lead to these questions:
a. ,"Ho w fast' does the bacteria colony grow in a 24-hour period of time?"
b. "What is to be assumed is the shape of the bacteria colony at any given time"

How can the size be calculated?"
c. "How fast does the germicide /spread ?"
d. "Does the germicide kill the bacteria immediately upon contact"
e. "What is assumed to be the shape of the spread of the germicide at any given

time?. How can its size be calculated?"
f. "when will the .colony of bacteria be wiped rout?"

'Y
7. A atterrt requires radiation treatment of 27,000 roentgen units Class discus-

sion could lead to these questions:
a. "What is the length of the t1eatment?"
b. "Hovl many- trtvtments, are there to be.'
c. "Does the dosage% it depend on the site of the patient ?"
d. "Does the dosage decrease with increasing exposure?"
e. "How many roent nits can be safely administered at a given time?"
f. If the dosage, limi eases, is this decrease. a linear function?"
g. "Is there? SCcomm ptimum interval between successive exposures to

radiation?" e

as.



Anab :mg the problem. In problem formulation the focuswas on methods
of taking a vagu, . situatiop and developing some specific problems whose
solutions might produce some useful information about the given situation.
Here the problem-solving process is continued, with'examples of.possible
strategies agd possible mathematical iiihttels that could be develop 5r a
few of the problems that Were previously formulated. It is pedagogically
important that students experience some sense_Af completion in the
problem-solving process..Thus, these various strategies should not necessar-
ily be presented all at one time, but probably shquld be presented and used
one at a time, using the skills appropriate to the level of mathematical
development of the student:

1 Consider the situation inr ()king. the elevator aboreend the problem, "How
many passengers can the elevator safely,iarry?" The- mod'el of this pr lem is
essentially arithmetic. To solve this problem, a. perpn would eed certain
information and would need to makt certain assurriptions, as follows.
a Assume that, tiy looking at the cable, -it is determined that the cross-section

of the cable-. 1s a circle whose area is one square unit.
b Assume that the cable is steel and that it is known that a steel cam with a

cross-sectional area off' one square unit can hold up to a maximum of 60,000
kilograms.

c. Assume that the weight of the passenger car is 1,000 kilograrts.
d. Assume that the average weight of an adult is 60 kilograms.
e. Assume that the safety factor is ten, that is, the maximum allowable weight

that cap be carried is one-tenth of the possible weight.
f. How can the maximum allowable weight to be carried be calculated"

g If t - passenger car is 1,000 kilograms, then how much cakvig capacity is
left f the passengers"

h. How many passengers can the elevator safely carry?

2 Consider the situation inr olring the painting of the bedroom. This is a. list of
some of the information and some of the geometric and arithmetic models
needed to solve the problem, "What is the cost of the paint for the bedroom?".
a. The shape of the room (a rectangular box?)

4" b. The shape of.each wall and the ceiling.(rectangles?)
c-The we (length and width) of each watt and th ceiting
dl The size, shapel.and number of doors and windows (one rectangular door

and window24_
e. the number of coats of required (two?) 0

f. The fact that the enamel will be used on the wood and latex-based paipt on
the walls

g, How much ares a can Of enamel will corer, hovimuch a can of latex-based ,
paint will cover

h The cost per can of each kind of paint, and the dost per can of enamel
i The total area of the wood trim, including the door
j. The number of cans of latex-based paint needed,and the number of canstof'

enamel needed (The areas must be douWed if two coats are required.) .."
Number of cans of paint = '

Total wall area
Area covered per can

k. The total cost = (number of cans of latex)(cost per can of latex)+ (number of
cans of enamel)(cost per can of enamel)
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3. Consider the bacteria colony and germicide situation. Here are some of the
mathematical models and a list of some cif the information needed to solve the
Problem, "When will the bacteria colony be wiped out?":
a. Assume that the shape\ of the bacteria Colony is circular,
b Assume the circle of bacteria grows by mm in radius each 24 hours.
c Assume that the shape of the spread of the germicide is circular.
d. Assume that the germicide spreads by 10 mm in radius each 24 hours.
e. The germicide is put in the dish 36 hours after the bacteria starts to grow.and

kills immediatelylupon contact.
f. The area of the bacteria colony at r days (24 hours) is (7027r
g. The area of the germicide at time t days is [/0 (t -36124)]2r
h The sblytion can be found by solving (7027r = [/0 (1-36124)]2r for 1.

Finding the solution. The mathematical techniques mailable for finding
solutions "to ,problems in high school are many and include, for example, a
wide variety of graphical techniques, geometric techniques, equation- solving
techniques, and reasoning techniques. Usually, one finds that4aCombination
of two or more techniques is needed in the solutions of problems arising
from real situations. Most of these techniques are suffiCiently well developed
in existing secondary school mathematics programs. However, more empha-
sis could be gi%en to the use of estimation of solutions as part of the solution
process. Estimations not only serve as'a valuable check upon the reasonable-,. ness of a solution found using mathematical procedures, but they also
become a necessary first 4step in the tedmiquei- qu' ed to solve these
'problems.

1. Find the V57- bythe estimate, divide, and average technique.
2. Find the value to three decimal places of any irrational roots of x' + x2 + x -;=- 0

using Newton's method
3. Find an approximate,solution of e" = stn x to three decirn4 places by drawing

the graphs of two functions, e' and sin x to find the apprakimate value of the
mate of one of their points of intersection, and then use the interval
n method to refine the approximation.

/nrerpzeimg,lb.e,soiutum. Stliclini5. too often accept answers without ques-
tion if they were found using standard mathematical techniques. Consider
these example.s that illustrate at least one need for interpreting the solutions
back in the original situation:

1 (I =19.812 This is a common formula for the distance, in metres, an object falls
from rest in 1 seconds This-formula assumes that
a: The object is a point,
b The earth_ts-a-plane. / .

There is no air resistance. ' ,
d The paths of two falling objects are parallel.
e 'The height from which the object falls has no effect upon the distance it falls
' in one second.

IP In fact every one of these assumptions is wrong. The earth is roughly spheri-
i'r ^ cal (oblate spheroid). Objects fall toward^ the center, and Hie paths of two

. objects will not be parallel The force of gravity does decrease with the distance
from the center of the earth, and since the earth is not uniformly dense, the
force of gravity )s not independent of the location. Air resistance is not always

1111
negligible (a wfid of dry notebook p4er falls mere slowly than a ping pong

0
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130). However, for most Ample situations, these assumptions will prod ce
negligible differences but not in all situatibns.

2. d .1.1. This is a common formula for findin, title dittance traveledken kilo eters
at r`km1h lOr t hiiurs. Consider this problem: "An architectilks in t the .

.... airpoat in Santa 41.grbara and rents a car to get to alb appointment with'a c 'ent
in San Luis Obispo. If it is 160 km from Santa Barbara to Sanluis Obispo, he
architedestimates ghatfig,Can driVe 80 kmlth, and he has allowed two hours or , .

,.t, the drive, can he get to his appointment with his4elient on time?... *

d = rt. 160 = (80)1, 2 = 14 t ..
.

,

.0 ;Answes: Yes; it takes two hors fat the arcliitect To get to his appointment with
the cheat \ in San Luis Obis .t,
. Whit doesthis solution m ail? Is this solution ciorrect? Consider these
questions:\ : .: -0:
a Is the ?tract distance' betweenihe airport and the client 160 ke
b.:Is the-airport-likely to be in otvntown ant* Barbara?

)c Can the architect step off the plane, pick u his,tuggage. rent a car, and instantly start 0'
driving 8o km/ h?t Iiip, .

d. Does the highway frpm Santa Barbara to San Luis Obispo go right beside the airpgrt9
e. Does the client live 'in the center of San uis Obispo or on ,the outskirts?,tt

, The mathematical model, d = ri, gave O. solution. tiowever, if one looks
more closely, one can see that the Solution keally.does.not answer the q.uestioh.
However, we art usually quite willing to accept this sohrtiori as an approxima-
tion to the-solution of the physical situation. In,prijillem salcitig many incorrect
assumptions are often inacle. wherefore, it h important to decide whether or not',
these errors can beetiushed aside as inconsequential, or whether the solutiod
must be changed to take these errors into account in the firial solution. Bast''.
cally, the question should be asked; "Is iheloathematical model adequate for
finding the answer to the problem? If pot, under what conditions would 'it beep
adequate?"

beep
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. limp fact oTeChnologi cal
. Deyeloiimenks on the Mathematics.

Curriculum
As the result of the back -to- basics movement, there is a tendency

by some educators to allocate. too. mach time in-mathematics classes
to working with drill and factual recall. With the advent of lows'cost,
high performance midoprocessors and calculators, it- becomes possi-
ble for computation to be done more accurately ancrin less time than
in the past. This allows more time for problem solving, the major
focus of the mathematics curriculum.

The data explosion during World War II created the nesd 4or
r. incredibly faster' methods of organizing, processing and -retrieving

data. As the technology improved, the need increased to suppOrt
mathematical research and other disciplines and, indeed, to osupport
the.very technology which developed the computer itself. Concomi-
tant with an increase in the need, the neCessafy computetedhpology
was being developed so tha't the fast generation of computers began
to emerge in the 1940s. .

Because of the recent rapid developments in all dis6plines, the need
-for a more numerate society has intensified. The number of compu-
ters from 1955.to 1975 increased from 1,-,000 to 220,000. Projectipg at
the same rate, Which is probably, conservative, 48 million computers
will be in use in the United' States by 1995. The number of people

, r *Sing, computers will increase So that probably more than one of
every five people in the, US. will be using computers. by 1995.

Computers are but One dimensiort of this,technOtgical expansion.
There art many other exciting new developments, including: (1) Nay-
Star location satellites, with tcieir related plane, shin, and personal
locators capable of locating any position on the globe within -a 40

' metre square; (2) home communication systems linking telephone,
televisioit, and larges centrally located, maiti-framulacementscapa-
ble of storing and retrieving ,masses of_data:and information hereto-

' fore unimaginable-; and (3) the develoPtnentte simulation games and
s._game generators on computersandimall calculators, which allovifor
more interaction between individual while analyzings numerical data.

4
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C.alculgtors.and computerS in the Curriculum
.1 .

The impact of technological adVances on the school curriiculum is
staggering. It becomes imperative that school curricula should pro-
vide enough flexibility for educat* to respond to technological.
advances in our sdciety. Specifically, the mathematics curriculum
should continue to build on new ideaS as it has through the centuries
to enhance our abilities to, cope with the environment.

One of the technological, advances, the small, hand-held calculator,
will allow most of the population,to make use of movmattherriatical.
concepts, such as tratits and pro-portions.-As recently as 1975, only 44
percent of tile nation'ssevenieen-year-olds could. handle prbblems of
proportionality. Furthermore, research shows that computathiskills
are not decreased when calculators ate used extensively in the

. classroom.
Because of computers. tile use of mathematics in other disciplines is

expanding. For example, the enyironmeMal 'sciences ug a sampling
technique which' can be more easily understood with the use of
improved computers and calculators. In nutrition education the coor-
dination of "video tape, the television monitor, and the computer will
make if possible for a student to, take diet information and pi-bject a
person's life span through simple numerical analysis. Simulation
/eihniques of the same type are'also available in social science; for
example, with ,computer simulation topics, such as election results
and the impact of food production on world hunger, can be made
more Meaningful.

Three primary considerations with which the math educators of the
1980s must concern themselves are: (I) the-use of the available hard
ware and softwarelo develop problem-solving skills, work with simu-
lations, and user-interactive materials; (2) the development of program-
ming ability so that students may constThct,their own softviare pack-
ages to maks ftill -of the technological developments available.;
aid (3) the 'sequencing of fractions, decimals, and percents in the
mathematics curriculum, taking into account the decinial characteris7
tics of calculators and computers:

The increasing gad between available hardware and software pin-
points the need for peopld with the,.ability to unite' the pdwer of
technology with the needs of the users. Computer literacy includes
both areas, and educatoors Should-put more emphasis on both areaset--through the developmEnt of programming abilities.

Computer -Assiste Instruction

C9mpater:assisted instruction (CAI) will become increasingly
important to educators as technology expands and .the costs of ,com-
puters diminish.

(
.
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An'issue that needs to be addressed for any product being placed in,
public school classrooms is one of quality-control. And th? quality of
CAI products should be as good as Conventional teaching tools. Of
course, the value Of CAI products, as with other products, is deter'-
mined by their effect on the learner. And CAI products will have a
better chanCe of fulfilling their function as teaching resources if the
needs of students are identified and it is determined that the products
are appropriate for meeting those- needs.

The calculator should not be overlooked ",as-, a teaching tool,
because it,can I% used in classrooms to enhance thtirearning of mathe-
matics in many ways,:such.as the following:

.MonvationThe calculator generates interest in learning mat he-
matics because computatibn can be simplifed, therefore provicl-

e, in' more timt to expand and reinforce the concepts. The student
becomes More inquisitive, creative, and independent as he or she
experiments with tht,calculator and nlathematicaf.ideas. The
recreational aspetts of mathematics become more challenging at

. all levels.. °

biscgveryThe calculator- can be a unique aid in investigating-.
concepts and problems that are new to students: Using die calcu-
lat or, students disco)ker relationships and develop concepts that

.involve tedious or difficult Computations. .
-1

116, Drill and PracticeThe calculator is an excellent instructional
aid for varying the routine nature of drill and.practice..The essen-

. tial skills of estimating grid checking answers; ortheir reason-
a bleness can be practiced with the calculator`..
EnrichmentThe calculator is ,an extremely important aid for
eXplifation and extension of the cutriculum, because it.provides
nonstiuctured enrichment oppoeunities through games
problem-solvillactivities. 51

4. Appheatton7L-Because calculators are widely used in%goiern-
ment,.sCience, business,-and- industry, students usi-iig them in t

rcla3sroom can 'apply mathematics to out-of7school situatio
,. Other applications ,outside the classroom include 'balancing
1 checkbodks And family, budgets,:car9ulaIiing income tux, comput-

ing tgasolitie mileage; con*erting,U.S.. Sollars to foreign curren-
cies, and inventing- Ari-C1 playing calcuiator games.
Problem. Solving The ,calculator can be used effectively in' .

problein- so''ving techniques; e "trial and error-" or "guess-
then- check." This latter technique it frequenThyleglected, because

°, the conigutations.in the "check" are 'often labbsi9us;,:kcalcula- 1

for makes "tri4,1s" or"guessps" much simpler, and toing the cal-
culator Ingthis' way becomes a very''efficient ^way t941,,Ock outla

e0 " - 1.
-)
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problem. Also, by reducing the computation time with the use of
a calculator, students can spend more time on other problem-
solving skills or ofi solyitig more.problems than°they could with--
ouf the calculator
ReinforcementA calculator can provide immediate reinforcf-
ment of the learning of definitions, functions, and basic proper-
ties. It provides immediate feedbackbfor accuracy in computation f,
it can be used in place of flash cards and other drill and practice
materials., Also, locating errors in comptex computations becomes
routine with a calculator.
ConceptualizationCalculators are providing more opportuni-
ties for students to learn mathematical concepts than they had,
without the devicfis. The calculator is also used to leatn the
number systems concepts, such as place-value, decimals, and
powers of ten.

',A New Skill and Concept Area for 'Mathematics
*

Thencluston- of teeKnological deve
curriculum has been iapid.and, theref
impact of the technology of calculato
Linn is much bioader in ,scope than
anticipated: In the broad, sense, the t
cept of an organization of machine f
or repetitive tasks. l

he study of calculators and comp
'al , involvement with the machiact

opmept? in the mathe atics .

re, difficult to plan. A so, the'
and conil)uters on the eurricu- ,
ost educatidnal planners had ,

chnology is ,based on the con-
ctions to aciomplisit complex.

ters is possible at two levels: (i)
es; 'and (2) simulatioh of the .

machines' inner-wtrkings. Both levels will enhance computer literaty
for students. The first is preferable; but for those schools withcittt
caldnlators and computers, a. simulation model iisuggested. By ex-
amining: the basic functions of ,input, output, proiessini, and
memory, students will simulate =Chine operation and in the process
may Leann many -basic skills;,e.g.,'the study of algorithms will differ

ThrdfTektboon k-..-Presentations at4 shoUld serve to reinforce.un&r-
.

standing. This simtilation model Will also provide students with
another view of 'the everyday use for mat hematids,

The examples of how prbbl m solvitirban be taught, as Shown on
pages 67.74, cleagly-shpw tha computini is subordinate to problem
solving' skills. A calculator Ma be und-to enhance the learning of
these skills, and in some cases sing a computer might be even 'more

helpful. Two more examples th t are presented in figures A-2 and A -3
show, hoti especially good use c n he made of calculators or cdnpu-

,"ters. Figure A-2 describes a bud et problem at four grade levels, and
Figure Az3,presents a Business probleiin inKoiliing. ways of saving
Monv.

e
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Grade
. level

Problem-solving skills
FormulOing
the problem .

(FP)

Analyzing
the problem

(AP)

Finding the
solution

(FS)

Interpreting
the solutionS )/(I)

Kindergarten
th ro5gh .

grade three

How can I keep track of
,,my allotiyance?

oo

Keep a record. What
operatiOns do I need?

) "
1

Set up a journal, add
income, and subtract
out-9o. .c

Did it balance? Did it 411

satisfy my parenjes? Is
thert: an easier way?

Grades four
through

six

How can I keep track of
my earnings?
o

Grades seven
through

nine-

Hew, should a school
clumanage money?

Plan an earnings'
record.

Establish' the record..

What is involved? Check Set up the financial
with the Student records for a club.
Activities' Director

Does my record balanc
an4-is ,it complbte?

Do the club merlibe s
underitand the repoks?(
Do I?

Grades ten
through
twelve

How can I plan a
budge as an adult?

What types of income
and expenditures do
adults have?

Develop a tept tive Discuss the budget', with
budget with categories. at least three adults and

. revise the budget.

Fig. A-2. Example of a Personal Budget Problem /.for Which a Calculator Can Be
.

sed



Problem-solving skills .

lo
Formulating --,. * Ana Ring Finding the

,
interpreting', '

Grade the problem, the problem solution the solution
level . (FP) (AP) (FS) , (IS)

.. .

Kinctergarten Where can I keep What does thebank do Calculate savings How much money do I
, through money given to me as a to keep a record of my account as deposits are now have? How much

grade three savings gift? money? Hpw does my mode Calculate interest money did the bank pay
money earn interest? on savings t regular me in interest?, Could I

414
. .

intervals have earned more
money by going to a

a,o different bank? ,,..
.. .

Grades four How can I make sure I What amount will I nepd alculate monthly How much money did I'.
through, have enough money for to deposit each month payments plus accrued finallyohave? What

six Christmas74-low much to attain my goal? What interest. would have happened if
money do ,I want to recording procedures . I had missed a month?
spend on Christmas ?.. will I use? . Could I have earned this' much in another way?.4 . .

Grades seyen Hoyv can I regulate the How does a checking Check to make sure What were rrp/ profits?
through income and out-go of .account work? Which bank statement is How can I maximize my

nine my paper route checking account Os accurate. Enter deposits net income? el,p bank
t . collections and my beet for me? or bank slip rite statements vary among

monthly bill payment? , . checks for Osiris's, banks? Which is best for.

.. expenditures me? .

--....... . . . . Zilki .

.
r
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Grade'
level

Problem-solving skills
Formulating
the problem

. (FP)

Analyzing
,* the problem

(AP)

Finding the
solution
,(F)

Interpreting
the solution

(IS)
Grades ten

through
twelve : ,

.. ..

How do I qualify to get-
'an auto loan at a-bank?

Ai IX

What kind of auto can 14
*ford? What will the*
monthly payments be?
Will my interest on the'
loan be simple/or
compound? Does the
amount of time the loan
runs'n.iitter? rHow much
is insurance? What will
maintensze expenses
be?

Fill out loan forms.
Figure out amovnt,of
interest paid to bank
loan of original mone
Figure principal and
interest amounts' per
month.

t

Would it have been'
possible to obtain a loan

for th
Y`

t required me to pay
Bess interest? Are auto

a ,house loans.
calculated similarly?
How do bank loans
compare to auto
dealership loans?

rymovi",,,, 4,----
p ,

II

s

Fig. A-3. Example of an, interest Problem for Which a Computer Can Be Used
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Other areas which lend themselves well,to.the use of calculators/

V

computers are:
Business Sales

Predictions
Development costs

Personal Games
Budget
Shopping

'Government Taxes
Census
Inventory

Applications Ebrictions (social science)
to schools Food chains sjmulation (science)

Pattern generation (art)
Sltnulation of-slope variation, (algebra)

See Appendix B for additional curriculum considerations ,,elated
to calculators and for tips on purchasing calcnlators;

.Suggested List of Objectives for Grades',
Nine Through Twelve

A Suggested list bf objectives for instruction in the use of calcula-
tors and computers in grades nine through twelve follows (See Appen-
dix D fbr vobjestives for kindergarten through grade eight.):

I. 'Estimation
a. Explore the skills necessary to estimate quantity-related information.
b. Develop skills necessary *to estimate quantity-related information.
c. Acquire the skills necessary Tosstimath quantity-related information.
d.- Apply the skills necessary to estimate quantity-relatiid information.

, 2
o OperatiOns

a. Acquire the skills required to calculate addition, subtraction, multi-
- plication, and division using real numbers.

3. Relations and Patterns °
d.Develop the ability to analyze 'number relationships and order

- priorities.
b. Acquire the' ability, to analyze number relationships and order

priorities.
c. Apply the ability to analyze number relationships and order priori-

ties to other situations. it
d. Develop tt),e skills to analyze number patterns.
e. Apply the skills necessary to analyie number patterns to other

situations. t r

Applications -
, , a. Explore the use of motivation arid enrichment activities.

1 /
, ti (
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b. Explore extended application problem to concepts that are nor-
., many, obscured by tedious computation.

c. Develop extended application, problems to concepts that are.nor-
Tally obscured 1y tedious computation.

d. Apply knowledge of extended application problems to concepts
. that are normally obstured by tedious computation.
e. Develop integrated curriculum opportunities. 4\
f. Apply integrated. curficulum opportunities.
g. Apply. skills with computer simulations.

5. Computer-Literacy I

a. Develop working knowleqe of functions, logic,,and mechanics.
b DeNeli5p, the historical perspective of improved technology.
c. Develop programming skins.
d. Apply'programming skills.
e. Explore the use of technolo in today's society:

O

)
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Proficiency Testing and Remediation'
in Mathematics "

When the first prOficiency standards law in California was enacted
in 1976, the public was expressing much concern about the reading,
writing, and computation skills of students in California schools. It
was found that too many high school gioduates lacked basic skills, -
and the Ligislature initiated a policy that required each school dis-
trict to set proficiency standards for its graduates. The law prohibits
the award of a high schogl diploma to any graduate who fails to meet'. .

those standards; the laW also requires the district to maintain a pro-
gram for students.to remedy deficiencies detected in the formal assess-,
ment process after grade three, 4.

The intent-of the Legislature in enacting the proficiency standards
law was the es.tabliShment of minimum standards for those skills one
might reasonably expect of any high schoorgraduate. Meeting those
standards is a necessary but not a.suffiFient condition for the award
of a diploma. Each district must require its students to complete a -,
course of study in addition to meeting adopted minimum standards
prior to awarding diplomas. To allow meeting minimuth standards to
become a sufficient condition for receiving diplomas may contribute .

to schools aNndoning snore ambitions programs for meager instruc-
tional outcomes. The law-also specifies a course of study for students
that includes content in mathematicspePond a finktional minimum
and, thus, malies it, clear that minimum programs are neither dekired
nor allowed. (See Education Code sections 51210[b] and 512201f].)

Involving parents, and students along with professional educatory,
in loping proficiencOtandards:for a.sehool district will minimize
the problems inherent in this change process. It is also important to
Make certain the standards at the elementary leverare in concert with
those at the secondary level. Since the notion of standards was appeal-
ing to educators and the public alike before ...the law was passed, these

'standards can be developed to reflect a consensus of local beliefs
about the purpose of education. The, State Department of Educal
tion's publication, the Technical Assistance Guide for Proficiency
*Assefisment, makes useful suggestions for developing proficiency
standards, assessing student learning, designing school programs rela-
tive to standards, and identifying how- to avoid difficulty in imple-
menting a proficiency standards policy.

a 84
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Suggestions for Setting Proficiency Standards. ,

Proficiency standards should not be set in concrete but should be
reviewed regularly by local committees whose membership includes
parents, students, teachers, administrators, counselors, .and other\. members of the comminiry., The law was not intended 'to prevent
students frgm graduating f,rom hig14thoo4; rather, it was designed to

I make certain. that the awardiawarding a-Optomas indicated that! those,

receiNing themhad achieved at. least minimum functibnal skills and
that those students who found it difficult tacquire such skills would
beeccommodated by appropriate remedial\ instriiction.

.While much of the rhetoric about thee law centered on assess-
ment andtesting, it is most important for educators to notice that the
law, represents the Legislature's desire for haing changes made in
school programs more than it does for regulating such programs. It is

; anopportunity to make school programs -more successful then- they
have been in the past in imparting knowledge and skill to less able
learners.

The emphasis in this frameNvoi addendum is on improving mathe-
matics learning,,but in this section the focus is on how.comPutation

4-relates, to the proficiency standards and -the rest of the mathematics
curriculum. Most districts have a mathematics continuum of learning
objectives, and computsical and other identified Minimum profi-
ciency objectives should be a part of that master-continuum. The `
follOVing statements are intended to provide a helpful perspective:

1. Cotriputation is an important skill; and students profit by knowing how-
to compute and which operation to use in a given situation.

2, Mathematics is more than computation, and to limit any student's
mathematics learning to the acquisition of computation skill 'is not

4 desirable.
3 .Mathematics instrtiction presents many opp ortunities for learning,

reacting, writing, and computing; and regardless of the subject, those
opportunities should be used to help students meet proficiency stan-
dards for9,graduation.

41. The mathematics program f9r every student should includeAnstruction
in every skill specified in the proficiency sta'nderds, adopted. by that

' stu,clent's school district. Failure to do so diminishe,s the c ntent valid-
ity of the assessment process;,i.e., tests shouldnot be desi ned to exam-
ine skills which aree, not taught.

5. Remedial programs established for students who fail meet profi-
ciericy, standtrds should be designed to help students me those min-
imum standards, thus, those4sponsible for remedial prod ms should
teach4o the objectives in (he standards, not to the test ite s. On the
other hand, those respoAble for other remedial progtam that are
designed for students who can meet the minimum standards ut have

I 9 3
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_ difficulty with other mathematical skills should teach to whatgve
/, objectives have been set for those( pi-ograms.

6. Since remedial-education presents some of the mos responsi-
4 Oil es schools anti teachers face, it is appropriate that staff assigned to

-remedial classes highly qualified and that teachers receie in- service
training in teaching less able learners.

7. Those planqing remedial programs should gibe adequate attention to
such issues studedt-teacher ratio§:, scheduling, motRation of student
learning,' choice of material appropriate to slow learners, and alterna-
tive modes of instruction. t

8. Proficiency standards should be coordinated between high_schools and
their feeder 'schools through rigorous artidulatiOn erfo'rts.

, Policies for proficiency standards have been firmly implemented in
most school districts, and these policies should provide for a contin-

. ual review of standard an objectives as well as ongoing attention to
improving rFgulay school programs and remedial inuaction. School
improvement, as goal, is,a never-ending process, and nia-treTntics
educators have an. important foie to play in that process. ...,

4
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Staff Development
Staff crevelOpment, is the most important activity for ensuring the.

;implementation of the concepts embodied in this addendum to the
Mathematics Framework. Staff development efforts in Califoreia
shoul4 be designed to help teachers while focusing vn the new
matheMatical Orientation toward problem solving. To achieve this
goal, those responsible for staff developnient must have A workable
process, persons with expertise in certain subjects, and a plan for
formative evaluation. le*

A workabre process needs both a structure within which to func-
tion and the personnel to accomplish the task. Both teachers and
administrators working on,a staff development program will need or
must secure persons who have expertise in certain areas in order to
provide a curriculum consistent with this addendum.

In order to be successful, Staff development programs need to
include the following components:

I. Coordination of 'all relevant staff development programs 3.

2. Coordination with district, county, and state offices anSI with profes-
sional mathematics educational groups

3. A closeoop to ensure adequate and effective planning, as shown in
Figure A-4 ,

11.

Prograrrr for
Staff

Deielopment

Fig. The Closed Loop in Staff Development Planning

87
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4. The content of the addendum to the Mathematics Frdmework ".

5. Evaluation, which is basic to the implementation of high quality staff
develgpment programs

1 The i errelationships of the components of staff development are
shown Figure A-5. The following is an example of the manner in
whic a school staff might implement the paradigm shown in Figure
A-5.'

A school sta-ffieelopment planning group is given the charge of
developing a plan for a mathematics in-service training program. The
group begins by drawing upon both external and internal' groups or
sources, including the Mathematics Framework addendum, for plan-
ning a staff development.progra m. the plan then goes to the total
staff for evaluation and suggestions. As the revised prog?am is imple-
mented, continual evaluation of both the process and the outcromeof
the -sessions will improve future staff development efforts.

SpecifiC recornmendatio for lanning and carting out a staff
development program fo low:

I. Program planning need encomp levels of staff members.
2. Specific participant objectives need t 'be identiped for each session,

and the degretik to which the objectives were attained needs to'be defer-t
mined at the conclUsion of the trai ng.

3. Coordination'of training- among sc ools is necessary. ,
4. To °facilitate continued teaching improvement, a need exists for one

individual to provide liaison between the staff development program
and the classroom teachers

5. At regular intervals timeineeds to be set aside for the target population

4
to discuss the 'implementation of the progrant.

The following' topics in mathematics 4-e sugge
,.'istaff development program:

ed as subjects of a

4.. 1. Teaching for Competency MasteryAlternative Approach to Reme-
diatipn. ..

."'Ha-held calcujators in she, Classroom
Computer ,LileAcy

2.
3.
4. AnProl)lem-Solvitig Curriculum ts
S. The 'Role of Estimation in Problem Solving .

6. The Complete Mathematics' ProgramMore Than the Textbook
7. Mahem'aties as It Relates to Career Choices
8. Re nd Its Irnp4ct on Mathematics
"9 . Math ics ceniersf,Uses and Abuses

10.
11.

qu
4,,

Technies for Grouping Secondary Classrooms
Mathematics. Labs Organizirig, Alternative,Functiok and 'Efficient

lip
Recordkeepink Systems

.12. Use of the Computer,to Simulate Conditions *Found Social
Scien0e, Science, and Other Subject Areas, ' , ''.

he Relationship of Mathematics with Other Disciplines

. 4...)
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APPENDIX A

i

A List of Uses of Mathematical
Skills and Concepts

in Applications of Arithmetic

This outline is adapted from an April, 1980, report of the Arithmetic and
Its Applications Project, which was codirect d by,Zalman Usiskin and Max
Bell, with some revisions that incorporate th work of that project as late as
June, 1980, This work was partially supporke by National Science Founda-a.
tion grannumber 79-19065; however, the opinions expressed are those of
the codirectors, not necessarily those of the 'National Science Fou>ation.

The outline adheres to the following hier rchy:
I. (Capital Roman numerals)Steps of the m deling process

A. (Capital letters)Curricular topics, usuapy standard .

.I. (Numerals)Use categories (For wha reason: do we use ...?) i
a. (Small letters)Use subcategories listed 'otasionally),

1. Catfronting Number and Lablls
0 if

A. Single numbers
I. counts
2. Measures
3. Locations in reference frames

a. Rank orders :
b. Time and space frames -

c. Scales (linear; normalized, exponential, and so forth)
4. COmparisons \

5. Conversion, factors and constants
'6. Codes - .

a. Numerical codes
. \ -

b. Alphanumeric codes

B. N-tuples (ordered pairs, triples, and forth) of numbers
I. Storing counts or measures

1

2. Locations
3. Comparisons
4. Codes

c

,..

C. Labels
1. Counting units

of
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$ ' APPENDIX A

A List of Uses of Mathematical
Skills and Concepts

in Applications of Arithmetic
4

This outline is adapted from an April, 19 0, report of the Arithmetic and
Its iirpplications Project, which was codirect d by,Zalman Usiskin and Max
Bell, with some reNisions that incorporate th work of that project as late as
June, 19806 This work was partially supporfte by, National Science Founda-**
tion grananumber 79-19065; however, the opinions expressed are those of
the codirectors, not necessarily those of the National Science FoilDfilation.

The outline adheres to the following hierarchy:
I. (Capital Roman numerals)Steps of the m deling process

A. (Capital letters) Curricular topics, usually standard .

.I. (Numerals)Use categories (For wha reason:do we use ...?)
a. (Small letters)Use subcategories (listed 'otCasionally),

I. Cdnfronting Numberi and Latfels
A. Single numbers

1. counts
2. Measures
3. Locations in reference frames

a. Rank orders
b. Time and space frames
c. Scales (linear, normalized, exponential, and so forth)

4. COmpaiisons
5. Conversion, facors and constants

Codes
a. Numerical codes
b. Alphanumeric codes

B. N-tuples (ordered pairs, triples, and so forth) of numbers
1. Storing counts or measures
2. Locations
3. Comparisons

_
4. Codes

C. Labels
1. Counting units
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2, Measure units
a. Standardized

(1) Base
(2) Multiples of base
1(3) Derived

b. Quasistandardized (teaspoon,. pace,
c. Arbitrary

3. Monetary units
4. Scale labels

a. Discrete scales
b, Linear ,scales
c. Normalized vales
d. Exponential scales
e. Other scales

5. Informational labels
a. Directional labels
b. Descriptive labels

II. Adjusting Concepfs in Part L for Study

A. Adjustments of notation.(fractions to ,decimals, and so foih)
1. For facility in Applying algorithms
2. For easier comparison !
3. For consistency of information
4. For saving space 'for easier reading

B. Microadjustmenis of value .(e%tiniates, rounding, and so orth)
4 1. For safety tolerance,

2. For necessity
a. Exact computation is impossible (e.g., vacation'cost).
b. Situation has built-in variability (e.g., typing speed)..
c. An exact value would mean ability to :predict future.
d. AtT exact value is impossible in real world terms.
e. An exact Vsalue is unavaira.ble.

3. See reasons under A.

Macroadjustmeins of value (scaling, shifting, and to forth)
1. See reasons under A..

D. Adjustments of 'mode of representation (prose to photographs)
1. For increasing information being conveyed
2. For clarity

lir Translation of Situational Questions into Mathematical Relationships
A, Addition

j-`1. Totaling tints
2. Totaling measures
3. Changing by fixed quantity
4: Combining changes

and so forth)

tr .
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. B. Subtraction .
I. Tail -away with counts
2. Take-away with measures
3. Filling up (finishing, completion)
4. Comparison

,

C. Multiplication .

1. Measure product
a. Cartesian ,

product (permutation without repetition)
(

b. Area
c. Other derived measures

2. Rate factor
a. Set of sets i
b. Continuous rate factor

3. Con Version factor --
a. Within system
b: Between systems . N.

4. Scale factor
a. Part of, multiple \of
b. Size changing

.

D. Division , ,

I. Measure quotient (from measure product)
2. Rate

a. Calculation
b. Rate divisor (from' rate factor)

3. Ratio
a. C4alculation
b.' Scale divisor (fromrscale factor)

4. Conversion
a. Calculation of conversion rate
b. Conversion diviSor

E. Powering
.. 1., Permutation with repetition

2. Volume
3. Change of unit in dimension
4. Growth \
5. Acceleration and so forth

F. Absolute valuing undirecting distance /
G. Combinations of operationsMany applications utilize more than
c one of the above operations. The schema cannot give more than a

few examples of these. Our'eategorization here is not byintent-but
by nature of the relationship of the combination to whit is given
above. = A

1. Use categories involving two separable operations
a. Linear combiliations
b. Rate ofhange (slope and so forth) . .

2. Use categories involving more than two separable operations'
a. Weighted average

93
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b. Linear conversion
c. Formula for hypotenu,se of,right triangle given two leg4and

To forth
3.-Where sepgration seems difficult (use categories based upon

mathematic-al properties of the operations)
' a. "Best"fit" .functions

, APP.

b. Trigonometric fcirmulas, and so forth
EL Operations on sets (max, min, mode, median, gcd, lcf)

I. Measuring central tendency
2. Measuring extrema
3. Measuring lite

I' /
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APPENDIX B

Curriculum Considerations for Use of the
Hand-Held Calculator

-By Gary G. Bitter
Arizona State University -

ExceApts from The Teacher, February, 1977. .

As the calcula r is used more and more, the mathematics curriculum,
being quite hierarchical and, definitive, is open/ to some considerations!
Teachers, researchers, and curriculutfr experts need to examine some of the
calculator implications on the curriculum. These considerations are the pur-

.1 poie of ;this, article.

I

Different 'Logic Systems ,

Many types of calculators perform. in different ways. Caloulators have
a rio as capability features that work to the athantage is well as to the

disadvantage of leaching mathematical ooncepts. The first- hurdle is to be
able to cope with a specific calculator that a studnt brings intd,tfie classroom
and to be flexible in pointing out that certain problems may not work out a
certain way on the machine. The.algebraic logic (4 0 3 0 ), arithmetic logic
(4 0,3 0 ), and Reerse,Polish notation (41emed3 ) logic systems are ways
in which different calculators sole algorithms. The most common is the
algebraic sy.stem which seems to correlate with the klgorithms.taught to
children. s a . .

, Rounding

Consumer computations involing money usually hae answers of more
than two decimal places. Most students are not aware of this, as they only
see money answers ,in dollars atd cents (tw place decimals): Therefore,
careful deyelopmerit of rounding needs to in the curriculum at earlier
grade.leN els (than presently deNelope4) for udents to relatl to our monetary
system. ,

Fractions to Decim0 .t
The abilitysto conver,t fractions into decimals is essential. The formula for

the area of a-triangle .112 bh for volume or 4/3 Tr r3 dl a sphere can be
confusing even if a student knows how to represent the fraction 1 2 or 4,' 3 in
decimal form. Therefore, to change a fraction to a decimal is a necessary skill
whi6h the student must know in order to relate to the fraction in its new
form.,

t-
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Decimal Representation of a Fraction
Many calcyators represent fractions such at 1, 6 as 0.166666. If someont.

is doing a chain of operations with the-fraction 1, 6, leaving it as 0.166666
gives a more accurate answer. But our math books show that 0.166666 can
be rounded to 0.16667 or 0.167. This affects computation results and can be
confusing in reldtion to our present ma'th curriculum. (Another common
notation for infinite decimals is shown here: 0.16)

Overflow

1,234,567 13 123,456 is too large (overflow) a product for most calculators
to display since they usually have display of eight digits or less. Although
many calculators indicate that the answer is too large, techniques needto be
developed to solve these ,r"large" problems. Some calculatOrs give the first
eight digits_.therefore, estimation of 1,234,567 0 123,456 'or work with
powers can enable the student to have an approximate answer to such

,situations.
--,

Underflow

Answer to problems such as 0.000,1 0.0000561:10'(underflov.) ma}, also
be quite confusing t45-t,tudents.In'addition, many calculators have-no means
to indicate that the answer is too small to have meaning on the calculator.
Calculators need to be developed so students can solve the problem using
scientific "notation. In the curriculum, students should be taught about
"-s ailness" just as they are about "bigness."

Trunea

The calculator's manipulation of numbers involving truncation needs to be
explored. For example: / 15J3--1-5-E1-15 El 0.0002962. Multiplying 0.0002962
by 15 repeatedly should get hack the original number I, instead, the answer
is 0.999675. PartsC.the product have been truncated making it un--Possible
to regain-the original number. The idea of truncation needs to be.discussed
and real life truncation problems need to be explored. For example, banking
continually faces the truncation dilemma. Id addition, we need to consider a
expression's of the decimal form with irrational numbers as fractiops.

Order of Operations
Order of operations rules need to by emphasized for use on most calcula-,

tors. The problem 4 20 C:14 0 6 solved from lekto right with most calcula-
tors gives.the answer 12. The correct answer is 15 since you divide and
multiply before you add and subtract. (My Dear Aunt Sally rule.) This
procedure is overlooked in most calcytlator applications and often accounts
for wrong answers. Although the use of parentheses is emphasized to help,
solve this type{ of problem, die "order of operations" rules need to be 4
included in the math curriculum. It is included in upper grades, such as
eighth grade mtfar and in algebra. It-should be in lower grades also. ,

O
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"Add-on" Percent Key
The understanding of the "add-on" percent key is essential for consumer

use. To realize that it doeS a lot of arithmetic in a simple calculator operation
is not common knowledge to most people since it does nor relate directly to

/Percent. It does not shbw that 5 percent is 0.05 in a separate step.

Constant Key
The constant key (automatic repetition of a constant addend, multiple,

etc.) allows computation by a number without entering the constant (fune,-.
non) each time. For example, divide each number, f8, 16, 24, and 27 by 9.

-18 E 9 0-2
' 16 -0 1.7777777

24 El 2.6666666
27 lg

Calculator Arithmetic Using Internal Counting
Some interesting nonmathematical "arithmetic" problem soling may

occur. For example: 37 + 37 + 37. Calculator solution. 37 1 0 El C] 111. or
some calculators may only require 37 0 ID CI 111. PrOblem. Usnig only four
4s, make the calculator equal' 3: .

4 4 CI 4 El 40(:)0(2

Of,course this ignores order. of operations as well as writilig a real mathemat-
ics formula.

Division by Zero
Some calculators show 5'O 0E10. Many calculators show 5 1:1 000

(flashing zero). Students need to have an understanding that this solution is
incorrect and any number divided by 0 is undefined.

The Negative Sign
Displays on many calculators print out one less digit if the answer is

negative. Knowing that the negative sign takes up a digit place can be
mislolging for eight digit answers. Students expecting an eight digit solution 1
will only get seven ,digits with a negative sign. Lots of 'Calculators hay e a
"minus" operation key 0 and a "change sign" key' +l- or

,
.Consecutive, Operations

Some calculators perform consecutive operations whicipdo not follow the
'algebraic logic and rules of mathematics. For examplt, Compoiinding inter:
est on some calculators can be done as*folldws: $200 'ia t 6 perqcnt annual

eS

CS

interest compounded quarterly: ,

200 C1 1.5 % CJ % O % 206.045

10 4



The use of consecutive operations is then unique to some calculators, and
explanations are not dependent on mathematics utilizing a binary operation.

Theseare a few of the considerations which the calculator presents to the
curriculum. Either the currictilum needs to include exploration of these
considerations or the teacher who uses a specific calculator needs to be
aware of its possible functions (or capabilities).

If the present variations in calculators continues,,teachers need to be
aware orproblems and questions which may occur. Different companies wil)J
certainly (lave different models with different internal functions- so teachers
must has e an open mind to different types of calculators. Also. many of the
bas:ic considerations are already in many basal Fath texts, but they must be
emphasized more Curriculiej-development needs to include such topics as
underfloor, overflow, estimation,'sgientific nbtatitin, powers of ten, round-
ing, and truncation to lake it possible for students to _successfully take full
.advantage of the calculator and its capabilities.

Tips on Purchasing a Calculator =

Trying to select the right pocket calculator for use in the classroom cart be
confusing Many different brands, types, prices, and features are available.
The following guidelines may help you choose the type of calculator, best
suited to your needs:

A four-tunctiori calculator is sufficient for students through the eighth grade
Memory. .square root change sign: and particularly percent keys would also he
beneficial for sixth, seventh, and eighth graders
The casing of the cRculator should be rugged and preferably made of hard,
durable plastic Any bolts or screws should he recessed.or concealed to make the
case, as well ins the battery storage compartment. difficult to open.
The keys should be large.and well-spacdd. Keys that make,a sound when pressed
are especialf!, utlul. because they tell the children that the keys have been
activated pus also pro4nts students irom ifressing the keys unnecessarily hard,
IThe read-but -display should be clearly legible and v isible in bright light , It is
more convenient to have the minus or negative sign next to the number than on
the far left,side or indicated by a light When Fhe solution to a computation is too
long to fit on thdisplay, a symbol denoting "overflow" should be clearly v isible
on the display
The algorithmic computation approach (algebraic logic) is important. Irother
words, entering 3 20 into th alculator should produce the solution -one
Fortunalely, few calculators comif te otherwise Some nonalgorithmic (non4I-
gebraic logic) calculators would print the solution as Minus one. In order to
Compute this problem on such a calculator you would enter 3 0 299 tp get the
answer--one.
A printou display that accommodates a minimum of.si x digits is essential, eight
digit's. are esirable A "floating" decimal point, is moreuseful than a two- or
four-pl e fixed decimal point display For example. using a floating point, the
solution to the problem 1 0 )1 would read 0.125 instead of 0 12 with a fixed
decimal format , ,
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Calculators with keys that show two ftinctions, such as =1 or , are not
beneficial bepuse they may cause confusion.- A calculator that "Counts" can proNicle many actor ities for primary children ay
entermg the number and the plus sign, suchas / 0 , and then continually
pushing the equal key, the calculator should count by ontsi such as /, 2, 3,
4..... Or, enter selog.. to get 5, /0, /5. . .

Calculators with long-life batteries are now as ailable and relatiNely inexpensise
compared to the cost of buying and replacing short-life batteries These calcula-
tors often hale an automatic shut-off feature which extends the battery life even

longer. 0
A dependable no-risk warranty is also important

."
Not every calculator has all the above features', but these should be taken

Into consideration when making selections for children's use. The greatd the
'number of functions and degree of sophistication the more expensise will be
the machine. '
,
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-APPENDIX C

Giteria for'Evaluating Instructional Materials.
in Mathematic: (IS-8) .

Adopted by the California State Board of Education
March 13, 1980

The cl*,skroom teacher continues to be the gatekeeper in curriculumthe
one who stages the learning opportunities.'The teacher

min

most responsible
for knoving and 'providing the basic mathematics program as described in
the Mathematics framework for California Public Schools, Kindergarten
Through Grade Twelve (1975), and the addendum to that framework (1980),
the mathematics curriculum mandated by the California State Board of
Education. the following criteria are written in conformance with the
Mathematics Frqmenrk and its addendum and constitute a mandate by the
State Board to the publishers who submitted their instructional materials for
Consideration on the 1982 adoption list.

Several sullitantial changes have been made in the criteria from the,pre-
vious version: .

Tht.problem solving/application stand'has become the all encompdss-
ing theme of'mathematics instruction and is no longer a separate topic.
Part I1 of the criteria, instructional methods, has been expanded to
include process skills of mathematical thinking necessary for solving
problems.

Mathematical skills and concepts related to calculators and computers
are noW elevated to the' same level as other traditional concepts.
The directive for metric,instruction has been clarified and strengthened
in view of progress, being made toward a metric America.

Th4 criteria are organized to facilitate the efforts of the Instructional
Materials Evaluation Panels that are responsible for screening all submitted
materials and recommending to the Curriculum Frameworks and Supple-
meutal Materials Commission of the State Board those which should-be
included in the adoption list.

1. StUdents and Their Needs,

. A well-rounded mathematics program will appeal to many types of
learners. Hence, the instructional materials should provide learning
oppOrtunitAs premised on t 'following student characteristics: 4

0
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A. Achieweinept Patterns
1. Superior achievement patterns of pacing,

recall, and application in mathematics -
2.: Average achievement patterni of pacing,

recall, and application in mathematics
3. Limited achievement patterns

,f;.`", Learning Modalities
4..Visual learning
5. Sensory or tactile learning
6. Symbolic learning c-*

C. Reading Skills -

'7. Average or above
8. Below average

Afiective° Qualities
9: Highly motivated, self-directive
10. Unmotivated, nonself-directive
II. Variable.. but typically akrerage

NOS

E. 'Special -Needs
12. Language disabilities and restrictions
13. Educationally handicapped
14' Able learners

ti

IL Instructional Needs
The instructional materidls shall facilitate:

A. The Prohlem-St;Iving Perspective of Mathematics
The major-goat of the instructional program in mathematics,

kindergarten through gl'atle eight, is the development of the abil-
ity to solve real problems and to Understand the basic concepts
involved in th'e problem-solving process. Concepts and skills

Orelated to problem solving should be reviewed and emphasized
frequently throughout the mathematics program so that students
understand that mathematics is Ffroblem solving. ,

Eve*, topic in mathematics should derive its justification fo(
existence on the bads of its value as- an aid in problem solving.
Problem solving is no longer an end-df-chapter application sec-
non designed to provide practice in using ,just-learned mathemati-
cargo:incepts and skills. Concepts and skills should be organiled in

'the instructional program around the problem-solving processes
which are outlined briefl9 here as follows:

1. How to formulate problems from sitilations?ith-which stu-
dents are, familiar

2, How lInalyze probtems.using a wide variety of malhemati-
- cal strategies ana models

', 3., How to solve problems by mathematical simplification
4. How tointerpret the solution, verify its accuracy, and NikplOre

the implicathlts

r
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B. A Variety of Instructional techniques
I. Student groupings in the classroom
2. A variety of classroom ;strategies for instruction a .

Classroom
strategies

Student groupings
Large 'Small Individualized

Labdatory

Audiovisual (filiiis,
loops)

. .

Expbsitory teaching ,

Team teaching

Colsistent and Valid ,Metric Instructions
1. 'The first standard units of measure .prese ed for a given

measurement task should be metric and thoroughly under-
stood before- making any reference to the present U.S. system
of units for that task.

2t Siiggestions% for instructional examples for the teacher 40 use
in explaining mathematical concepts should be metric if-refer-

.eiice to standard units of measure are involved.
3. Measurement tasks should be presented to develop skills of

estimation with jnetric units.
'4. The present U.S. system of units should be presented only to

the extent necessary for simple measurement tasks pupils
encounter in out-of-school applications.

5. Measurement tools for classroom use should be replaced as
rapidly as possible with metric-only tools.

6. In each set of application exercises, metric units should be
used in a majority of those problems which involve measure-
ment units.

7. Only decimal notation should be used to report measure-
ments in metric unitsno fractions.

8. All metric symbols And terms shotild conform to the Interna-
tional Standard' of Units (SI). 111

9. All grap,h, pictures, and illustrations involving measurement
units shoTld clearly portray metric units as',"the dominant,
acceptable, and standard units of meastireraiit.

10. No dual-dimensional measurements should be used.

III. Mathematics Content

The criteria for content coverage 'is organized around major Itathe-
matical concepts and skills. Material should be presented to students
in a problem- solving context, as outlined elsewhere in the addendum
to the Mathematics Framework.

101
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The materials shall provide actiNities leading to the development of
the following concepts and skills:

A. Arithmetic, Numbers, and Operations
I. One-to-one correspondence, number, counting, and order

, 2. The number line and the coordinate plane
3. Positive and negative numbers'
4. Decimal notation and computation with decimals (prior to

iformal computation with numbers in fraction form)
5. Memorization and use of basic arAhmeliTfActs of addition

and multiplication
6. Addition in the development of the operation of subtraction

\ Subtraction and multiplication in deNeloping the operation.of
division

8. Equality and order relations
9. Properties of operations in the development of computation

skills
10. Elementary number theory concepts
II. Skills of computation with positi%e and negame numbers
12. Selection of the appropriate operations for gii.en situations
I3, Mental arithmetic
14) Place value in the decimal numeration system
15. Exponential and scientific notation
16. The real number system kk 6):
17. Ratio, proportion, oand percent
18. Rounding off numbers and estimation skills

lk
B. Geotnetri.

19. Intuitive, informal geometry; utilizing en% ironmental models
20. Similarity and congruence
21. Parallelism, perpendicularity, and skewness
22. Classification of geometric, shapes
23. Use of geometric insirudents
24. Construction of three-dimensional models
25. Length, circumference, perimeter, area volume, and angle

measures of simple:geometric figures
26. Indirect measurement and the Pythagorean formula
27. Elementary coordinate geometry

C Measurement
28. Measuring familiar objects through "hands-on" experience
29. Arbitrary units for measuring (preceding instruction in stan-

dard units)
30. Standard units as a uniform way of reporting measurements
31. Und.erstandin4 the structure of and using the metric system of

units (SI).
32. COnvenient references for metric units without computational

conversions between the U.S. customary units and SI units
33-. Practice with the numerical values of the metric prefixes

e

,
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34. Estitnting distance, area, volume, mass, and temperature in
metric units

35. Reading-simple measuring instruments and the approximate
nature of measu ement

36. Scale drawings a d maps
37. Formulas -for dete fining perimeter,k area, and volume

D. --f7ticulators and Computers
38. ,Estimation
39. Calculating +, x
40. Immediate feedback
4I. Reinforcement of number relationships
42.' Exploring number patterns

-43. Nlotivatiert1 and enrichment
44. Extended application problems to develop concepts that are

#tOrmally obscured by tedious computations
45. Providing integrated curricultim opportunities
46. Working knowledge of the functions, logic, and mechanics
47. Histprical perspective ' t
48. Order properties .

49. Programming and flow charting
50. Examples of use in society 4

E. ProbahilitySand Statistics .

51. C9Ilecting, ,organising, and representing data derived from
TeS1-life situations .

52. Tree diagramming and counting procedures for sample
spaces

53. Permutations (arrangements.) and combinations (selections)
54. Making 'guesses about patterq or trends in data
55 Statistical inferenees
56. Various measures of central tendency and dispersion
57. Elementary concepts of probability
58. Reliability of statistical inference

F. Relations and.Functionl
59. Con4ructing and interpreting tables, graphs, and schedules
60. Mappings, correspondences, ordered pairs, and "rules" lead-

ing to the concept of a mathematical relation.1

61. The function concept and ftinttion notation
62. A fttgction in mathematical applications
63. Patterns a,nd relationships and fosrming generalizations

a.
,

VG Logical ,Think ing- 64. Manipulatives, games, problems, and puzzles which stimulate
and develop elementary reasoning patterns
Trial and error stlategies

;166. Applying reasOning.patterns to nonmathematical situations,
such- as advertising

A 7. Direct and indirect reasoning patterns
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68. Inductive and, deductive reasoning patterns
69. Sentences using: and, or, not, if .. . then, all, and some
,

IV. Teacher Materials
The materials shOuld assist the teacher by providing:
-,A. Organization

.
1. Clear identification of intended student audience

,2. Scope and sequence
. List of student or program objectives.
4. Integrated ancillary materials

B. Strategies
5. Innovative alternatives for classroom activities (transparen-

cies, cassettes, hand-held calculators and so forth)
6. Assistance in overcoming reading difficulties, slow learning. ,.

rates, and special student needs
7. StIggestions for applying mathematics to career educdfioli,
8. Suggestions for utilizing mathematical ideas in reference to

environmental needs
9. Ideas for developing students' investigative skills

10. Suggestions for reinforcing, 'reviewing, and applying pre-
viously learned skills and concepts ,

II. Techniques and materials for encouraging home assistance
12. Suggestions for making a smooth transition from concrete

learning to abstract learning
.413. Integration of mathematics witlyther curriculum areas

C. Evaluation Instruments
14. Alternatives for assessment of student achievement df instruc-

tional objectives
15. Suggestions for and samples of student progress records
16. Assessment of overall achievement 9f a program's objectives
.17. Reports and forms, established for student achievement
18. Techniques for student self-assessment, including some answers

in student materials
19. Solutions to all exercises

D. Management Systems i,

20. Suggestions for appropriate placement of students
21. Suggestions for a variety of groupings
22. Alternative schedules for directing students through daily

. mathematical activities
23. Recommended use -of teacher. support personnel (instruc-

tional aides, parent volunteers, and so forth) and suggestions
for handling student papers

i
E. Appreciation \ ...

24. Presentation of mathematics beauty, history, and value
25. Stimulation of favorable attitudes toward learning mathematics

I
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APPENDIX D

Mathematics Program- Objectives
for Kindeigarten.Throiigh Grade Eight

f.

Arithmetic, 'umbers, apd,Operations
\

Counting "c

Counting: Readiness 1 o

Explore' and identify the number of objects a set!
Explore the conceptipf how many.
Explore' and identify equal and unequal sets of 'physical objects.
Acquire the skill of counting concrete object's.
Counting: KindergartenGrade Three

'Acquire the skill of counting petorial representations of objects.
Develop the skill of identifying a sequence of whole numbers.

. Develop the skill, of counting by multiples of numbers.
;Explore the conservation of number.
Using the number line, explore the order relation, for whole numbers.
Develop the order relation -for 'the whole numbers.
Using sets of physical objects, explore the concepts of equality and

inequality.,.
Using One-to:one correspondence, explore the concepts of,more than, less

than, and equality.
Acquire the skill of reading and writing numerals and - number names written

in words.
Explore reading. graphs that use pictorial representations of objects.
Maintlin 'counting skills through review and practice.
Counting: Grades FourSix
Acquire the skill of reading and writing non-negative rational' ntimbers.in

decimal and fraction form.
'Acquire the skill of counting by' multiples.
Develop the number iiejconcept to include rational numbers.
Develop the .order relation for the integers.
Counting: Grades Seven-Eight
Acquire the skill of determining the order relation for rational numbers.
Acquire the skill of reading and writing rational 9uMbers.

Operations

Operations: Readiness
Using concrete objects, explore thebprocAss of joining and separating sets.
Using sets of concrete objects, exploreadditiqn and subtraction.

4a
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KindergartenGrade Three
Explore1the skill ,of adding and 'subtracting wbols numbers.
Developthe appropriate use of the operational symbols (+,,, -, x, ÷) between

numbers. ,

Develop addition and subtraction facts.
Acquire addition andssubtraction facts.. Acquire the skill of adding or subtracting with and without renaming.
Acquire'atlie skill of adding and subtracting amounts of money. .

Acquire the skill of using the terms addend, sum, factor, and product.
Maintain addition and subtraction skills for whote numbers through review

and practice.'
Explore the concept of multiplication.
)develop basic multiplication facts.
Acquire the basic multiplication facts., .....
Acquire an understanding of, and use of, the multiplication algorithm.
Develop the skill qf adding and subtracting of decimal fractions (with and

withput renaming). - f .

-Acquire the skill of using number sentences.
, Explore the meaning of division.

Develop basic division facts.
6 , ,

Acquire basic division facts, .

Maintaip ,multiplication and division skills for whole numbers through
review and inactice.

Operations: Grades FOurSix .
Maintain f5 addition and subtraction facts.
Acquire an understanding of, and skill in using, the operational symbols (+,

..., x,.0, i.
Develop mastery and accuracy in using addition and subtraction algorithms.
Maintain addition and subtraction skill for whole numbers through review

% Li
and practice. . .

Maintain -the, basic multiplication and division facts.
DelTelop the division algorithm.
Adquice skill in using the division algorithm. . .

...- Develop skill4q estimating sum, difference; product, and quotient of whole
numbe.rs.

Explore the use of positive and negative inteurs in everyday situations.
Develop the skill of adding and subtracting positive and negative integers.
Maintain skill in working with number sentences.
Maintain multiplication.and division skill for whole numbers through review

and. practice. .

Acquire computational skill for addition and subtraction of decimal
fractions. ,

Acquire computational, skill' for multiplication and division of decimal
, fractions.
Develop the skill of converting a rational number into its equivalent frac-

tion,tion, decimal fraction, or percent forms.
Explore computational skill for the addition and subtraction of common

fractions.

144
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Explore corn utational skill.for mi frig and,!dividing common fractions.
Explore ver ents thtottigh Yslated ;v1jirk with ffictions. .
Develop the; se of4ttble: nnmberi:as exponents, I

Explore theskill of tiiiltiiilying and dividing positive and negative integers.

4
Operations: grades ;SeObt:;Eight
Develop theskill of tising the standarcip. rdbr of operations in computations.
Explore shortcuts itAbe basia algorithm ,operatiOns. 1

Develop the skill ofAUltipIying and 'dividing pbiiiive and negative integers.
Acquire the Skill Oaylflikg and subtracting rational numbers in fraction and

mixed *fiber forigte:',. ,
Acquire 'multiplicatlipiV4 division skill for fractions.
Maintaiw co for addition and subtraction of whole ', ,

numbers and d'ecin*Traetibns.
Maintain cimputatiOnale",s,1011'for thelnutOlication and division of whole

numbers 'and decinfitAactions: . ,. .

Develop skill in estimatinelle sum-, differeace'; product, and quotient-ofi ,...4.4: ,
rational quirnbers 1. -,-. ,,.

"T'0 ,' ' -.4 7.Develop skill in rounding tiff: . : .....? .

Acquire the skill of usin ;i,ticegeri' as exponents,.
Acquire'the skill of usin -.4.1mbeis writatilit,percent form.
Develop the skill of simp,: Sng 6tmple'x ,fractions.
Acquire the skill of solViii !sliftple equati*, by using the operatiOns of

addition, subtraction, raltipliction, or; diviSion.
*Acquire the skill of sqtial a rational r,l'upber. .

, .

,,Develop the skill of estint* Muare rosp''
Ig .

atr,i-
Place /Values

.*1! .; 4'. '1 . re

Place Values: Readiness ..,.::'"?% ;.,:,, .
.- ,, - . al

Explore the process of igt44 itg 'and eounting concrete objects.t,D4,elop the process of iro. g and c,otinring concrete objects.
- Explore grouping and cou ing concrete Objects by tens and ones.

Devellip grouping and co 64: concrete objeets by tens and ones.
Place Valves: Kindergarteh,Grade Three '
Develop the writing of the. digits "zeto throvigh nine.
Explore the role of decimal numbers (e.g., money, metric measurement).
Develop skill in counting concrete objects and recording tens and ones.
Develop the concept of place. value by grouping objects.
Explore place value of digits in numerals.
Develop place value of digits in a three-digit numeral.
Explore the skill of ,writing a number in expandecknotation form.
Develop skills of counting by ones, twos; fives, tens, and hundreds.
Place Values: Grades FourSix

4 %

Acquire the-skill of using a decimal point in place value notation.
Acquire the skill of identifying the place valutlfor any digit in a numeral.
Develop the skill Of representing a number in expanded notation form and in

exponential fort. ) .
*9Explore scientific notation of numbers." ' 4
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Place Values: Grades Seven-Eight
.Deve lop the' use of integers as powers of ten in place value notation.
Develop sbientific -notation of numbers.

Patterns

:11494 ...1-n

Patteins: .Readiness
. \Explore simple patternst.ma,de with c:ibjects. 1 ,

".;:., Develop the skill of recognizing patterns made with objects and' the exten:
, sion of .those patterns. ;

Explore even and odd whole- numbers. .7.

Patterns: 1,CindergartenGrade Three
Using. pictures and drawings, develop the skill of recognizing simple

patterns.
Explore pattern recognition in sequences of numbers.
Explore sequences of even and odd numbers and their properties.
Using multiplex.of'numbers, explore methods of counting.

',Develop recognition of eveniand odd numbers.
L.

Patterns: Grades -FourSix f
Develop the skill of pattern recognition in number sequences.%
Explore number patterns of the real number system.

Patterns: Grades Seven-Eight t;
?

Develbp recognition of number patterns of. the rear numbtr system.
Explore the Patterns in sets of ordered pairs.
Explore othe use of variables to represent number patterns. ' ..

1 . '..-
. '

Nature of Numbers .

Nature of Numbers: Readings `.e

Explore the skill of reading numerals.
Explore fhe use of .numbers and numerals in dailA life.

Cevelop the skill of recognizing half of an qbject.and half of a see4objects.

.Nature.of Numbers: KindergartenGrade Three. -. .
'De'velop. the order relation for whole numbers-and deciinal fractions.
Develop the skill of selecting relational symbols to make truestatements (=,

0, >, <).
Explore situations involving negative numbers.
Explore fractional parts of concrete objects.
Develop the skill Of recognizing fractiOns i/20, ,i/3

1 /a, i and 110
Acquire theskill of identifying fractional parts 1/2 IA /4, /s, and ' /o.

.1.k. Explore the, skill of recognizing decimal equivalents of fractions 1/2, 1 /a, I /5 ,

a nd IA 0 \ ' , ..
Explore the skill of ordering fractions.
Nature of Numbers:-Grades Four'Six
Explore the property of betweenness for numbers.
Develop fraction notation and the properties of fiactions.
Develop tile'skill of selecting a number in fraction fornithat corresponds to ,

: part of a concrete- object.

1 1 6
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',Acquire the skill of changing fractions to equivalent fractions.
DIvelop an understanding of least-common multiple and greatest common

factor.
Explore the techniquerof.,finding corumbn. multiples.
Acquire the skillof computing the least common multiple of two or

whole, numbers.
°Develop an understanding-of-p n composite numbers.
Develop the skill of identifying composite numers.
Explore techniquq& to determine if a given nu ber is prime.
D

4.
Mop the skill of 'finding the 'prime factors f a .composite number.

Ex.. re the concept, of relatively prime numhe s.
e the skill of-ordering chteirital fractions,
p the skill of converting peicents to decimals to fractions and vice

versa.

Nature of Numbers:Grad01 Seven-Eight
Acquire the skill of ordering rational number's.
Acquire the skill of finding factors in-terms of divisibility.
Develop techniques to determine if a given number is prime.
Explore some of the simple properties of primes.
Develop rules for divisibility.
Acquire a technique to determine the prime factors of a number.
Acquire. the skill of converting percents to decimals to fractions and

versa.
Explore the periodicity of the decimal form of rational numbers.

Ndmber Properties
4 ,

Numbei 'Properties: Readin'ess
Explore joining eempty set to a set of objects.
Number Properties. KindergartenVade Three
Explore commutative and associative properties'ef addition and multiplica--

e l ion for whole.,niimbFrs. . .

vice

st 4.4 4.;

- Explore the distributive property of whole numbers.
'Explore the use of parentheses in grouping. '
Explore the special properties of zero and me-. .

Number Properties: Grades FourSix
Develop the distributive property.

' Develop the use of\parientheses to illustrate the associative and distributive'''
properties - .

.

Explore the.,,closure property for addition -and multiplication on the sett
..whole numbers.

is
Develop the role of identity eleents in addition and multiplication.

.

Explore the role of inverse elements in addition and multiplication.
Explore the use of inverse elements in operations with integers and fractions.
Develop subtraction and division as inverse operations of additionta nil mul-

tiplication, respectively.
, e.

Explore 'The use of properties of number 4stems in the development of
algorithms for basic operations.
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Number Properties: Grades

t
Seven-Eight .

Acquire, the skill of using the identity elements for the operations of addition
and multiplication with rational numbers. .. \- 3,

Acquirethe skill of using the inverse elements for the operatrons of addition
and multiplication with rational numbers. . .

Develop,,an understanding of absolute value.
Explore the presence or absence of the property of denseness it different.

subsets of real numbers. : . d
D .. 5 ii>

Explore the use Of' thelield properties in thedesrelopment of algorithms of
basic operatitins with integers and rational numbers.

Explore the concept of one-to-one correspondence between real numbers
and points on the number line. . 6,.. ./

. ,./Explore the concept of irrational numberk,

Geometry

Geometric Figures .

Geometric Fiiures: Readiness
Explore familiar physical objects representing two-dinrrensionaland three-. --.

dimensional geometric shapes. 11 . ', s -
Explore, through design, building with three-dimensional materials:incltid-

-ing pattern, formation. ., ,
;

4..i
Explore recognition of geometric shapes according. to theit properkies, '

Explore recognition of special properties; e.g., inside, qptsidel flat, cursed,
straight, round, square, tall, \..or deep. . .

Explore simple patterns involving symmetry in the environment; e.g:, blot .
patterns or leaves. '- _ '

.

, Geometric Figures: KindergartenGrade Three , 4
Identify twO-dimensiolial and three-dimensional geometric shapes7p
Identify properties oftgeometric shapes, using precise language, written and .

Oral. ..i .. .,,, , - I

_Identify perpendiculai and parallel lines in two-dimensiqual and three-
Aiinensiohal geometric models and figures.

Identify open and closed curves. .

Develop clasiifialt*in skills for plane geometric figures., s

'Develop the ideaS of similarity and congruence.
Develop pattern designs and tessellations. ',,
Acquire the, ability, to demonstrate properties of geometric shapes.
Exp16.re simple pgierns of picturg symmetry; e.g., paper gilding:* '
Identify symmetry in the natural world. ., .-

Geometric Figures: Grades FourSi .-
Explore transforrpstA with geom id shapes. , ,

Develop precise labguage and appropriate symbols to use with closed. and
.open curves, closed and open surfaces, cubes, spheres, and triangulall
prisms. . .

Develop an understanding ofAnes, planes,-and space s sets of points.
.
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Acquire definition of perpendicular and parallel re (Utionships of lines.
L?eve1op skill qf construction of.models and patterns to illustrate geometric

ideas using appropriate instruments.
Develop abilitt to classify and name geometric figures.
Identify patterns of symmetry on the-plane.
Geometric Figures: Grades Seven -Eight
Develop the use of transformations, such as reflections, rotations, trobisla:

Lions, anddilations on geometric figures.
'-' Acquire the ,ability to denwtfate concepts of congruence, similarity, per-

pendicularity, and parallelism,
Develop patterns of symmetry on figures and models.

Reasoning

Reasoning: Readiness .1

Explore short chains of reasoning through the sorting ex two-dimensional
".\ and threezlimensional shapes.

. -
'\Reasoning: Kirlderg en4Grade Three

txplore logical verific tion of similarity and congruence relationship's with
'physical objects.

J.

Reasoning: Grades FourSix
Develop.ways 'of, verifying similarity and congruence.
Explore inductive reasoning, leadingato generalizations.
Identify waYs.t.2 verify congruence and similarity.
Identify short chains of deductive reasoning.

Reasoning: Grades Seven-Eight
'Acquire ways to verify similarity and congruence.
- Develop .sirriple deductive and inductive reasoning processes,

especially those related to similarity, congruence, and sum of angle mea-
sures for angles of a triangle.

Acquire the ability tofierform short, sequential reasoning exercises.
Identify logic errors in faulty reasoning. *

Coordinate Geometry 4sit-

Coordin'ate Geometry: Readiness
Explore t'vo- dimensional patterns as a foundation for coordinates, e.g., tire

floor or checkerboard: 0-4*

'C'Dordinat4e GeOmetry: KindergartenGrade Three
Explore the use of coordinates to find locations in the first quadrant.
Identify points on a line corresponding to, positive and negative numberks.

Coordinate Geometry: Grades Four_sLe...
e Explore graphing solution sets, on the nuntkor ine.

Develqp concepts related to the coordinate plane, such as map reading adti
graphing.

Identify points on the coordinate plane with apkop riate language and sym-
bols in all four quadrants.

. 1-4 t,
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Coordinate Geometry: Grades Seven-Eight
Acquirethe concepts related to the coordinate plane.
Acquire skill of graphing solution' sets of number sentences on the number

line and the coordinate plane.
Explore the concepts related to the three-dimensional coordinate space.
Acquire the skill of graphing, using coordinates and symmetry.

Measurement tof Geometric Figures

Measurement of Geometric Figures: Readiness :-

Explore the comparisoiNk size of geomeyic figures and models.
Measurement of Geometric Figures:rindergartenGrade Three
Explore concepts of length and perimeter, using arbitrary 'units; (e.g.,

pacing). 7-
Identify the concepts of length, width, perimeter, and circumference.
Using standard%unitsdevelop the<meastirement of length, width, perimeter,

and circumference.
Measurement of Geometric Figures: Grades FourSix
Develop concepts of area, volume, and measurement of anglpg.
Using computation skills, develop geometric measurement c6ncepts.

Meas *rement of Geometric Figures: Grades Seven-Eight
Develop an understanding of the derivation of r (pi).,
Develorinformal derivations of geometric forrriulas fo areas of circles and

triangles.
Develop infornial derivations of geometric formulas for volumes of cones,
pyramids, cylinders, and spheres. <-

Measurement

Arbitrary Unitt of Measurement
Arbitrary Units of Measurement: Readiness f"."\
Explore the attributes of measurement together with the developmenrof,

appropriate vocabulary.
.< Explore the ,use of arbitrarx units of measure.

Explore the reasons' for measuring objects. .

Arbitrary Units of Measurement: KindergartenGrade Three
*moo"Explore measurement, using a variety of arbitrary units of measure. °

Develop useful vocabulary for measurement.
Develop ant organize techniques related to measuring, usitg selected arbi-

trary unity of measure.

Arbitrary Oild of Measurement:-Grades FourSix
Elplore a variety of measuring experiences within the child:s environments .

Acquire appropriate vocabulary ormeasurementN,
Acquire skills in.measuring with common arbitrary units of measure.

Arbitrary Units of Measurement: Grades Seven-Eight
Maintain skills in using arbitrary units for measurement' situations arising

in daily living.
Maintain proficiency in using correct language' for irteasu4ment.
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Standard Units of Measurement
..

Standard Units of Measurement: Readiness. . ,
Explore. comparative measuring with unmarked objects of standard metilc

. unit size. , , ,,,.. I

Standard Units of Measurement: KindergartenGrade Three

-, Develop a fa iliarity with informal methods of measuring. ,

,. . Explore comp rative measures within the child's environment, using objects
.marked w standard metric units. ..

.
ExplKe the selection of appropriate units for measuring concrete objects.
Explormeasuririg to the nearest whole unit.
Develop appiopriate vocabulary of metric units of measure.
Develop measuring techniques, using -standard metric units of measure,

including temperature and time. 1Develop skills using simple. measuring. instruments'
Explore activities that involve the expression of measurements inedecimal

notation. ,
4

Standai'd Units of Measurement: 'Grades Four-LSix ",

Explore concepts related to scale drawings and interpretation of maps.
Acquire an understanding of measuring-to the nearest unit:
Develop the ability to choose the appropriate unit for measuring Objects.
Explore conversionversion between units within the metric system. .
Develop the ability to convert units within the metric system.

. Develop correct vocabulary of measurement with metric units.
Develop skills in representing measurements in decimal notation.

Standard Units of Measurement: Grades SevenEight
Acquire correct vocabulary.
Develop informal comparisons between metric units and U.S. customary

units.

Approximate Nature of Measurement ,

Appioximate Nature of Measurement: KindArgartenGrade Three
Explore the appfoximate nature of measureffient.
Acquire skill in reading approximate time on a clock.

ApproXimate, Nature. qf. Measurement: Grades Four -'Six
Explore theapprpximate nature of Measurement.:
Explore the relation between the size of the unit and the "error" in the

measurement. .

Develop an understanding of the approximate nature of measurement.
Develop the relationship between the approximate nature Of measurement

and rounding off.
Acquire, skill in choosing the appropriate unit of measure.

Approximate Nature of Measurement: Grades Seven-Eight
AcquIre an understanding of the approximate nature of measurement. '
Acquire-an 'understanding of ",error" in measurement.

'Maintain skill in choosing appropriate units of measure.
no*
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Estimation

Estimation: Readiness
Explore estimation of the size of objects`compared to familiar objects.within

the range of a child's environment.
Estimation: Kindergdrten:=Gra& Three
Develop the skill of estimating the size of objects compared to familiar

objects within the range of a child's environment.
Develop. the skill of estimating by guessing and-rneasuring.- .
Develop the skill of chcaning,thetorrect unit of measure for estimates.
Develop techniques of estimation using standard metric units of measure.

Estimation: Grades FourSix
Acquire skill of estimation with metric units.'
Acquire skill of choosing the correck unit of measure' for estimates.
Estimation: Grades Seven-Eight
Apply 'techniques' for the refinement of a stimate.
Apply estimation skill in situations found in e and outside the classroom.

t /... . t --, ' . ,

. Calculators and Computers
-i

,. Calculators and C omputers: Readiness. 'Explore. the skill necessary to estiniate quantified data.
Explore the skill required to. calculate addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division, using whole numbers. t
Explore the use of motivation and enrichment activities.
Explore the use of technology in today's society. '

Calculators and Computers: KindergartenA.-Grade Three
Explore the skill necessary to estimate quantified data.
Develop the skills requireetto calculate addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division, using whole numberi:
Explore number relationships and-order.
Explore number patterns through the use of calculators.
Explore the use of calculators for recreational activities.
Explore integrated curriculum opportunities. k
Ex'plore the mechanics of the calculat% and Its functions and logic.
Explore the use of computer simulations.
Develop the historical perspective of computer technology.
Explore the use of technology in today's society.

Calculators and Computeit.; Grades FourSix
Acquite the skill necessary to estimate quantified data.
Acquire the skill-required to calculate addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division, using decimal numbers.
Develop the ability to analyze number relationships and order.
Develop the skill of using calculators to change fractions to decimals to,

peicents, and. vice versa.
Develop the skill to analyze number patterns.

o
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Develop the use of calculators for recreational activities.
Explore extended application of calculators to ,concepts that are normally

obscured by tedious computation.
Develop integrated curriculum opportunities.
Develop a working knowledge of calculator functions, logic, and mechanics.
Develop the historical perspective of computer technology.
Develop computer simulations.
Explore programming skills.
Develop awareness of the use of technology in today's society. -

.Calculators and Computers: Grades Seven -Eight
Maintain the skill necessary to estimate quantified data.

----Maintain the skill required to calculate addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion; and, cli,Vsion, Using decimal numbers.

Acqiiire.the ability to analyze number relationships and order.
Acquirhe skill of using calculators to chhnge ffactioris to decimals to

.percents, and vice versa.
Develop the skill to 'analyze number patterns. ,
Develop extended application of calculators to concepts that are normally

obscured by tediqus computation.
Apply integrated curriculum opportunities.
'Acquire the historical perspective of computer technology.
Acquire skill using computer simulations. J1

Develop programmineskills.
Acquire awareness of the use of technologY in today's society.

to'

Probability and Statistics
Counting Techniques

Counting Techniques: Readiness
-A4

Explore techniques of collecting data for establishing one -(o -one correspon-
dence. tir

Explore sorting anclogrouping of data.

Counting Techniques: KindergartenGrade Three
Develop techniques of collecting data for establishing one-to-one Oorrespon-.

40. deuce. '
Develop sorting and grouping of data.
Explore the use of tally markers and other symbols to record dwa.
Explore activities involving ,the generation of organized lists of Wa.
Counting Techniques: Grades FourSix *;
Explore techniques of, data-counting, using manipulative materials.
Develop the ability to create .organized lists.
Explore ways of finding the number of arrangements of objects.
Explore ways of 'finding the number of subsets of a set.

r.

Counting Techniques: Grades Seven-Eight
Explore the concept of a sample space for a particular event.
Explore the perrhutations formula of n things taken r at a time.

12
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'Apply the fundamental counting procedure to determine the sample space of
an event.

Collection, Organization, and Representation of Data
Collection, Organization, and Representation of Data: Readiness
Explore ways of grouping physical objects.
Explore simple inferences drawn from collected data .4
Collection, Organization, and Representation of Data: Kindergarten,

Grade Three
Explore ways students can generate data.
Explore construction and interpretation of simple bar graphs and line

graphs.
Develop skill in construction and interpretation of circle graphs.
Explore ways of drawing inferences from simple graphs.

Collection, Organization, and Representation of Data: Grades Four-Six
Develop ways students can generate data.
Develop construction and 'interpretation of graphs:
Explore techniques., for drawing inferences from collected data.
Explore techniques for developing tables for the organization of data.

to, Collection, Organization, and Representation ofrData; Grades Seven-Eight,
Acquire the ability to generate data.
Develop techniques' of drawing inferences from data collected.
Explore the technique of random sampling.
Explore techniques for construction of frequency tables and histograms.

Interpretation of Data
Interpretation of Data: Readiness
Explore the interpretation of student- collecte data.,
Interpretation of Data: KindergartenVrade Three
Explore the range of a set of data.
Explore techniques for drawing inferences from a set of data."
Interpretation of Data: Grades FourSix
Develop the ability to calculate the arithmetic mean (average) and range for

a set of data.
De-+ IOP the ability to calculate the median and mode fora given set of data.
Develdp techniques for drawing inferences from data.
Interpretation of Data: Grades Seven-Eight
Acquire an understanding of arithmetic mean and range for a set Of da
Acquire An understanding of the median and mode for a set_of ata..

Probability°
Probability; Readineisl

(Explore techniques-of guessing, hypothesizing, and making predictions, fol-
lowed by experimentation and discussion. _

Probability: KindergartenGrade Three
' Develop experiences in guessing, hypothesizing, an making predictions.
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Probability: Grades FourSix
s. Explore the definition of probability.

Explore the definition of odds.
Develop the concept of a probabilistic, event.

Protkbility: aradeS Seven-Eight
Develop an understanding of the probability of an event that is certain to

occur.
,,Develop an understanding of the probability of an event that is certain not to

occur.

Relations and FunctiOns

Patterns
Patterns: Readiness
Explore construction of pictorial representations of patterns.

"'Explore identification of relationships among, and properties of, objects.

Patterns: KindergartenGrade Three
Explore the recognition of patterns of symmetry and repetition in geometric

objects or drawings.
Explore the recognition of patterns in simple numerical sequences.

o Develop skill in mcbgniiing relationships among, and properties of,
objects.

Develop skill in identifying ,,Inissing terms in numerical sequences.
'Explore a vocabulary of comparison.,
Patterns; Grades FourSix
Explore, recognition of, and use of, specific pathematical patterns.
Develop 'a vocabulary of comparison.
Explore generalizations of patterns 'of data.

Patterns: Grades SeVen-Eight
Develop skill in identifying patterns in numerical sequences.

- Develop skill. in, using variables in the representations of mathematical
patterns.

Acquire a vocabulary of comparison.
Develop skills to generalize patterns of data.

Relations

Relations: Readiness
Explore the. concept of a set of ordered pairs.
Explore the concept of pairing names with objects:
Explore examples of relations.

iRela;ions: Kindergarten-7-Grade'Three
liplore construction of sets of ordered pairs,through pictorial representation.
EX1Slore comparison of sets through matching.

-,Develop a simple mathematical 'language .for sets of ordered pairs.
Develop-skill-in-recognizing- equivalent sets.
Develop skill in the rules for finding the second nurlber or ordered

__101)eyelop skill* in using the comparison relationships between sets.

A

pairs.
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Relations: Grades FourSix
Develop graphing ordered pairs of numbers.
Develop skills in expressing a given relation in a mathematical sentence.
Explore the transitivity property of the ordering relation. 4

Relations: Grades Sev" en-Eight
Acquire skills in expres9ing a given relation ilea mathematical sentence.
Develop skill in defining one-to-one correspondence between sets, both

finite and infinite.
Develop the domain, range, and rule of a relation.
Develop the three properties of the equivalence-relation.

Funttions

Functions: Readiness
Explore simple sets of ordered pairs.
Explore pictorial representations of functions.

Functions: KindergartenGrade Three
Explore the interpretation of graphs of functions.
Explore addition. and subtraction in function mgchine language.
Explore the many functional relations existipg in nature.
Develop the properties of graphs of functions.
Funcktms: Grades FourSii-
Explore finding rules for given function machines.
Develop skill for recognizing functions.
Develop skill for defining functions.
Develop the four operations in function machines.'
Functions: Grades Seven-Eight
Develop the domain and range and inverse property os functions.
Acquire the definition of relations and functions.
Develop the ability to determine whether or tiot formulas, statements,

graphs, or tabulated data represent functions.

Graphs
1115

Graphs: Readiness
Explore graphing related to physical objects.
Explore the use of simple charts for reference, comparison, and recordkeep-

ing.
Develop the recognition of pattenis through the pictorial representaton of

relations. -

Graphs: KindergartenGrade Three
Explore recognition and construction of valious kinds Of graphs.
Develop interpretation of graphs and tables. -
Explore representation of number pairs in tabular and graphical forms.
Graphs: Grades FourSix
Explore interpreting and raphing of data given a9 sets of ordered pairs.
Explore construction of the Cartesian product for any two sets of whole

`bombers. 1 2 1
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Develop _skill for generating sets of ordered, pairs from tables, graphs, and
formulas. .

Develop skill for determining a rule for the graph Qf a relation.
Acquire skill for identifying, interpreting, and constructing points on the

,
coordinate plane. ;

.
Acquire skill for recognizing graphs of functions. ..'

Acquire skill for graphing linear functions, using whole numbers, rationals,
and integers.

Develop skill for constructing and interpreting line and circle graphs.

Graphs: Grades Seven-Eight -
Acquire skill in recognition, construction, interpretation, and demonstra-

tion of various kinds of graphs./ Develop skill for construction and use of points on the coordinate plane.
Develop skill in construction of graphs of inequalities. '
Acquire skill in plotting of linear and quadratic functions, step functions,

,.,and constant functions.

Logical Thinking
c

Logical Thinking:, Readiness.
. Explore methods of sorting and matching objects, using appropriate

vdcabulary. ,

Develop ability to make comparisons. .
Develop concepts of more, fewer, and same number as, using sets of jects.

Logical Thinking: KindergartenGrade Three
Explore short chains of logical reasoning, using maniputatives.
Explore the_vocabulary of logic in simple mathematical sentences.
Explore patterns for logical reasoning.
Develop the concepts of between, before, and after.
Explore the use of logical reasoning in situations with one or two conditions.
Develop a vocabulary of logic terms; e.g., and, or, not, if... then.

4
Logical Thinking: Grades FourSix
Explore the logical meaning of all, some, each, and every.

, Develop the logical meaning of and,'or, not, if ... then.
Explore the use of flowcharts to show steps in operations.*

-,

Logical Thinking: Grades Seven-Eight
Explore inductive arguments.
Explore puzzles and games to extend concepts of logical thinking.
Develops simple dedtfctive arguments.
Develop precise statements in logical reasoning procedures.

,
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Other Publications Available
from the Department of EduCation

The Mathematics Framework for California Public Schools is one of*'''
approximately 500 publications that are mailable from the' California State
Department of Education. Some of the more recent publications or those:
most widely used are the 'following:

Bilingual Program. Policy. acid Assessment Issues (1980)
California Private School Directory
California Public School Directory
California Public Schools Selected Statistics

S3 25
S 00

12.50
1.50

California School Accounting Marlual (1981) 2 50

California's Demonstration Programs in Reading andMathematics (1980)- 200
Discussion Guide for the California School Improvement' Program (1978) 150+
Education of Gifted and Talented Pupils (1979) 2 50

English Language Framework for California public Schools (1976) 150
Foreign Language Framework for California Public Schools (1980) 2 50

Guide to School and Community Action (1981) 175
Quidelines for School-Based Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs (1981) , 100
Handbook for Planning an Effective Reading Program (1979) 1 51
Handbook for Planning an Effective Writing Program (1982) 7
HistorySocial Science Framework for California ,Public Schals (1980 ..25
In-Service Guide for Teaching Measurement. The SI Metric System (1975) 125

' Instructional Materials Approved for Legal Compliance (1981) 350
Mathematics Scope and Sequence Charts (set of four) (1975) 1.25

Monograph on Staff Development (1980) 1.50

Physical Performance Test for California. Revised Edition (1981) 1 50

A Plan for Improving Mat0(mics Instruction in California
Elementary Schools (1976) 1s25

Proficiency Assessment in California A Status Report (1980) 2 00

Proficiency Skill Development Kit (1980) 7 50
Reading Framework for California Public Schools (1980) 1.75

Relationship Between Nutrition and Student Achievement, Behavior.
and Health (1980) 4.00

Science Framework for California Public Schools (1978) , 165
School Improvement. Making California Education Better (brochure) (1981)
Student Achievement in California Schools 125

Students' Rights and Responsibilities Handbook (1980) '1 50s

Toward More Human Schools (1981) 175

Orders should be directed to:

California State Department of Education,
P.O. Box '27I
Sacramento, CA 95802

Remittance or purchase order must accompany .order. Purchase orders
without checks are accepted only from government agencies in California.
Sales tax should be added to all orders from California puchasers.

A complete. list of publications available fforfilli-e-Depiftinelit-may be
obtained by writing to the address listed-above.

+Also available in Spanish, at the price indicated
Developed for. implementation of School Improvement.
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